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Heat evolution from zirconia-supported Ni-based nano-
composite samples under exposure to hydrogen isotope gas 
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Abstract   Hydrogen isotope absorption characteristics of Ni-based nano-composites supported by 
zirconia, Pd0.044Ni0.31/ZrO2 (“PNZt”) and Cu0.044Ni0.31/ZrO2 (“CNZt”), have been examined. Large 
absorption / adsorption (sorption) energy of (1.6±0.2)×101 eV/atom-Pd or (2.3±0.9) eV/atom-D in the 
initial phase of the #1 run with D2 at room temperature was observed. If Ni is taken into account as the 
absorbent element, a rather plausible value of 2.0±0.3 eV/atom-M (M stands for both Pd and Ni), yet 
one-order-of-magnitude larger than the conventional absorption energy of 0.2 eV/H, is obtained. This 
means that Pd atoms act as a catalyser for deuterium absorption of Ni. The large sorption energy was 
repeatable with about (6~9)×10-1 eV/atom-M in D-PNZt#2 through H-PNZt#4 runs. In the elevated 
temperature (200 ~ 300 °C) phases, on the other hand, excess temperature of 15 ~ 16 °C corresponding 
to conservatively evaluated excess power of 11 ~ 12 W (or 1.3 ~ 1.5 W/g-Ni) was recorded repeatedly 
in both PNZt and CNZt sample runs with both H and D.  
Index Terms − Zirconia supported nano-composite, Cu⋅Ni/ZrO2, Pd⋅Ni/ZrO2, hydrogen gas absorption, 
excess power. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
There have been increasing interests in hydrogen-gas charged nickel-based samples 

for excess energy generation owing to broader accessibility of nickel than palladium. 
A Ni⋅Cu⋅Mn alloy thin wire, for example, has been examined extensively by Chelani 
et al. [1]. In addition, a number of entrepreneurs are publicizing their own “products” 
on web sites with undisclosed details, and therefore with little scientific corroboration 
[e.g., 2 – 3]. Among them, replication experiments of the Rossi reactor have been 
performed by several researchers [4 – 7], which seemingly appears to show relatively 
high repeatability of the Rossi method. However, little is known about the mechanism 
of the anomalously large energy production. 

We have been studying the phenomena of anomalous heat evolution from 
hydrogen-isotope-loaded nano-composite samples at elevated temperatures as well as 
at room temperature using a twin absorption system A1A2 [e.g., 8, 9], and a scaled-up 
system C1 with a ten-times larger reaction chamber (RC) equipped with a flow 
calorimeter employing an oil coolant with a boiling point of 390 °C [10, 11, 12]. The 
former was used for experiments at room temperature (RT) mainly for Pd-based and 
Ni-based nano-composite samples supported by or mixed with zirconia to show 
effectiveness of metal-oxide nano-particles for production of anomalously large 
hydrogen uptake and associated heat. On the other hand, the latter system C1 was 
fabricated to make precise measurements at elevated temperatures mainly for Ni-based 
binary nano-composite samples, Cu0.02Ni0.083/SiO2 (CNS), Cu0.076Ni0.36/ZrO2 (CNZ4), 
Pd0.016Ni0.070/SiO2 (PNSII) and Cu0.011Ni0.077/SiO2 (CNS2). The references [10 - 12] 
describe the results of the absorption runs yielding some excess heat up to 30 - 100 
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eV/atom-Ni or 5 W/g-Ni. And in ref. [13] an inference that surface adatoms of the 
minor component of the binary nanocomposite samples have a catalytic effect to enable 
hydrogen absorption of the host crystalline bulk and release of enhanced anomalous 
heat has been confirmed. 

In the present work, Ni-based nano-composites supported by zirconia are studied 
in comparison with the mesoporus-silica (mp-silica) supported samples. Two kinds of 
Ni-based nano-composites supported by zirconia, Pd0.044Ni0.31/ZrO2 (“PNZt”) and 
Cu0.044Ni0.31/ZrO2 (“CNZt”), were fabricated in Department of Chemistry, University 
of Torino. Absorption runs for these samples were performed with use of the scaled-up 
system C1 in Graduate School of Maritime Sciences, Kobe University. The sample 
characterization before and after the absorption runs were made with use of the 
STEM/EDS facility in CSREA (Centre for Supports to Research and Education 
Activities), Kobe University, and the XRD facility in Univ. Torino. The result of the 
latter is only briefly given in the present paper, and will be described in detail elsewhere. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND SAMPLES 
A schematic of the experimental system C1 is shown in Fig. 1. Refer to the previous 

paper [12] for detailed description of the system including the results of calibration of 
the flow calorimetry with a flow rate of 10 cc/min. From the calibration runs using an 
Al2O3 powder A-12, Showa Denko K.K., the heat conversion coefficient, dTC2/dW = 
2.7 °C/W or 1.33 °C/W, was obtained at RT or at the temperature range from 200 – 
300 °C, respectively. The heat recovery rate was calculated by  

Rh = F⋅ρ⋅C⋅(TC2-TC6)/(W1+W2),               (1)  

where F, ρ and C are the flow rate, the mass density and the specific heat capacity, 
respectively, of the coolant BarrelTherm-400 (BT400), Matsumura Oil Co. Ltd., and 
W1 and W2 the outer (#1) and the inner (#2) cartridge heater power, respectively. The 
mean value of Rh = 0.8 is a little lower than that in the case of the C1 system before the 
addition of the heater #2 due to increased loss of heat through the lead wire. The values 
of dTC2/dW = 2.7 °C/W or 1.33 °C/W will be used to calculate the excess power 
observed in RT runs or elevated temperature runs, respectively. The calibration run 
also serves as a control run for foreground runs using the Ni-based samples.  

The PNZt and CNZt samples were prepared by the melt-spinning method similar 
to that used in ref. [14]. The compounds of Pd0.044Ni0.31Zr0.65 and Cu0.044Ni0.31Zr0.65 
were prepared by arc-melting of the component metal blocks. The alloys were melted 
again by RF heating, and rapidly solidified with a melt-spinning machine to make 
ribbon-like thin sheets of amorphous Pd0.044Ni0.31Zr0.65 and Cu0.044Ni0.31Zr0.65 
compounds. The thin sheets were annealed in air at a temperature around 400 °C for 
100 hrs, during which the formation of ZrO2 phase is promoted. They were then 
pounded in a mortar to make the sample particles with diameter of several to tens of 
µm. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the C1 absorption system after modification of the flow-
rate-monitor and addition of the 200-W cartridge heater inside the reaction 
chamber. 

The PNZt (CNZt) sample with a mass of 38.7 (54.0) g was put in the reaction 
chamber (RC), occupying a volume of only 4.6 (6.5) cc in the RC. The remaining larger 
part of the RC volume was filled with 1,300 g or 234 cc of 1-mm-φ-zirconia balls in 
both cases. The PNZt sample contains 6.4 g of Ni and 1.7 g of Pd, while the CNZt does 
9.2 g of Ni and 1.4 g of Cu. 

Figure 2 shows an example of STEM/EDS analysis of the PNZt sample before 
application of absorption runs. Each photo is labelled as “sample ID”–“B”efore or 
“A”fter absorption runs_“field-of-view ID” “atomic symbol”×“n”, where “n” is the 
intensification index in brightness of the photo. The photo in the right-hand column is 
a synthesized one using different colour for each kind. It seems that each component 
atoms are distributed rather inhomogeneously. Moreover, Pd atoms and Ni atoms are 
not alloyed in the particles with diameter of 2 – 5 nm. They are forming independent 
particles without merging.  

These characteristics are not changed after the absorption runs described in the next 
section. The STEM/EDS photos of the PNZt sample after the absorption runs are shown 
in Fig. 3. The temperature up to 300 °C in the runs has induced no apparent 
agglomeration, or no change in the nanoscopic / mesoscopic distribution of the 
component atoms. This is the point that we expected for the zirconia supported samples. 
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Fg. 2. STEM/EDS pictures of the PNZt sample before the absorption runs, 

“PNZt-B”.  

PNZt-B_007 Ox8   PNZt-B_007 Pdx8   

PNZt-B_007 Zrx2PNZt-B_007 Nix4

PNZt-B_007 
Pdx4Nix1Zrx1Ox1   

200 nm

PNZt-B_007 Pdx16Nix4
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Fg. 3. STEM/EDS pictures of the PNZt sample after the absorption runs, “PNZt-

A”.  

Similar discussion is possible for the CNZt sample. The CNZt-A photos showed 
that there was seen no indication of agglomeration of the nanoscopic / mesoscopic 
particles after the absorption runs. 

XRD patterns of PZNt-B sample showed the presence of main phases ZrO2, NiZr2 
and NiZr. The approximate composition was determined by Rietveld refinement to be 
monoclinic ZrO2 (60 wt%), tetragonal ZrO2 (12 wt%), tetragonal NiZr2 (19 wt%) and 
orthorhombic NiZr (9 wt%). It was not possible to establish where Pd atoms were 
distributed among these phases or in a different phase. On the other hand, XRD patterns 
on the CNZt-B sample showed the presence of FCC NiO (20 wt%) possibly with only 
small amount of Ni2Zr (< 2 wt%) among the ZrO2 main phases. The reason of the phase 
difference between the PNZt and the CNZt in this respect is not known at the moment. 
However it is probably related to the different chemical composition of the samples 
that affect the synthesis process in a different way. The effect of the existence of the 
NiZrx phases on the absorption characteristics is discussed briefly later in the next 
section. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
1. PNZt sample 

Deuterium (D) and protium (H) absorption runs, D-PNZt#1, #2, #3 and H-PNZt#4, 
were performed after vacuum baking for more than 50 hours at temperatures 230 - 290 
°C with the heater power of (W1+W2) = (69+20) W. As an example, the temperature 
history in the D-PNZt#1 run is shown in Fig. 4. Each time the heater power was varied, 
the phase number is advanced; #1-1 for (0+0) W, #1-2 for (10+5) W, #1-3 for (20+10) 
W, and so on. In the figure also shown are the pressures at the RC and at the storage 
tank (ST), Pr and Ps, respectively, and the equivalent loading ratio LPd ≡ (H/Pd) or LM 
≡ (H/M), i.e., the number of hydrogen isotope atoms lost from the gas phase relative to 
the number of Pd or Pd⋅Ni atoms, which is calculated from the values of Pr and Ps, and 

 

PNZt-A_013 Pdx16  PNZt-A_013 Nix4

PNZt-A_013 Pdx16Nix4

250 nm
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volumes of the RC and the ST with a correction for the temperature based on the Boyle-
Charles’ law.  

 
Fg. 4. Temperature history during the D-PNZt#1 run.  

Figure 5 shows the temperature evolution in the #1-1 phase. The initial burst of heat 
is observed on the RTD and TC traces at the beginning of the #1-1 phase at RT. The 
hump at TC2 is time-integrated to calculate an emerging energy per an absorbent atom,  

∫=
t

tWE
 

0 aa d ,               (2)  

where Wa is the power per an adsorbent atom, either Pd or “M”. The energy Ea is 
calculated to be (2.8±0.2)×104 J/0.0156-mol-Pd, or (2.8±0.2)×104 J/0.125-mol-M, 
which corresponds to (1.9±0.2)×101 eV/atom-Pd, or (2.3±0.2) eV/atom-M, 
respectively. The former is too large to be explained only by chemical reactions, while 
the latter is conceivable in terms of chemistry at first glance. It is inferred that not only 
Pd but also Ni nanoparticles are absorbing hydrogen isotopes at RT in the present 
binary nanocomposite system supported by zirconia; a catalytic effect of the minor 
constituent Pd. However, the latter value of (2.3±0.2) eV/atom-M is none the less rather 
large in view of the hydrogen absorption energy of about 0.2 eV/atom-Pd for bulk 
crystalline Pd.  
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Fig. 5. Initial burst in the D-PNZt#1-1 phase, and 1a phase for a leak correction 

made for LM.  

It is essential to see the possible contribution of chemical reactions other than 
absorption / adsorption (sorption) by Pd and/or Ni. The oxygen pickup reactions should 
be examined first, since the reduction of samples were recognized in the XRD spectra 
in the past experiments, e.g., ref. [12], with use of the PNS2 sample; 

PdO + D2(H2) → Pd + D2O(H2O) + 1.77   (1.63)  eV/atom-Pd,   (3)  
NiO + D2(H2) → Ni + D2O(H2O) + 0.176 (0.033) eV/atom-Ni.   (4)  

Even if we assume that Pd and Ni atoms were fully oxidized in the virgin sample, 
although no PdO nor NiO was recognized in the XRD spectrum as mentioned above, 
and that they were fully deoxidized in the D-PNZt#1-1 phase under exposure to 
hydrogen isotope gas, the energies are (1.6±0.2)×101 eV/atom-Pd, or (2.0±0.2) 
eV/atom-M. Therefore, the deoxidation reactions (3) and (4) do not cause any essential 
change in the above discussion on the anomalously large sorption energy. 

Next, the hydridation reaction of NiZr2 [15, 16] has to be considered. In the former 
[15], the authors claim that the following reaction proceeds at 323 K;  

Zr2Ni + (4.5/2)H2 → ZrH2 + ZrNiH2.5 + 274.4 kJ (2.85 eV/atom-Ni).  (5) 
If we assume that the sample as a whole has the aforementioned composition of ZrO2 
(71 wt%), NiZr2 (19 wt%) and NiZr (9 wt%), the molar fractions of Ni and Zr are 0.15 
and 0.84, respectively. Therefore, only about 1/3 of Ni atoms are forming crystalline 
phases detectable by XRD analysis. If this is the case, the above reaction (5), if 
applicable also to the case of D2 exposure at RT, contributes to the output energy by 
1.1 eV/atom-Ni, or 0.92 eV/atom-M. This is insufficient to explain the observed output 
energy. If we subtract this value and the deoxidation energies (3) and (4) from the 
observed one, we get 1.1 eV/atom-M as the sorption energy, which is about five times 
larger than the Pd-bulk absorption energy of 0.2 eV/atom-Pd. It has been assumed here 
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that the NiZr phase also absorbs hydrogen with the same enthalpy of formation as eq. 
(5) for NiZr2.  

It is true, however, that the sample is highly inhomogeneous, and therefore the 
above discussion is far from conclusive. If the above composition is the mean one, we 
have an excess energy in the #1-1 phase at RT. On the other hand, if the NiZr2 phase is 
more abundant, then the large 1st-phase absorption could be explained thoroughly by 
the absorption reaction (5) in the NiZr2 phase. We have to wait for further XRD analysis.  

The FWHM of the burst is about 230 min., which is about 20 times larger than that 
observed in the D-PNSII/Al2O3 run [12]. This indicates that the hydrogen isotope 
absorber, Pd and/or Ni nanoparticles, are embedded rather uniformly in the zirconia 
supporter, and that it takes some time for hydrogen to migrate deep into the zirconia 
supporter and reach the absorber nanoparticles. In contrast, the mesoporous-silica-
supported sample has the absorber Pd and/or Ni nanoparticles just on the exterior / 
interior surface of the supporter.  

The equivalent loading ratios LPd and LM exceeding 100 and 15, respectively, are 
anomalously large. This anomaly is due to a contribution of leakage of the gas at the 
ICF70 bottom flange of the RC, which continued until it was fixed after the #1-11 phase. 
The leak rate depends on the pressure Pr. In the first phase #1-1, a correction for the 
leakage is made as follows. 

After termination of the initial burst of heat, deuterium gas was resupplied to the 
ST up to the same pressure as that at the beginning of the #1-1 phase. This is the #1-1a 
phase. Since the temperature change in the #1-1a phase is negligible, we can assume 
that the pressure change is solely due to the leakage. Then a simple subtraction of LPd 
(LM) in the #1-1a phase from that in the #1-1 phase is possible to yield the true loading 
ratio, LPd;cor (LM;cor), shown in Fig. 5. The saturation value of LPd;cor = 8.8±0.9 is still 
anomalously large, while LM;cor = 1.1±0.1 is rather reasonable. This is consistent with 
the inference that Ni nanoparticles are absorbing hydrogen isotopes at RT owing to the 
catalytic effect of Pd nanoparticles. 

The phase-averaged sorption energy, ηav,i [eV/atom-H], is calculated as the total 
energy per unit absorbent atom Ea;j [eV/atom-M] divided by the increment of the 
loading ratio in the relevant phase;  

( )i

T

i TL

tWi

M

0 a
av;

d

∆
≡ ∫η                (6) 

where Wa [eV/atom-M] is the specific excess power defined as the output power with 
a subtraction of the heater power (or relative to the power in the case of the Al2O3 blank 
runs), ∆LM is the increment of the time-dependent loading ratio LM, and Ti is the 
duration of the relevant phase i. The symbols are sometimes expressed simply as Ea 
and ηav without the suffix i. 

The first phase sorption energy ηav is calculated to be (1.8±0.4) eV/a-D for the D-
PNZt#1-1 phase after the correction for the leakage and the deoxidation reactions eq. 
(3) and (4). This is almost one order of magnitude larger than the bulk Pd sorption 
energy of 0.2 eV/a-D. The large values of ηav are also found in #n-1 phases, where n = 
2, 3, ⋅⋅⋅, when little amount of oxygen is left to be deoxidized. The traces in the D-
PNZt#3-1 phase are shown in Fig. 6 as an example, which shows still large values of 
Ea = (6.8±0.7) eV/a-Pd = (0.85±0.09) eV/a-M, and ηav = (0.39±0.04) eV/a-D.  
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Fig. 6. Initial burst in the PNZt#3-1 phase after fixing the leak problem.  

Next, we discuss the oil-outlet temperature TC2 in the elevated temperature phases 
in the D-PNZt runs, TC2(PNZt) (the red line in Fig. 7), in comparison with that in the 
calibration / control run [12] using H-Al2O33, TC2(Al2O3)  (the black line in Fig. 7). As 
is seen, TC2(PNZt) is somewhat higher than TC2(Al2O3) in almost all elevated 
temperature phases.  

In the course of these runs, fluctuation of the flow rate of BT400 was recorded in 
the flow-rate monitor. A correction for the flow rate fluctuation was made to TC2(PNZt) 
by subtracting the deviation ∆TC2 due to the fluctuation ∆F,  

∆TC2 = (dTC2/dF)⋅∆F = (-∆F/F)⋅(W1+W2)⋅(dTC2/dW)⋅α,     (7) 

where α is a fitting parameter. Essentially α has to be 1.0, which is confirmed by 
deriving Eq. (7) from Eq. (1), or (1’) below. However, α is determined to be 0.8 from 
a blank run which should show no excess heat at all, Ar-CNS2#6, as described in ref. 
[13]. This is consistent with our experience that (TC2-TC6) varied with a flow-rate (F) 
dependence weaker than the linear one, that is α < 1 in the modified equation;  

(TC2 –TC6) = (W1+W2)⋅Rh⋅/(F α⋅ρ⋅C).          (1’) 

The corrected foreground temperature, TC2;corr(PNZt) ≡ TC2(PNZt) + ∆TC2, is 
expressed by the green line in Fig. 7. When compared with the reference TC2(Al2O3) 
with the systematic error of about 10 °C taken into account, we see apparent increase 
in TC2;corr(PNZt), especially in the phases #1-6, #1-7, #1-10. We conclude that in the 
PNZt powder is induced some anomalous effect to generate excess heat both at RT and 
in the elevated temperature range 200 ~ 300 °C.  
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Fg. 7. Excess heat observed in the elevated temperature phases, and the loading 

ratio LM. 

In Fig. 7 the values of LM are plotted again (orange line). As has been discussed in 
the preceding paragraphs, the apparent LM could contain the contributions of the 
deoxidation reactions and of the leakage from the RC until the #2-1 phase, while it is 
the pure loading ratio in the #3 and #4 runs, since there are no oxygen to be picked up 
and no leakage in the system. It is shown in the figure that the PNZt sample absorbs 
hydrogen up to LM ≅ 2.0 at RT, and that LM is a decreasing function of temperature. 

The phase-averaged sorption energy ηav,i and the integrated excess energy Ea in the 
elevated temperature phases are plotted in Fig. 8. It should be noted that eq. (6) is 
modified to keep ηav,i positive under desorption, i.e., the denominator is changed to the 
absolute value of ∆LM; 

( )i

T

i TL

tWi

M

0 a
av;

d

∆
≡ ∫η .              (6’) 

This means that the exothermic event could occur along with hydrogen isotope 
displacement under both sorption and desorption. The large values of ηav,i of the order 
of 103 eV/D together with the integrated output energy approaching 103 eV/M suggest 
the nuclear origin of the excess heat. 
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Fg. 8. Phase averaged excess heat ηav and integrated excess heat Eex. 

 
2. CNZt sample 

Protium and deuterium absorption runs, H-CNZt#1, #2, #3, #5 and D-CNZt#4, 
were performed similarly. The temperature evolution in the #1-1 phase at RT is shown 
in Fig. 9. The initial burst of heat is not substantial. The first-phase energy Ea = 
(5.5±0.6)×10-2 eV/atom-Ni and ηav = (2.9±0.3)×10-1 eV/atom-H are one-order-of-
magnitude smaller than those in the D-PNZt#1-1 phase. They are low enough to be 
explained by the deoxidation energies given in eq. (4) and (7) below;  

CuO + D2(H2) → Cu + D2O(H2O) + 1.00 (0.86) eV/atom-Cu.   (8)  
However, the nontrivial equivalent loading ratio LM ~ 0.17 in the H-CNZt#1-1 

phase is replicated in the #2-1 phase after baking in the #1-11 phase following a cycle 
of elevated temperature operation in the #1-2 through #1-8 phases as is shown in Fig. 
10, and also in the following runs. The nontrivial values of [Ea, ηav, LM] were 
reproduced in the succeeding runs; [(3.4±0.3)×10-2 eV/a-M, (1.7±0.3)×10-1 eV/a-H, 
0.18] in #2-1, [(2.2±0.2)×10-2 eV/a-M, (1.5±0.2)×10-1 eV/a-H, 0.15] in #3-1, [too small 
to be calculated, --, 0.14] in #4-1.  

( )i

Ti

i TL

tW

M

a

av,

d

∆
=
∫

η

∫=
t

tWE
0 aa d
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Fig. 9. Initial burst of heat and loading ratio in the CNZt#1-1 phase at R.T. 

 
Fig. 10. Excess heat and the loading ratio in the elevated temperature phases of 

the #1 run. 

A sudden increase in LM observed in the #1-8 phase is trivial. This was caused by 
an accidental leakage from the bottom flange, and repaired in the phase #1-9.  

It is therefore inferred that the CNZt sample absorbs appreciable amount of 
hydrogen isotopes not only at RT but also at elevated temperatures below 300 °C. The 
latter is confirmed by the trace of LM not only in the #2-2 through #2-5 phases but also 
in the #1-2 through #1-8 just before the leakage accident. Take note of the saturation 
behavior of LM in the #1-7 and #1-8 phases, which shows that there was no leakage 
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before the sudden leakage in the #1-8. In the #1-2 through #1-6, the increase in LM is 
much more significant. This could be due to additional loss of hydrogen by the 
reduction reactions, eq. (4) and (8).  

Both the absorption at elevated temperature and the reduction reactions do not 
contribute appreciably to the excess heat observed in the #1-6, #1-7 and #1-8 phases, 
when LM varies little. The excess heat exceeding the systematic error of 10 °C is 
observed exclusively in the #1-6 through #1-8 phases, i.e., the corrected TC2 agrees with 
the reference TC2(Al2O3) within the systematic error in other phases of the H-CNZt#2, 
#3, #5 and D-CNZt#4 runs, as is shown in Fig. 11.  

 
Fig. 11. No appreciable excess heat with considerable LM in the #2 through #5 

runs. 

It is rather curious, however, that the rate of increase in LM is very steady. The 
pressure Pr was kept at 0.8 ~ 0.9 MPa during these phases, owing to the small 
absorption or leakage, if any. It might be possible that the increase in LM in these phases 
of the runs #2 and later is due to a small leakage rather than absorption. 

Finally, the excess energy in the #1 run is evaluated in terms of the phase-averaged 
sorption energy ηav and the integrated excess energy Ea as in the case of the PNZt 
sample. These are plotted in Fig. 12. The values with the same order of magnitude as 
the PNZt sample are recorded. 
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Fig. 12. Phase averaged excess heat ηav and integrated excess heat Ea. 

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The results for the zirconia supported samples are summarized as follows; 

(1) Large absorption / adsorption (sorption) energy of (1.6±0.2)×101 eV/atom-Pd or 
(1.8±0.4) eV/atom-D in the initial phase of the D-PNZt#1 run with D2 at room 
temperature was observed.  

(2) If Ni is taken into account as the absorbent element, a rather plausible value of 
(2.0±0.2) eV/atom-M (M stands for both Pd and Ni) is obtained, which means that 
Pd atoms act as a catalyst for deuterium absorption of Ni.  

(3) The large sorption energy in the D-PNZt#1-1 phase mentioned in (1) and (2) could 
be due to the hydrogen absorption reaction of the NiZr2 phase. 

(4) The large sorption energy was repeatable with about (6 ~ 9)×10-1 eV/atom-M in D-
PNZt#2 through H-PNZt#4 runs.  

(5) In the elevated temperature (200 ~ 300 °C) phases, on the other hand, excess 
temperature of 15 ~ 16 °C corresponding to the excess power of 11 ~ 12 W (or 1.3 
~ 1.5 W/g-M) was recorded repeatedly in both PNZt and CNZt sample runs with 
both H and D. 

Finally, comparison with mp-silica supported samples [12, 13] are shown in Table 1.  
(6) Both zirconia-supported samples, PNZt and CNZt, give larger transient phase (#n-

1) energies at RT than silica supported samples, PNSII and CNS2, respectively. 
Especially, the CNZt enables the first phase absorption, but the values of LM and 
sorption energies are not so large. 

(7) In all samples the excess power of the order of 10 W and the sorption energies on 
the order of keV/atom-H are recorded in the elevated temperature phases.  

Further studies to examine the scaling law are desired. 
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Table 1. Summary: Comparison of the ZrO2 supported samples with the mp-silica supported 
samples [12,13]; (a): Pd doped Ni samples, (b): Cu doped Ni samples. ‘Loading’ in #1 runs 
includes hydrogen atoms spent for deoxidation of PdO or NiO. ‘H’ stands for either H or D, 
and ‘M’ stands for either Ni or Pd⋅Ni.  

  (a) Pd doped Ni (b) Cu doped Ni 
 Sample name PNZt PNSII/Al2O3 CNZt CNS2 
 M Pd⋅Ni Pd⋅Ni Ni Ni 

Tran-
sient 
phase 
at R.T. 
in #1 
run 

Loading ratio LM 1.1± 0.1 0.58 (1.7±0.2)E-1 ~0 
Specific power (W/g-M) 0.26 0.80 (2.2±0.2)E-1 ~0 

Sorption energy  
(eV/atom-M) 2.0±0.2 0.55 (5.5±0.6)E-2 ~0 

Sorption energy ηa 
(eV/atom-H) 1.8±0.4 0.95±0.1 0.32±0.4 --- 

Tran-
sient 
phase 
at R.T. 
in #2 or 

later 

Loading ratio LM 2.1 0.17 (1.7±0.2)E-1 --- 
Specific power (W/g-M) 0.16 0.080 (2.7±0.3)E-2 --- 

Sorption energy 
(eV/atom-M) 0.85 0.036 (3.4±0.3)E-2 --- 

Sorption energy ηa 
(eV/atom-H) 0.40±0.04 0.21±0.02 0.20±0.02 --- 

Satu-
ration 
phase 

at 
elevat-

ed 
temp. 

Max. excess power (W) (1.2±0.2)E+1 (1.0±0.1)E+1 (1.2±0.2)E+1 10±1  
Max. specific excess 
power Wa (W/g-M) 1.5 1.2 1.3±0.2 0.8 

Specific excess energy  
Ea (keV/atom-M) 0.08  0.68 (2.6±0.3)E-1 0.38 

Phase-averaged sorption 
Energy ηav,i (keV/a-H) 0.8~7.0 2.2~6.5 0.45~6.0 15 
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Abstract 

We have developed a strict measurement and analysis method to confirm abnormal heat generation (AHG) 

induced by hydrogen diffusion in a metal sample. The factors involved in the energy analysis are electricity, 

mass (heat capacity), thermal conductivity, and dynamic and thermal radiation. These factors contribute the most 

to heat analysis and can be easily estimated using matrix equations to calculate unknown quantities. We describe 

the results of the abnormal-heat-generation experiment and the methods of thermal calibration within the 

framework of our chosen measurement system. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Fleischmann and Pons1-5 reported that heat generation exceeded the input for electrolysis with Pd electrodes 

in a heavy water solution; Jones et al.6 referred to this as room-temperature nuclear fusion. The phenomenon had 

low reproducibility and involved large measurement errors; therefore, alternative explanations have been 

proposed, including chemical and physical reactions. Many researchers have developed precise methods for 

measuring and analyzing AHG. Several reaction schemes involving the metal–hydrogen system have also been 

developed.7-10 The unique interaction between hydrogen and particular metal structures is believed to give rise 

to the observed phenomenon.11-14 Quantum mechanics suggests that the simultaneous presence of hydrogen and 

free electrons changes the metal structure.15-25  

The author has been aiming to reproduce the long-standing CF phenomenon. In particular, initially we have 

thought the CF reaction with normal nuclear fusion reaction, and confirmation was carried out for the neutron 

generation in the electrolysis in heavy water. Then, we have focused on analysis of the occurring the product of 

isotopic changed elements that had occurred during the electrolysis test. The heat was generated in the process, 

very rare, and suddenly was occurring phenomenon. Then we did not eager to have tracked for the heat generation. 

However, since 2011, we felt the limits of nuclear power generation, and thereafter advances the research at the 

center of the heat, not out of the waste, transmutation reaction was considered to be promising as a future energy 

source. The truth of the matter in the world is unknown, but has been increasingly reported in the heat-generating 

reaction of a nickel-hydrogen system. This system, when compared to the initial Pd-D2 system, has been regarded 

as a calibration test. However, excess heat generation have been reported often in the electrolytic system. In the 

report from the world of the past few years, we have reported the occurrence of excess heat in the reactant mixed 

with other additive element to nickel. However, the authors in a very clean system in early electrolysis test, that 

the excess heat has been reported, were considered significant. Therefore by eliminating impurities tried precise 

detection of the excess heat. 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

A. Reactor 

The measurement and reaction apparatus is schematically shown in Fig. 1. The reactor is cylindrical, made 

of SUS316, and has a volume of 5,530 cm3 and weight of 47.50 kg; it features a vacuum exhaust, gas supply, and 

connection port for pressure measurements. K-type thermocouples monitor the temperature of the ambient 

environment (T1), the reactor and circulating water (T2), and the surface of the circulating pump (T3). All 

thermocouples are calibrated by a temperature measurement calibrator (CGA-855, Chino Co., Ltd.), and they are 

connected to the data logger with a 0.5-mm-diameter compensation conductor. The reference junction 

temperature of the thermocouple is used by the internal measurement module of the data logger; using this 

method, the measurement error is ±0.086 K at room temperature (293.2 K). All temperature measurements were 

conducted at 293.2 K or hotter.  

Reaction gas is supplied to the reactor through a port; the pressure is measured by a transducer (622, MKS 

Baratron). The outside wall of the reactor is cooled by recirculating water that runs through the tubing (outer 

diameter = 14 mm, inner diameter = 10 mm) down the length of the reactor (16 m). The recirculation pump (MD-

6K-N, Iwaki. Co., Ltd.) delivers a water pressure head of 1 m at a flow rate of 8 kg/min and power output of 12 

W and is cooled by a blower fan. The temperature of the reactor system is inferred from a thermocouple that 

monitors the temperature of recirculating water in a 2.700 kg reservoir; the reactor system is isothermal. The 

cooling-water jacket is directly covered with insulating tape, which is covered with a 20-mm-thick layer of 

polyurethane foam. The insulation stabilizes the reactor system temperature, enabling accurate heat calculations. 

 

 

FIG. 1. Schematic of the reactor and measurement systems. 

 

B. Reactant 

The reaction gas comprises deuterium (99.9%, Nippon Oxygen) for heat generation and hydrogen (99.99%) 

for the activation process; the feed rate composition is 99.8% D2. Nickel mesh (99.9%, Ni 200,180 mesh, Inada 
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Wire Mesh Co., Ltd.) is used as a catalyst. Two meshes (the total weight is 40 g) are used; the wire diameter is 

0.055 mm, the total wire length is 896 m, and the surface area is 0.31 m2. A ceramic heater is placed at the center 

of the reactor (square-shaped, 30 mm on each side, and 2 mm in thickness) and wound with a fine Ni wire (0.2 

mm in diameter, 3 m in length). The Ni mesh is activated by attaching it to the inner surface of the reactor; AC- 

and DC-discharge between the wire around the heater and the reactant mesh yield ions and electrons that irradiate 

the reactant. The activated mesh is sequentially cleaned: a neutral detergent is used, followed by alcohol, then 

ultrasonic cleaning in acetone. This process covers the surface of the reactant mesh with fine metal particles. 

 

C. Measurement 

1. Measurement system 

The left side of Fig. 1 shows the reactor system; the measurement system is on the right. From bottom to top, 

the components are a high-voltage power supply (HARb-3R200-L, Matsusada Co., Ltd.), an input power supply, 

a power analyzer (PZ4000, Yokogawa Co., Ltd.), a data logger (34970A, Agilent Co., Ltd.), and a personal 

computer. The three measured temperatures, current, voltage, power, and pressure are logged every 24.47 s (∆t). 

 

2. Heat parameters involved in the measurement 

Figure 2 is a schematic showing the significant heat flows. Win (W) is the power supplied by the heater to the 

reactor system. All input energy is transferred as heat; some heat is consumed by escape and some is exchanged 

with the circulating water. At steady state, the system is isothermal. The input power to the reaction system (in 

watts) that is needed to achieve a 1 K increase in temperature in 1 s is Wr (W/K) and the corresponding heat for 

one interval of ∆t is Hr (J). 

The energy that passes through the insulating wall and is lost to the surroundings We (W/K) is proportional 

to the difference between T2 and T1; it is represented as We = we (T2 − T1)/∆t, where we (W/K) is the heat per 

degree K of temperature difference. The total energy transferred by We is He (J). Similarly, Wp has units of W/K 

and is given by Wp = wp (T3 − T2)/Δt; the total energy transferred by Wp is Hp (J). 

 

 

FIG. 2. Schematic of heat flows. 

 

D. Thermal calibration 

1. Heat calibration test 
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We performed the heat calibration test in low-pressure helium gas (~100 Pa) using an input power of 0, 25, 

and 50 W (see Figure 3). The input power slightly fluctuated at 25 and 50 W due to changes in the temperature 

of the thermocouples. The test was performed during intervals of 65 and 93 ks. 

 

FIG. 3. Input power profiles during the heat calibration test. From top to bottom, the set point value of Win is 

50, 25, and 0 W. 

 

2. Heat calculation 

(a) Total heat value. The total heat output Hout is given as follows: 

Hout = ∫Wout dt = ∫ (Wr + We + Wp) dt = Hr + He + Hp = ∫Win dt = Hin.  (1) 

At time t, the temperature of each thermocouple is T1 (t), T2 (t), and T3 (t). The calculated heat is obtained from 

multiplying the sum of the measured values of the temperature and the interval time of sampling at each 

thermocouple. The value of He is obtained from the difference between T2 and T1, the value of Hp is calculated 

from the temperature difference between T3 and T2. These relations are given as follows: 

He ≡ ∫We dt = we × ∑1
m[T2(n) − T1(n)]Δt = we × [∑1

mT2 (n) − ∑1
m T1 (n)]Δt ,  (2) 

and 

Hp ≡ ∫Wp dt = wP × ∑1
m[T3(n) − T2(n) ]Δt = wp × [∑1

mT3 (n) − ∑1
m T2 (n)]Δt .  (3) 

The value of Hr is given by the following: 

Hr ≡ ∫Win dt = Wr × ∑1
m [T2 (n) − T2 (n − 1)] Δt = 4.18M × [T2 (m) − T2 (1)] Δt,  (4) 

where M is the converted weight into water in the reactor system and 4.18 is the conversion factor from calories 

to joules. The weight of the reactor is already measured. However, the reaction system is composed the cooling 

water pipe, the water container and the others. Here, we kept all of them as the same temperature by flowing the 

circulating water. M factor is added in order to obtain the thermic contribution with the reacting systems. 

The time-dependent temperature profiles for T1, T2, and T3 are shown in Fig. 4 for an input of 50 W. We and 

Wp are calculated as described above. M is calculated from the initial and final temperatures of the reaction system, 
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T2 (1) and T2 (m), respectively. 

 

FIG. 4. Temperature profiles at a power input of 50 W. From top to bottom, the profiles are T2, T3, and T1. 

 

(b) Determinant. Performing three calibration tests is necessary to extract the three unknowns: M, we, and wp. 

We made the following measurements by changing the input energy; the results are given in Table I. 

 

TABLE I. Calibration measurements. 

  
Win Hin 

T2(m) – T2(1) ∑1
mT2(n) –∑1

mT1(n)  ∑1
mT3(n) − ∑1

mT2(n) 

(W) (J) 

Calibration 1 0 0 1.59 4,249 6,445 

Calibration 2 25 1,665,000 −6.20 50,200 −40,170 

Calibration 3 50 4,056,000 −0.27 104,800 −90,250 

 

We assumed that there are no abnormal reactions in the reactor system during the calibration test, allowing us to 

write Hin = Hout. 

We can relate the above factors to the input energy using the following matrix equation:  

 

� 01,665,0004,056,000� 	 �							1.59 		4,249 							6,445		�6.20 50,240 �40,170			�0.27 104,780 �90,250��
�r����� (5) 

 

Solving the matrix equation, we obtain Hr = 34,937; He = 20.01; and Hp = 21.81. The three unknowns are related 
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to the output amount of heat as follows: M = 34,937/4.18 (g water) = 8,358 × 4.18 (J/K); we = 20.01/24.47 [J/(K 

s)] = 0.818 (W/K); and wp = 21.81/24.47 [J/(K s)] = 0.891 (W/K). 

The time-dependent profile of Wout calculated using the obtained values of wr, we, and wp is shown in Fig. 5. 

The Hout/Hin ratio is 1.001 at 50 W and 0.999 at 25 W. 

 

FIG. 5. Time-dependent profile of Wout. From top to bottom the input power is 50, 25, and 0 W. 

 

3. Accuracy of the calibration test 

Each calibration (for a fixed value of Win) was performed in triplicate and yielded the following results in 

Table II:  

 

TABLE II. Calibration. 

  M we wp 

Calibration 1 8,358 0.818 0.891 

Calibration 2 8,335 0.940 0.662 

Calibration 3 8,750 1.079 0.637 

 

These heat parameters were used to calculate Hin and Hout; the results are plotted for 16 sets of calibration 

data (single calibration: 7 data sets, parameter calibration test: 9 data sets) in Fig. 6. Hout (J) = 1.004 × Hin (J) and 

the correlation coefficient R is 0.9996. Here, average M value is 8.4876 kg, then the reactor weight is estimate as 

conversion into water of 5.788 kg from the value that was subtracted coolant water weight of 2.700 kg. This 

value is changed into the SUS304 reactor weight dividing by 0.122 J/g/K of heat capacity. That is 47.440 kg. 

This value is same as 47.00 kg that was measured by weight scale.  
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FIG. 6. Relation between Hin and Hout for the calibration tests. 

 

III. SIGNIFICANT DEFFERENCE TEST 

AHG tests were performed 77 times for 58 days. We varied Win, the gas pressure, and the test duration. The 

recorded data were as follows: the date of the test, T1, T2, T3, Hin, Hout, and Hout/Hin. The gas pressure varied in 

the range of 2–450 Pa, Win = 10–100 W, t = 1–200 ks, and Hin = 0.023–7.78 MJ. The maximum value of T2 was 

67°C. In most tests, Hout exceeded Hin; the maximum value of Hout/Hin was 1.46, which was observed during the 

interval of t = 5–10 ks. Test results are summarized in Table III. 

 

TABLE III. Summary of the test results. 

 Pressure 

(Pa) 

Win 

(W) 

Duration 

(ks) 

Hin 

(J) 

Water temp. 

(°C) 

Wout 

(J) 

Hout/Hin Reactor 
body temp. 

(°C) 

Min. 2 10 1.0 23,399 30 27,538 1.02 35 

Max. 450 100 200.0 7,780,039 67 8,366,824 1.46 105 

Average 210.7 38.7 551.5 1,719,042 46.2 1,974,648 1.174 61.4 

 

An example of an AHG test is shown in Fig. 7. The AHG factor is defined as follows: 

Hout = Hr + He + Hp + Hex ≠ Hin.  (6) 

Win is 40 W, the test time is 87.4 ks, the gas pressure is 400 Pa, Hin is 3.46 MJ, and Hout is 4.21 MJ. We can 

estimate that Hex is 0.75 MJ and the ratio of Hout/Hin is 1.217. 
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FIG. 7. Power profiles for Win = 40 W and Wout during the abnormal-heat generation test.  

 

 

The AHG factor that can be inferred from the reaction mechanism has not been included in this experimental 

system. For the calibration data, R = 0.9996. We compare the abnormal heat generation test with the calibration 

to mathematically prove that abnormal heat was produced. We limit our focus to the range of Win = 40–50 W; 

there are 10 calibration data sets and 20 abnormal-heat-generation data sets in this range. We use Welch’s t-test 

to compare the average value of Hout/Hin for the experimental tests with the calibrations to determine whether 

there is a statistically significant difference between the two results. 

Null hypothesis: H0, the average value of Hout/Hin is equal for the test and control data sets. 

Alternative hypothesis: H1, the average value of Hout/Hin for the test data set is larger than that for the control 

data set. 

 

                   TABLE IV. Significant difference test results. 

 Test data Control data 

Average 1.172672637 1.009233098 

Variation 0.003706221 0.000432478 

Data number 20 10 

Difference with the average hypothesis 0  

Degrees of freedom 26  

t 10.81080704  

P(T ≤ t) one side 2.04059 × 10−11  

t-boundary value for one side 2.478629824  

 

The significant difference test results are shown in Table IV. The P-value (one side) is many orders of 
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magnitude smaller than 0.01, and the t-value is much larger (10.81) than the t-boundary value. Furthermore, we 

reject the null hypothesis; the average value of the test data is greater than the calibration data having 99% 

accuracy. 

To confirm AHG from the reaction between hydrogen and metal, we selected four factors that contribute to 

positive heat values: input power, ambient temperature, temperature of the reaction system, and pump 

temperature during calibration. For simplicity, we neglected heat losses from radiation or evaporation of the 

recirculating water. We estimated that an even larger heat generation would result from incorporating these heat 

losses into the calculations. The observed value of Hout/Hin was less than unity for the plasma discharge test. The 

value of −Hex could be estimated from the input energy that was consumed by the chemical reaction during the 

plasma discharge. 

 

Ⅳ. EXCESS HEAT GENERATION TEST 

From the above calibration results, we can evaluate in the heat in this test system. If we continue the test 

how the excess amount of heat increases shown in the following graph Fig.8. This data was obtained from the 

entire test that was changed the input, gas pressure and test time for 200 test data. Here, we do not concern the 

factor except test time, however, it shows the increase tendency of Hout/Hin ratio with the test time. 

 
FIG. 8. Change of Hout/Hin ratio on the test time. 

 

Fig.9 shows Win dependency of Wex. It can see weak dependence of Wex on Win.  
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FIG. 9. Change of Wex on Win. 

 

IV. DISCUSSION 

We confirmed the occurrence of AHG through experiments and mathematical analysis. We measured Hex = 

10 W at Win = 40 W; we estimated that the specific AHG is 0.3 W/g (on the basis of the mass of the Ni reactant) 

and 30 mW/cm (on the basis of the surface area of Ni reactant). This excess heat generation was calculated by a 

rigorous thermal analysis. Until now, AHG has not been confirmed due to its low experimental reproducibility 

and disagreement with theory; however, this study has definitively confirmed AHG. This finding is a significant 

advancement with important ramifications. Further research is needed to elucidate the theory and mechanisms 

underlying this phenomenon. By varying different parameters, such as the reactant gas, we will be able to develop 

methods for controlling the process and harnessing the phenomenon for practical applications. We plan to conduct 

even stricter thermal analyses in future and to broaden the scope of parameters evaluated. 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

We obtained the following results by the significant difference test applied on 200 confirmation test. The 

AHG phenomenon was clearly confirmed by using the hydrogen active metal sample and the hydrogen gas 

system. The AHG is dependent on the input power and test time. The Hout/Hin ratio was reached 1.3 and Wex 

was increased to 24 Watt. 
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ABSTRACT 
We performed deuterium desorption experiments using multi-layered Pd-Ni, Pd-Ag and Pd-Ti complex 

samples with fine-structured surfaces and investigated the deuterium diffusion concurrently with the 

thermal behavior of the sample and how they depend on the surface condition. We found that the 

time-resolved behaviors of the sample temperature in the deuterium diffusion process could be classified 

into three types that could be explained by the deuterium diffusion properties of the metal complex. 

 

1. Introduction 
We have performed deuterium desorption experiments using various types of 

multi-layered complex samples such as Pd-Au, Pd-Pd, Pd-CaO, and Pd-Ni and we 

observed anomalous heat evolution as well as radiative tracks [1-3]. The 

Kobe-Technova group has observed anomalous heat evolution in deuterium absorption 

experiments with Pd-Ni binary nano particles [4]. In the experiment, the phenomenon 

could be attributed to the fine structure of the sample as well as a specific property of Ni 

during deuterium diffusion. Considering these experimental conditions, we performed 

deuterium desorption experiments using multi-layered Pd-Ni and other metal complex 

samples and investigated the thermal and deuterium diffusion behavior, and their 

correlations. In the experiment, samples with a fine-structured interface of two metals 

were tested to investigate the dependence of the deuterium desorption behaviors on the 

surface condition [5]. 

The thermal diffusion behavior of deuterium should depend on the heat of deuterium 

dissolution. In general, metals are classified into exothermic and endothermic absorbers 

of hydrogen. Ni as well as Ag and Au are classified as endothermic absorbers. If 

deuterium diffusion at the interface region of the binary metals significantly determines 

its thermal dynamics, we may expect a similar temperature behavior for Pd-Ag and 

Pd-Ni binary metals. On the other hand, Pd and Ti are classified as exothermic 
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absorbers. Therefore, the Pd-Ti sample may show a different temperature behavior 

during deuterium desorption. The heat of dissolution values of Pd, Ni, and Ag for 

deuterium are shown in Table 1 [6]. In the present study, we performed deuterium 

desorption experiment with Pd-Ni, Pd-Ag, and Pd-Ag multi-layered samples, and 

investigated the deuterium diffusion process associated with the thermal dynamics for 

each sample, systematically. 

 

Table 1 Heat of solution for deuterium 

. 

Metal Heat of solution  (kJ/mol H) 

Pd -10 

Ni 16 

Ag 68 

Ti -53 

 

 

2. Experiment 
Sample preparation 

The samples were prepared by the following procedure. A Pd foil (10 mm x 10 mm x 

0.1 mm) was annealed at 900 °C for 10 h. After annealing, the surface contaminants 

were removed using aqua regia. Then, a thin membrane of Ni, Ag or Ti layer was 

deposited onto the sample surface by Ar ion beam sputtering. Figure 1 shows the 

surface morphology before and after etching analyzed by atomic force microscope 

(AFM). 

In this study, we prepared samples with fine structure at the interface of the binary 

metal. These fine structures were obtained by etching the Pd membrane using an Ar ion 

beam. The number of trials for each condition are shown in Table 2. For reference, we 

performed deuterium desorption experiments with a simple Pd foil and Pd foil with fine 

structure. 

 

Deuterium loading 

The samples were exposed to D2 gas at 5 atm for 24 h. The weights of the samples 

were measured before and after loading, and the loading ratio (D/Pd) was calculated 

from the weight difference. It should be noted that the loading ratio of the complex 

samples was calculated assuming that it was only composed of Pd.  
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Deuterium desorption 

After loading deuterium, the samples were placed into a chamber and fixed by 

stainless steel clips, as illustrated in Fig 2. A gold needle was attached at the end of the 

clip, and the other side was connected to a DC power supply outside of the chamber. 

DC current was applied to the samples to stimulate the diffusion of deuterium by Joule 

heating at the point of contact between the Au needle and sample surface. In this 

desorption experiment, the chamber was evacuated to ~10�� Pa by a turbo molecular 

pump, and the current was set to 6 A. During the experiment, the surface temperatures 

of the sample and the inside pressure of the chamber were recorded continuously for 24 

h. 

 

Table 2 Sample condition and number of runs in this study 

 

Sample 
type 

Membrane 
material 

fine-structured 
interface 

Number of runs 

i 
Ni 

No 18 

ii Yes 8 

iii 
Ag 

No 11 

iv Yes 6 

v 
Ti 

No 17 

vi Yes 9 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 Surface morphology before and after etching observed by AFM. 
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Fig. 2 Experimental apparatus for deuterium desorption. 

 

3. Result 
Deuterium loading 

Figure 3 shows the loading ratios D/Pd and its average for each sample. The average 

loading ratio was found to be 0.65–0.70 for most samples, and no significant difference 

of D/Pd at each sample was seen. Thus, it is concluded that D/Pd is not affected by the 

interface structure of the binary metal as well as the type of deposited metal film. 

 

 

Fig. 3 Average value of D/Pd ratio of each sample structure. 
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Deuterium desorption 

We found that the temperature behaviors in the desorption process could be classified 

into the following three patterns; 

 

Pattern-I 

Figure 4 shows time dependences of the sample temperature, the pressure in the 

chamber, and applied voltage for the PdNi sample, that are distinct behaviors of 

Pattern-I. After applying DC current to the sample, the surface temperature increased 

due to Joule heating and deuterium desorption started. Since the sample resistance 

becomes smaller by desorption of deuterium, the applied voltage decreases. Thus, the 

sample temperature gradually decreased. Furthermore, the deuterium desorption from 

Pd is an endothermic reaction, and this is another reason. Once the desorption process 

terminates, the sample temperature becomes constant except for an accidental 

fluctuation. This Pattern-I behavior was observed most frequently for all the samples. 

This pattern can be explained reasonably by well-known processes. 

 

Pattern-II 

 Figure 5 shows a typical behavior of Pattern-II. It shows the short-period fluctuation in 

temperature which lasted 2–4 h at the beginning of the desorption experiment. This 

Pattern-II was observed several times for the sample with fine-structured interface. 

 

Pattern-III 

 Figure 6 shows a typical behavior of Pattern-III, where a sudden temperature increase 

was observed 1–2 h after applying DC current. This pattern-III was observed four times 

only for the PdTi sample. 

 

The number of runs for each pattern is summarized in Table 3. 
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Fig. 4  Temperatures and inside pressure (top), temperature and applied voltage (bottom) 

for sample type (i): (Pattern-I) 
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Fig. 5  Temperatures and inside pressure (top), temperature and applied voltage (bottom) 

for sample type (ii): (Pattern-II) 
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Fig. 6  Temperatures and inside pressure (top), temperature and applied voltage (bottom) 

for sample type (v): (Pattern-III) 
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Table 3 The number of runs classified into each pattern. 

 

 Sample Pd/Ni Pd/Ag Pd/Ti 

Pattern  i ii iii iv v vi 

I 18 5 11 5 11 7 

II 0 3 0 1 2 2 

III 0 0 0 0 4 0 

 

 

4. Discussion 
Now we discuss a scenario which explains Patterm-II and Pattern-III behavior 

assuming the heat of deuterium absorption/desorption. 

 

Pattern-II 

Figure 7 shows the time differential of the temperature (dT/dt). A set of continuous 

increases and instantaneous decreases in temperature occurred periodically. We did not 

observe a significant variation of the inner pressure of the chamber during the 

continuous temperature fluctuation, so deuterium atoms were not considered to be 

desorbed from the sample. We speculate that deuterium diffusion from Pd to the 

membrane and from the membrane to Pd frequently occurred in the period and that the 

heat of solution which was generated by the back and forth diffusion between the two 

metals caused repeated endothermic and exothermic phenomena as shown in Fig. 8. In 

addition, the deuterium diffusion velocity in Pd is faster than that in Ni or Ag [6]. Then, 

deuterium diffusion from Pd to Ni or Ag might occur more rapidly than that from Ni/Ag 

to Pd, which might explain the rapid temperature decrease and the gentle increase as 

shown in Fig. 7. As mentioned above, the phenomenon was observed several times for 

the sample that was etched before depositing the membrane. Therefore, the fine 

structure of the interface of the metals is thought to be related to the activation of 

deuterium diffusion in the region.  

 

Pattern-III 

Figure 9 shows the time variation of the applied voltage and the pressure in the 

chamber. We found the voltage increased gradually and decreased rapidly after reaching 

its peak value. Since the DC current was constant for the Ti membrane side of the 

sample (see Fig 10), the voltage applied depended on the resistance of the Ti membrane, 

that is, content of deuterium in the Ti membrane. Therefore, increase of the voltage 
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suggests the density of the deuterium in the Ti membrane becomes higher. Then, 

explosive gas release from the sample causes a steep temperature decrease concurrently 

with the pressure rise because Ti is an exothermic absorber of deuterium (Fig 11). This 

scenario may explain the voltage and the pressure behavior shown in Fig. 9. 

Moreover, this phenomenon was observed for the PdTi sample without fine structure 

of the surface. It may suggest that the fine structure prompts the deuterium diffusion and 

high deuterium density is not realized in the Ti membrane. 

 

 

 

Fig. 7 Temperature variation for every second dT/dt in Pattern-II.  

 

 

 

Fig. 8  Schematic view of deuterium diffusion in the pattern 2. 
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Fig.9  The time dependence of the voltage and pressure in the chamber 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.10  Schematic view of current supply to PdTi sample 

 

 

 

Fig.11  Schematic view of deuterium diffusion/desorption in PdTi sample 
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These scenarios are still speculative, and further study in various loading/unloading 

experiments with binary or complex metal samples may lead to an understanding of the 

origin of the observed temperature behavior. The poor reproducibility is another issue to 

be understood. Even for the same sample type, the temperature behavior is not always 

the same. Therefore, for example, we should look at the microscopic structure of the 

sample surface and investigate how it affects the deuterium diffusion/desorption. 

  

5. Summary  
We performed deuterium desorption experiments using multi-layered Pd-Ni, Pd-Ag 

and Pd-Ti complex samples with fine-structured surfaces and investigated the deuterium 

diffusion associated with the thermal behavior, and we observed unexpected 

temperature behaviors. For the sample with fine-structured interface, we observed the 

short-period fluctuation in temperature which lasted 2–4 h at the beginning of the 

desorption experiment. Besides, in some experiments with Pd-Ti sample, a sudden 

temperature increase was observed 1–2 h after applying DC current. We proposed 

speculative scenarios to explain such behaviors considering the properties of the sample 

metals and the deuterium diffusion in the sample. Further study in various 

loading/unloading experiments with binary or complex metal samples is needed to 

understand the origin of the observed phenomena. 
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Abstract: As a model mechanism to explain anomalous excess heat results observed by 

nano-Ni-H systems, the weak-strong (WS) fusion rate estimation during the unresolved 

effective life time of end state for the 4H/TSC condensation/collapse motion is of key 

issue. The effective life of collapsed end state on the order of 1 fs is expected. Computer 

simulation study was done in this work using the HME-Langevin program, using several 

key conditions as time-dependent TSC trapping potential, fix-up at 2.4 fm p-p distance of 

proton hard core collision, and the DDL (deep Dirac level) component effect by 

relativistic motion of electrons. Computer simulation generated chaotic oscillation of p-p 

distance of 4H/TSC in the range of 3-100 fm, behaving as near stable (strange attractor) 

lasting for rather long time ( a few fs or more may be expected). 

Keywords: 4H/TSC, WS fusion, end state chaotic oscillation, computer simulation, 1 fs 

life  

 

  

1. Introduction  
 

What is nuclear mechanism of AHE (anomalous heat effect, e.g. 1.5 GJ/mol-H or 15 

keV/H) by Ni-H systems [1-3]?  The observed AHE data are certainly a circumstantial 

evidence of non-chemical reaction heat being generated in the interaction of nano-

composite metals with hydrogen gas at some elevated temperatures as 200-300 deg C, 

but it is not yet a direct evidence of identified nuclear reactions. Do we have any rationally 

proposed theories for possible reaction rate estimation to explain the observed heat level?   

   The WS (weak-strong) fusion of 4H/TSC condensation/collapse is a candidate model 

[4-6].  To enhance WS fusion rate, life time of collapsed state is of key factor: more than 

1.0E-15 s (1 fs) is expected. The illustration of Fig.1 is for showing the brief reaction 

processes. If effective life time of the end state of collapsed 4H/TSC (minimum TSC in 

Fig.1-2)) will exceed 1 fs, more than 3% of the end state 4H/TSC will make WS fusion 

via electron capture-to-one-proton, namely neutron generation which makes instantly n-

p-p-p 4-body strong interaction.  More than 200 W/Mol-H heat power level will be 

generated by the break-up products (3He, d and p) of 4Li* of intermediate compound 
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nucleus [4-6].  

  

 

Fig.1: Brief illustration of WS fusion process by 4H/TSC condensation/collapse [4-6] 

 

 

The 4H/TSC collapse should stop and bounce at Rpp = 2.4 fm due to hard core of proton 

for repulsive strong interaction. What happens after that?  Oscillation might be induced? 

Effective life time of the oscillation end state may be estimated? 

 In this work, simulation study has been done by modifying the D(H)-Cluster Langevin 

code [7]. Various conditions were tried for the end-stage of collapse motion: 

   1) Adoption of time dependent pseudo-potentials for TSC trapping , 

   2) Fix-up of repulsive p-p state at the collapse end state: Rpp >= 2.4 fm  

   3) Taking relativistic effect for electron state (imitating so called DDL component [8]) 

 

Near stable oscillations (may last > 1fs) were found for 4H/TSC with Vs1(m, 1.41) 

potentials for a wide band of parameters. However, chaotic behaviors of generating 

oscillatory motion after the “first” collapse point have been observed in numerical results 

of simulation, depending on adopted combination of input parameters for the above three 

conditions. Some detail description is given in the following sections. 
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2. Brief Review of QM-Langevin Treatment 
 

The basic theory is described in references [9, 10, 11, 12]. For reminding very briefly the 

basic idea and QM (quantum mechanical) physics-mathematical treatment, simplified 

explanation is given in this section by using some copy of slides at the JCF-16 meeting. 

 Cold fusion as condensed matter nuclear reaction can take place of observable reaction 

rate effect in a very microscopic multi-body H(D) trapping potential, for effectively much 

longer life time of condensation/trapped state [4-13], in which proton (deuteron) pair or 

cluster wave function becomes near Gaussian type distribution and fusion rate is 

estimated by the Fermi’s first golden rule, while plasma or beam-target type fusion 

reaction takes place as two-body collision process of plane (free particle) wave functions 

within an impulse short time interval and its reaction rate is estimated by the Fermi’s 

second golden rule (collison/reaction cross section times free particle flux) [13]. Rate 

estimation of cold fusion by the collision process drastically underestimates fusion 

reaction rates, due to the neglect of life-time of trapped particles and very enhanced wave 

function overlap of multi-body cluster particles that are co-existing in a trapped potential 

[13].   

  

 
Fig.2: Image of electron cloud for H(D)-atom, H2(D2) molecule and 4H(D)/TSC 
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H(D) cluster trapping potential is born by Coulombic interaction between positive charge 

protons (deuterons) and negative charge electrons. Basic solution for H(D) atom and 

H2(D2) molecule are well known, as seen by electron cloud image in Fig.2. 

 In the QM Langevin calculation, we apply the quantum-mechanical ensemble averaging 

of physical observables using the weight functions of electron wave-function and particle 

(p or d) wave function. The case of D2 (same with H2) is shown in Fig.3, adopting Born-

Oppenheimer wave-fucntion separation between deuteron-pair (or same for proton pair) 

and electrons.  

 
Fig.3: Image of QM ensemble averaging with H2 (D2) wave functions 

 

The p-p pair (or d-d pair) trapping potential (by electron cloud) is Vs2(1,1) function [7, 

9, 10, 11]. The Heitler-London type analytical solution of Vs2(1,1) potential contains 

difficult mathematical function (exponential integral) when we will apply the heavy mass 

electronic quasi-particle (HMEQP) potentials as pseudo potentials of time-dependent 

TSC (tetrahedral symmetric condensate) trapping potentials, as described by the 

HMEQPET method [10, 11, 13]. In this work, we adopt Vs1(1, 1.41) potential as an 

approximate pseudo-potential for H2 trapping, as shown in Fig. 4. Later in QM-Langevin 

code, we extend to use Vs1(m, 1.41) HMEQP potential, with continuously increasing 

mass m of electron pairs on a face of TSC (having 6 faces) cube and fixed charge of 1.41. 

Numerical calculation for Vs1(m, 1.41) pseudo-potentials for m = 1 to 1000 has no 

difficulty to give regular smooth functions. 
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Fig.4 Approximate D2 (H2) trapping potential Vs1(1, 1.41) vs. Vs2(1,1) exact potential 

  

 The starting point electron wave function of 4H/TSC (t=0) as illustrated in Fig.2 is given 

by “vector” wave function of Fig.5. On 6 faces of TSC, we have H2 type electron wave 

functions. The position vector a1 through a6 will make condensation motion for t > 0. 

Based on the QM variational principle, we assume that the orthogonally coupled two 

tetrahedrons of p (d) wave-functions and electron wave functions should form time-

dependent energy-minimum state. This state is 4H/TSC (t > 0) making 

condensation/collapse motion, for which we apply the QM Langevin code analysis as 

shown soon. The condensation motion is calculated for time-dependent variation of p-p 

(or d-d) distance, Rpp, assuming the TS (tetrahedral symmetry) configuration as 

illustrated in c) of Fig.2 or step 1) of Fig.1. 
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Fig.5: Image of starting 4H/TSC electron wave-function 

 

 The QM Langevin equation [7, 10, 11] is of force balance equation for 6 edges of TSC 

configuration under the ‘friction’ (or balance force) of electrons cloud and QM fluctuation 

of 4H(D) TS configuration [10, 11]. This is a kind of stochastic differential equation. Up 

to now, we have treated only the motion of expectation value of Rpp (R in Fig.6). The 

QM Langevin equation for expectation value of p-p pair distance is derived by the 

ensemble averaging with Gaussian type p-p pair density function as shown in Fig.6. The 

averaging for electron QM density function results in the friction term as shown in Fig.7. 

Some more discussions are given for the friction term in Reference [7]. In this paper, we 

adopt time-dependent friction term of HMEQ p-e*-p type trapping pseudo potential on 
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Fig.6: Treatment of QM ensemble averaging of Langevin equation with Gaussian wave-

function of p-p pair density 

 

 
Fig.7: Treatment of p-p pair constraint by electron cloud 

 

each face of 6 TSC faces with e-e anti-parallel electron spin pair. The pseudo potential is 
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approximated by Vs1(m, 1.41) with quasi fermion e*(m, 1.41). In the calculation m is 

related to the time-dependent change of Rpp by the HMEQPET method [11, 10]. 

 

The QM Langevin equation is non-linear to Rpp variation, and very difficult to solve 

analytically. We have introduced a computation program [7] for numerical simulation 

based on the Verlet’s method which solves coupled difference equations for position and 

velocity as shown in Fig.8. 

 
Fig.8: The non-linear QM Langevin equation is numerically computed by the Verlet 

method 

 

If G(r,t) becomes constant, the equation becomes usual Newtonian equation of classical 

mechanics. For the TSC motion, G(r,t) is non-linear function containing the effect of QM 

electron cloud and QM fluctuation of TSC configuration term <F(t)>. 

 

 

3. Simulation of 4H/TSC End State Motion 
 

3.1 HME Langevin DDL Code 

We have modified the D(H)-Cluster Langevin Code [7] for taking the following 

conditions into account. 
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1) Adoption of time dependent pseudo-potentials for TSC trapping , 

   2) Fix-up of repulsive p-p state at the collapse end state: Rpp >= 2.4 fm  

   3) Taking relativistic effect for electron state (imitating so called DDL component [8]) 

The flow chart of HME Langevin DDL Code is given in Fig.9.  

 
Fig.9: Flow chart of HME Langevin DDL code 

 

Many input parameters should be chosen first:  

BA: 1-sigma2 (0.85 recommended); the sigma parameter defines dispersion of Gaussian 

type p-p pair wave function. By the variation principle analysis using Schroedinger 

equation, sigma = 0.39 is recommended to realize the system energy minimum state in 

condensing TSC configuration.  

ms: relative electron mass; initial value of e* mass, 1.0 is used. 

Z: quasi-electron charge; relative ratio of e* charge and electron charge 

DDT: initial time mesh (0.05-0.08fs is recommended) 

Ak: k-value (11.8 for TSC); centripetal condensation force term of cluster 

R0: starting Rpp (pm); usually 74 pm for TSC and H2, and 138 pm for p-e-p system 

Rp: permitted limit of distance for Coulombic condensation force; Rp = 5.8 fm is used by 

considering the limit of e-e QM center distance due to the classical electron radius 2.8 

fm. 

NDDL: approximated treatment for DDL (deep Dirac level of electron) potential 

parameter for DDL1 simulation. Potential dip by Gaussian function is used for DDL2 
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simulation  

 

Time mesh of starting calculation is chosen roughly around 0.05 fs. Calculation of 

4H/TSC condensation motion starts with Rpp(t=0) = 74 pm, and gets to the collapsed 

state of Rpp-minimum = 2.4-3 fm in about 1.2 fs (see examples in the following sections). 

The very drastic decrement of Rpp with ca. 4 orders of magnitude requires the adjustment 

of time mesh to be much smaller according to the smaller Rpp value, for keeping the 

accuracy of numerical calculation by the Verlet double difference equation scheme. In the 

code, time mesh is chosen automatically as the Rpp value of former time step changes. 

The smallest time mesh at around Rpp = 3 fm was on the order of 1.0E-22 s. 

According the change of Rpp value, pseudo potential of TSC trapping is calculated with 

Vs1(m, Z) function [10, 11, 13]. Some examples of Vs1(m, Z) curves are shown in Fig.10. 

 
Fig.10: Example of pseudo potentials for TSC trapping [13] 

 

Ground state eigenvalues as energy level and p-p distance are calculated by the variational 

principle code with Gaussian type wave function [10, 11, 13]. We can make various trial 

calculations for wide variety of pseudo potentials, by choosing (m, Z) combination for 

the quasi-particle e*(m,Z). However, the HMEQPET method is a pure mathematical tool 

to carry out difficult numerical computation for the very fast condensation/collapse 

motion of H(D)-cluster which has no ground state than pure time-dependent dynamic 

motion. Of course, when we apply the MHE Langevin code to steady systems as H2 
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molecule, H2
+ ion, d-muon-d molecule, etc. , we use fixed potential as Vs2(1,1) or Vs1(1, 

1.41), Vs1(1,1), Vs1(207,1) or Vs1(50,2), etc. to meet the periodic ground state 

oscillations (see some examples in the following sections and Appendix). 

 Calculated results with the Verlet time step method with various input conditions are 

shown in the following sections. First, we will check features of 4H/TSC motion with 

MHEQ pseudo potentials. Next we try very rough treatment of DDL (deep Dirac level) 

effect in trapping potentials. Lastly, we apply MHEQ pseudo potentials and Gaussian type 

trapping dip component by DDL effect, for simulation of 4H/TSC end state oscillation. 

 

3.2 Examples with Vs1(m,1) pseudo potentials without DDL effect 

In Fig.11-1 and Fig.11-2, calculated results of Rpp(t) and Epp(t) curves are shown. We 

see ‘strange band structure’ at around 1.5 fs of Fig.11-1. Fig.11-2 shows expanded view 

of the ‘strange band structure’, where we find 6 chaotic oscillations. Minimum Rpp values 

are all 2.4 fm that is the value of hard core limit of p-p distance. Due to the adoption of v 

= -v (velocity inversion) fix up condition at Rpp = 2.4 fm, motion bounces there and 

oscillates chaotically. Maximum relative kinetic energy of p-p pair is ca. 200 keV. 

 
Fig.11-1: Inter-nuclear p-p distance (Rpp) and relative p-p kinetic energy draw strange 

view of band structure-like graphs, for 4H/TSC condensation/collapse motion simulation 

with Vs1(m,1) time-dependent TSC trapping pseudo potentials 
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Fig.11-2: Expanded view of the ‘band-like structure’ at around 1.5 fs of Fig.11-1 

 

3.3 Simulation Results with Approximate Treatment of DDL Effect 

Muelenberg-Paillet’s, M-P (at the ICCF19 meeting [8], and private communication), 

DDL-combined potential has a p-p trapping dip (-100keV depth?) at around 2-5fm of Rpp, 

where total p-p repulsive energy is around 200 keV. This means that a p-p with relative 

kinetic energy larger than 200 keV will be trapped there, at least for a while.  

Here DDL is acronym of Deep Dirac Level for electron orbit as given as the Dirac 

equation solution first reported by J. A. Maley and J. Va’vra (submitted to Fusion 

Technology, 24, 1993). 

For usual non-relativistic QM solution (E0 term by M-P: see Fig.12), Rpp(gs) =138 pm 

with negative potential well of E0 term or Vs1(1,1) potential, with relative p-p kinetic 

energy ca. 1 eV. So that, usually known H2
+ ion wave function may have negligibly small 

component at the A term dip (DDL-related femto-molecular state).  

However, when relative p-p kinetic energy exceeds ca. 100 keV, in some dynamic p-p 

transient motion like 4H/TSC, a p-p pair will be trapped in the dip, for some definite time 

interval with enhanced transition via QM tunneling effect from the 138 pm p-e-p system 

ground state. Above slides in Section 2.2 show time-dependent behavior of 4H/TSC 

motion, making condensation/collapse/disruption (scattering), calculated by the HME 

Langevin code without the DDL term. The HME Langevin code utilizes Vs1(m, Z) 
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pseudo-potential, in time (or Rpp)-dependent way. It has a fix-up of contraction limit at 

Rpp = 2.4 fm (twice of proton radius): this makes a primitive way of particle scattering 

at Rpp = 2.4 fm. And twice the electron classical radius 2.82 fm was used for the 

limitation (Rp/2) of condensation force. Calculated relative p-p kinetic energy at around 

Rpp = 2.4 fm is ca. 200 keV, where we see interesting several oscillations of p-p distance 

and electron p-p kinetic energy. 

The author understands the M-P work looks reasonable and is important for CMNS 

solvers. The work should be encouraged. In the following, some trial calculations by the 

HME Langevin DDL1 code (modified version of the D(H) Cluster Langevin code) are 

shown with simplified approximate potential change for the DDL effect, using parameter 

NDDL. With NDDL=2, we set it for the case without the DDL effect. With NDDL = 1.5-

1.7, we make simplified corrections for DDL effect. See Fig.12 for getting idea of this 

rough treatment for the P-M type DDL effect in trapping potentials. 

 

Fig.12: Deep Dirac level (DDL) components estimated by Muelenberg-Paillet [8] and 

rough parameter NDDL to fit the modification of Vs1(1,1) type p-e-p system potential 

 

 

The Vs1(1,1) type p-p trapping potential has negative valley (bottom at around 130 pm), 
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which is drawn here with positive hump, because of logarithmic vertical scale of figure. 

M-P have modified original non-relativistic Vs1(1,1) type potential with non-1/R function 

component in Fig.12. 

  

 

Fig.13-1: Simulation of 4H/TSC condensation collapse motion with DDL1 effect and 

Vs1(m,2) time-dependent pseudo potentials; Rsddl = 0.2 pm, NDDL = 1.66 

 

Fig.13-2: Extended view of Fig.13-1 at around time region of 1.14 fs 
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Fig.13-3: Extended view of Fig.13-2 in the time region near 1.135 fs 

 

By adopting NDDL = 0, we have surely get the end state eternal trapping of 4H/TSC at 

Rpp =2.4 fm. It is confirmed by our real simulation by the MHE Langevin DDL code, but 

the graph is too trivial to show here. 

 Typical example of chaotic end state oscillation appeared by the simulation is shown in 

Fig.13-1, Fig.13-2 and Fig.13-3, by using DDL effect parameters of Rsddl = 0.2 pm 

(starting distance of DDL effect correction), NDDL = 1.66 with main trapping potential 

of Vs1(m, 2). Chaotic end state oscillation appeared with Rpp max of around 100 fm and 

Rpp min of 2.4 fm for 30 cycles (See Fig. 13-3), and got out to the second group 

oscillation at around 1.144 fs from which TSC cluster was kicked out to disruption. 

 Another typical chaotic oscillations are shown in Fig.14-1, Fig.14-2 and Fig.14-3, by 

using DDL parameters of Rsddl = 0.2 pm and NDDL = 1.666 with Vs1(m, 2) potentials. 

In this case strange band structure appeared at around 1.135 fs. Variation of amplitudes 

and intervals (frequency) of oscillation showed chaotic change. The end state chaotic 

oscillation continued for about 0.008 fs with 32 oscillations with amplitude change 

between 2.4 fm to ca. 100 fm. 

 By changing DDL parameters, many calculations were tried. For many cases, we 

observed single collapse-and-bouncing-out events, as summarized in Fig.15 for the 

change of NDDL parameter, and in Fig.16 for the change of BA (Gaussian width 
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dependence of p-p wave function) parameter. 

 
Fig.14-1: Simulation of 4H/TSC condensation collapse motion with DDL1 effect and 

Vs1(m,2) time-dependent pseudo potentials; Rsddl = 0.2 pm, NDDL = 1.666 

 

 
Fig.14-2: Extended view of Fig.14-1 near around 1.135 fs 
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Fig.14-3: Extended view of Fig.14-2 near around 1.1355 fs 

 

 
Fig.15: Occurrence of chaotic end state oscillation as the change of NDDL parameter 
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Fig.16: Change of chaotic end state oscillation as the change of p-p wave function 

dispersion 

 

 

3.4  Simulation with Gaussian type DDL Dips 
 Fig.17 is copied after the Muelenberg-Paillet presentation/paper to ICCF19 [8]. They 

considered the DDL level appears at Rpp = ca.1.2 fm, namely inside the proton three 

quark core. This is too extreme in the view of nucleon structure and strong interaction. 

The author made modification with milder electron relativistic level dip on the main Vs1 

type trapping potential. Modification of potential was done with Gaussian type dip 

function by the DDL effect (DDL2 calculation): 

• Vs(r) → Vs(r)(1-f(r)) ; modified p-p trapping potential with DDL level 

•  f(r) = Aexp(-(r-Rddl)2/(sigmaRddl2)); Gaussian type dip function 

• Rddl = 5 to 20 fm ;local pot minimum point 

•  sigma = 0.3 to 0.6; dispersion of Gaussian dip 

• Rsddl = 200 fm ;starting p-p distance for DDL correction 

• A = 130/144 ;weight of Gaussian type DDL dip correction  

An example of modified potential curve with the DDL level correction is shown in Fig.18. 
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Fig.17: Potential dip by DDL level for main p-e-p trapping potential, by Muelenberg-

Vaillet [8] 

 

 
Fig.18: Example of DDL level correction (modification) for Vs1(1,1) potential 
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Fig.19: Simulation of dynamic motion of p-e-p system with DDL2 component 

 

For a trial check calculation, simulation of dynamic motion for a p-e-p (H2+ ion molecule) 

three body system was done with the DDL contained potential of Fig.18. Results are 

plotted in Fig.19. Periodic ground state oscillation of p-e-p system is calculated, and we 

do not see any effect of DDL level dip of trapping potential. Since the maximum p-p 

kinetic energy is calculated as 11 eV, classical mechanics prevents p-p pair to get in the 

DDL level after trapping potential height (barrier) of 35 keV (see Fig.18). Quantum 

mechanically, there exists tunneling transition probability from the minimum p-p distance 

to the DDL level (Rddl = 20 fm in this case). However the tunneling probability is 

calculated (see method in [13]) to be ca. 1.0E-60, namely negligibly small.  

 We can conclude the assumed DDL level do not make diminished size p-e-p molecule 

and the ground state of p-e-p system with Rpp (gs) = 138 pm does not have visible change 

from the usual Vs1(1,1) potential QM state. Hydrogen exists as molecule (H2) in nature, 

so that the DDL level obtained from the Dirac equation solution has no real effect on 

binding energy and inter-nuclear p-p distance. However, when atomic H+ ion makes 

recombination with electron, X-ray emission by DDL level transition should happen in 

nature. Such X-rays (ca. 500 keV?) has never been observed. This means that the assumed 

DDL state at H-atom must be a tiny QM component that is difficult to observe, even if 

DDL exists at all in QM relativistic equation solutions. 

 In Fig.20, we show a typical case of rather stable end state oscillation which was 
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obtained by simulation with Rddl =20 fm and Vs1(m,1.41) potential for a face of 4H/TSC 

under time dependent motion. After 1.185 fs, rather stable oscillation with amplitude 

change from 3 fm to ca. 100 fm seems to continue. Due to the limitation of PC memory 

size, calculation stopped at ca. 1.1855 fs. However, the near stable trend of oscillation 

suggests further continuation of slowly changing oscillation amplitude and span. The near 

stable oscillation may continue for more than 1 fs. 320 oscillations were seen in a time 

interval of 0.04 fs with amplitude (p-p distance) change from 3 fm to ca. 100 fm, and far 

more oscillations are foreseen to continue due to the rather stable continuation of chaotic 

oscillation. The state may be classified as a strange attractor of chaos science. 

 Similar near steady chaotic oscillations are calculated for so many cases of trials with 

the following band of parameters (graphs were given in the JCF16 presentation): 

• HME Langevin DDL2 code with Ne=Nf=6 

Rddl: 5 to 20 fm 

     Sigma of p-p wave-function: 0.36 to 0.95 

   BA: 0.87 to 0.10 

     Sigma of DDL2 potential: 0.32 to 0.58 

     AW (weight of DDL2 component): (120 to 144)/144 (= 0.83 to 1.0) 

Minimum Rpp varied from 3.0 fm to 16 fm. 

 

 
Fig.20: Near steady oscillation (strange attractor of chaos) of end state motion of 4H/TSC, 

by MHE Langevin DDL calculation with Vs1(m,1.41) pseudo potential and Gaussian dip 
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of DDL level 

 

To compare with these near steady but chaotic oscillation, condensation motion of muon 

stuck d-d-muon molecule behaves smooth decrement of d-d distance and goes to ground 

state periodic oscillation in 8.3 fs [7], as given some graphs in Appendix. 

 

As discussed in the past papers on WS fusion of 4H/TSC [4-6], possible life time more 

than 1 fs for the end collapse state of 4H/TSC-minimum may induce ca. 200 W/mol-Ni 

level WS fusion rate (3He, d, p are products) and significant amount of 4H + Ni process 

fission products as mostly stable isotopes [4]. To this respect, what the present simulation 

calculation shows, namely the near steady chaotic end state oscillation, is encouraging 

consequence of the TSC theory on the Ni-H type CMNR experiments claiming 

anomalous excess heat generation [1-3]. 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Conclusion 
 

Simulation of end state 4H/TSC oscillation was tried by using several conditions for kick-

back at Rpp=2.4fm, electron condensation limit of classical radius, Vs1(m,Z) pseudo 

potential for TSC trapping potential (Vtsc), and relativistic electron potential (DDL) 

component. Major results are: 

• Generation of chaotic oscillation as strange attractor was observed. 

• Near Stable Oscillations (may last > 1fs) were found for 4H/TSC with Vs1(m, 

1.41) potentials for a wide band of parameters (BA, SGDL, AW). 

• Heat power level of more than 200 W/mol-Ni for Ni-H type CMNR experiments 

can be explained by the enhanced WS fusion by the 4H/TSC end-state oscillation 
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Appendix: Condensation Motion of dd-muon after muon sticking 
  

Using the same MHE Langevin code, we have done a trial simulation for condensation 

motion of d-e-d molecule after a muon is stuck. Results are shown in Fig.A1 through 

Fig.A3. 

 

Fig.A1: Simulation of muonic d-d molecule motion after muon sticking at time zero to 

d-e-d system. 

 

 

Fig.A2: Expansion of Fig.A1 after 3.5 fs 
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Fig.A3: Expansion of Fig.A2 after 4.2 fs, showing that oscillation is converging to the 

ground state oscillation smoothly 
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Abstract

The quantum states of deuterons or lithium ions in metals are regarded as many-body problems

of trapped charged bosons to ion traps. In our previous works, we pointed out that they are doubly

connected self-consistent calculations. In this study, the convergence aspects of these problems are

checked for two cases. One is a system trapping two deuterons around the bottom of the harmonic

potential, and the other is a system trapping one deuteron and one lithium ion around.

(keywords; Bose-Einstein condensation, nuclear reaction in solids )

1 Introduction

The theories of Y.E.Kim et al. on Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) are very

useful to explain the nuclear reactions in solids [1,2], because deuterons accumulated

in solids are regarded as bose particles. In their works, the potentials around the

charged bose particles in solids are approximated by harmonic potentials induced

by ion traps [3]. In ICCF17, JCF14 and JCF15, we also calculated the quantum

distribution of two species of charged bose particles [4–6] based on Kim’s works.

In this work, we studied the methods how to get numerical solutions for Kim’s

problem. In this calculation, the potentials and charge distribution of two species of

charged bosons depend on each other. Furthermore, equations for two species depend

on each other. This means that Schrödinger and Poisson equations for two species are

doubly connected. We have shown the method how to perform such self-consistent

calculations and checked the convergence aspects of them.

2 Density functional formalism

Here, we briefly introduce the density functional formalism and self-consistent

calculations again. In this study, the potentials around the O or T-site in solids are

approximated by harmonic potentials. Therefore, our problems are considered as a
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many-body problems in harmonic potentials. For the cases of two species of charged

bose particles i (= 1, 2) , the Schrödinger equation are written as{
− ℏ2

2mi

∇2 +
1

2
miω

2
i r

2 +Wi(r)

}
ψi(r) = µiψi(r), (1)

whereWi and µi are electro-static and chemical potentials, respectively. The chemical

potential should be selected to give similar damping solution at large |r| to those of

the pure harmonic problems. The curvature of the harmonic potential means strength

of the repulsive interactions between impurity ions and host metal ions, therefore we

can assume
miω

2
i

Zi

=
mjω

2
j

Zj

. (2)

The electro-static potentials are written in the integral form of Poisson’s equation as

Wi(r) =
∫
dr′

exp(−k|r− r′|)
4π|r− r′|

[
e2

ε0
Zi {Zini(r

′) + Zjnj(r
′)}+ k2Wi(r

′)

]
, (3)

where Zie, ε0 and k mean effective charge of species i, dielectric constant of vacuum

and arbitrary constant, respectively. This is a density functional potential, because

the integrand of Eq.(3) is a function of density ni = |ψi|2 (i = 1, 2). If we assume the

functions ni(r
′), nj(r

′) and Wi(r
′) in the integrand of the right hand side of Eq.(3)

as old quantities, Wi(r) in the left hand side can be regarded as a new quantity in

the recursive calculations. We can easily understand that these procedures include

doubly connected equation to be solved self-consistently.

It is well known that Eq.(1) is translated into non-dimensional form as{
− d2

dξ2i
+ ξ2i + vi(ξi)

}
ui(ξi) = εiui(ξi), (4)

where ξi = αir, αi =
√
miωi/ℏ, εi = 2µi/ℏωi, vi = 2Wi/ℏωi and ui(ξi) = ξiψi(ξi).

We have used two types of initial conditions at ξi = 0 for solving Eq.(4). The first

one is written as

ui(0) = 1, u′i(0) = 0. (5)

The second one is

ui(0) = 0, u′i(0) = 1. (6)

The first conditions express the states that have high probability around the origin,

while the others expresses the low probability states around the origin. We should

choose the initial conditions for each particle from the two possibilities. The all

possibilities are listed in Table 1 for the system including two species of charged boson
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(i = 1, 2). The appropriate eigenvalues εi for Eq.(4) are obtained by following idea.

Table 1. Initial conditions.

i = 1 i = 2

Condition 1 Eq.(6) Eq.(5)

Condition 2 Eq.(5) Eq.(6)

Condition 3 Eq.(5) Eq.(5)

Condition 4 Eq.(6) Eq.(6)

Firstly, we regard vi as the perturbation to the pure harmonic potential problem at

large ξi. We found solutions ui(ξi) for perturbed systems which gave same asymptotic

aspects at large ξi with the solutions u0i (ξi) for the unperturbed systems. For the case

of the unperturbed system, the ground state solution corresponding to ε0i = 3 is

u0i (ξi) = ξie
−ξ2i /2. (7)

In this study, we found appropriate εi which gave

d

dξi
log ui(ξi) =

d

dξi
log uoi (ξi) =

1

ξi
− ξi (8)

at large ξi enough to neglect potential by using Newton method.

In our calculations, we adopted D+ (i = 1) and 6Li+ (i = 2) as two species of

charged boson. The trapping angular frequencies used here are listed in Table 2 for

i = 1, 2. In this Table, the relation between angular frequencies for i = 1 and 2 are

expressed by Eq.(2).

Table 2. Trapping angular frequencies for D+ (i = 1) and 6Li+ (i = 2). [sec−1]

i = 1 i = 2

Frequency 1 4.79× 1014 2.77× 1014

Frequency 2 4.79× 1016 2.77× 1016

Frequency 3 9.59× 1022 5.54× 1022

We tried all the combinations of initial conditions and frequencies listed in Tables

1 and 2. Firstly, the calculations for two D+ ’s trapped in harmonic potentials were

performed. Secondly, the calculations for D+ and 6Li+ trapped in harmonic potentials

were performed. Results are shown in the next section. The maximum iteration for

all the case is 50.
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3 Results and Discussions

3.1 Two D+ ’s trapped in harmonic potentials

Firstly, the results for the two D+ ’s trapped in harmonic potentials are shown

in Figs.1 to 9. In this case, initial condition 2 was omitted because conditions 1 and

2 give completely same results. We can see the exchange symmetry between two

deuterons for initial conditions 3 and 4 in Figs. 1 to 9, because two particles are

same and initial conditions for them are also same. The maximum iteration for all

the case is 50. The graph legends are shown in Fig.1(b) by displaying the color for

each iteration. They are common for all figures.

In Fig.1(a) to 9(a), the binding energies sometimes vibrate, but converge in the

elementary sense. These values for two deuterons are almost same except for the

cases using initial condition 1, which gives two solutions at origin different values.

In the results for total potentials, we can see the interaction between two ions

around the origin, because the harmonic potentials are extremely small around there.

For example, there are walls by DD interactions around the origin and parabolic

curves for large ξ in Fig.1(b) and (c).

Seeing the results for probability densities in each figure, the influences from the

initial conditions can be found. For example, the value at the origin is zero in Fig.4(d)

and high in Fig.4(e) with initial condition 1. In other case, it is high in Fig.5(d) and

also high in Fig.5(e) with initial condition 3.

3.2 D+ and 6Li+ trapped in harmonic potentials

Secondly, the results for the D+ and 6Li+ trapped in harmonic potentials are

shown in Figs.10 to 21. Here, all the combinations between initial condition in Table

1 and frequencies in Table 2 are included. All the results varies according to the

species of the ions.

The binding energies and positions are normalized as εi = 2µi/ℏωi and ξi = αir,

respectively in Eq.(4). This means that the scales of graphics for D+ and 6Li+ are

different.
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Fig. 1. Results for the system including two deuterons.

Trapping frequency and initial condition are Freq. 1 and Cond. 1 defined in Tables 1 and 2.

The graph legends are shown in (b) by displaying the color for each iteration. They are common for all figures.
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Fig. 2. Results for the system including two deuterons.

Trapping frequency and initial condition are Freq. 1 and Cond. 3 defined in Tables 1 and 2.
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Fig. 3. Results for the system including two deuterons.

Trapping frequency and initial condition are Freq. 1 and Cond. 4 defined in Tables 1 and 2.
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Fig. 4. Results for the system including two deuterons.

Trapping frequency and initial condition are Freq. 2 and Cond. 1 defined in Tables 1 and 2.
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Fig. 5. Results for the system including two deuterons.

Trapping frequency and initial condition are Freq. 2 and Cond. 3 defined in Tables 1 and 2.
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Fig. 6. Results for the system including two deuterons.

Trapping frequency and initial condition are Freq. 2 and Cond. 4 defined in Tables 1 and 2.
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Fig. 7. Results for the system including two deuterons.

Trapping frequency and initial condition are Freq. 3 and Cond. 1 defined in Tables 1 and 2.
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Fig. 8. Results for the system including two deuterons.

Trapping frequency and initial condition are Freq. 3 and Cond. 3 defined in Tables 1 and 2.
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Fig. 9. Results for the system including two deuterons.

Trapping frequency and initial condition are Freq. 3 and Cond. 4 defined in Tables 1 and 2.
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Fig. 10. Results for the system including D+ and 6Li+ .

Trapping frequency and initial condition are Freq. 1 and Cond. 1 defined in Tables 1 and 2.
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Fig. 11. Results for the system including D+ and 6Li+ .

Trapping frequency and initial condition are Freq. 1 and Cond. 2 defined in Tables 1 and 2.
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Fig. 12. Results for the system including D+ and 6Li+ .

Trapping frequency and initial condition are Freq. 1 and Cond. 3 defined in Tables 1 and 2.
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Fig. 13. Results for the system including D+ and 6Li+ .

Trapping frequency and initial condition are Freq. 1 and Cond. 4 defined in Tables 1 and 2.
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Fig. 14. Results for the system including D+ and 6Li+ .

Trapping frequency and initial condition are Freq. 2 and Cond. 1 defined in Tables 1 and 2.
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Fig. 15. Results for the system including D+ and 6Li+ .

Trapping frequency and initial condition are Freq. 2 and Cond. 2 defined in Tables 1 and 2.
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Fig. 16. Results for the system including D+ and 6Li+ .

Trapping frequency and initial condition are Freq. 2 and Cond. 3 defined in Tables 1 and 2.
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Fig. 17. Results for the system including D+ and 6Li+ .

Trapping frequency and initial condition are Freq. 2 and Cond. 4 defined in Tables 1 and 2.
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Fig. 18. Results for the system including D+ and 6Li+ .

Trapping frequency and initial condition are Freq. 3 and Cond. 1 defined in Tables 1 and 2.
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Fig. 19. Results for the system including D+ and 6Li+ .

Trapping frequency and initial condition are Freq. 3 and Cond. 2 defined in Tables 1 and 2.
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Fig. 20. Results for the system including D+ and 6Li+ .

Trapping frequency and initial condition are Freq. 3 and Cond. 3 defined in Tables 1 and 2.
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Fig. 21. Results for the system including D+ and 6Li+ .

Trapping frequency and initial condition are Freq. 3 and Cond. 4 defined in Tables 1 and 2.
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4 Conclusions

In our previous woks [4–6], the method how to perform numerical calculations

for doubly connected iterative problems. These systems are approximated by the

many-body problem in the harmonic potentials [1,2].

In this study, we have tried calculations for two systems. One is the system in-

cluding two D+ ’s in an ion trap, and the other includes one D+ and one 6Li+ . The

results are shown in Figs.1 to 21. Seeing them, they converge rapidly except for some

cases. The fluctuations of the binding energies depend on the doubly connection of

iterative flow chart. For the cases of Freq.3, which means high trapping frequencies,

rapid convergences are seen. This means that high frequency trappings come close

to the pure harmonic cases.
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Computer Simulation of Hydrogen Phonon States 

in Face Centered Cubic Lattice Metals 

 
Hidemi Miura 

Izumi-ku, Sendai. 981-3109, Japan 
 

Abstract: We simulated the hydrogen (H) phonon states in face centered cubic (FCC) lattice metals 

such as nickel (Ni), cupper (Cu) and so on using a quantum molecular dynamics on personal computers, 

in order to examine what conditions gather H or deuterium (D) atoms in condensed matter to cause 

nuclear fusion or nuclear transmutation. We used a computer simulation program based on Density 

Functional Theory of the local density approximation using a plane-wave basis and pseudo-potentials. 

We calculated the phonon energy of the FCC lattice metals of the conventional 1x1x1 cubic unit cell 

imposing periodic boundary conditions. We observed that the perfect or vacancy-defective Ni metal 

lattice which occluded four tetrahedral H atoms on the T sites was structurally stable, moreover the Ni metal 

lattice with an impurity lithium (Li) atom on the center O site of tetrahedral H atoms lost slightly this 

structural stability for the phonon vibration same as the Pd metal lattice as reported at JCF15. The only Pd 

and Ni metals which occluded four tetrahedral H atoms on the T sites and with the impurity H or Li atom 

on the O site showed the characteristic combination of structurally stabilities for the phonon vibration. 

Interestingly, for these metals a lot of nuclear fusion or nuclear transmutation experiments have been 

reported. 

Keywords: quantum molecular dynamics, phonon response simulation, hydrogen, FCC lattice metals 

 

1 Introduction 
We carried out the phonon response simulation in the Face Centered Cubic (FCC) 

lattice metals of nickel (Ni), platinum (Pt), cupper (Cu), silver (Ag) and gold (Au) after 

palladium (Pd) metal as reported at JCF151) to observe the structurally stability for the 

phonon vibration. We have studied what conditions gather and condense hydrogen (H) or 

deuterium (D) atoms to cause nuclear fusion and nuclear transmutation in the narrow 

space of the metal. And last time1) we observed that Pd metal lattice which occluded four 

tetrahedral H atoms on the T sites showed characteristic structurally stability for the 

phonon vibration1), which have suggested connecting with the condensation of H atoms. 

This time we observed that Ni metal lattice showed the nearly similar structurally stability 

for the phonon vibration to Pd metal lattice of last time, and Cu metal slightly. 
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We investigated the phonon responses of H-occluded Ni, Pt, Cu, Ag and Au metal 

of the smallest 1x1x1 calculation unit sell with or without an impurity H atom itself or 

alkali/alkaline-earth metal atom such as lithium (Li), sodium (Na), potassium (K), 

magnesium (Mg) and calcium (Ca) imposing periodic boundary conditions. We used the 

same simulation methods as the last time called the perturbation method which provided 

the phonon vibration caused by the restoring force of the small lattice deformation due to 

the stress on a part of the metal lattice. 

By the phonon response calculation, we obtain the phonon mode energy at Γ, X, 

M and R points in the reciprocal phonon wave-vector space. It will be recognized that the 

lattice is structurally stable for the phonon vibration when the composed atoms take place 

harmonic oscillations by the proper restoring force of the small lattice deformation, and 

then the each square energy of individual phonon mode will be positive. But when the 

atoms do not take place harmonic oscillations, the each square energy of individual 

phonon mode will be negative and the lattice will be structurally unstable. On that 

occasion, the occluded H atoms or the impurity atom could not stably stay there. 

We observed that the perfect or vacancy-defective Ni metal lattice which occluded 

four tetrahedral H atoms on the T sites in the 1x1x1 unit cell was structurally stable for 

the phonon vibration as same as the Pd metal lattice of last time. Further we observed that 

the Ni metal lattice with the impurity lithium (Li) atom on the center O site of tetrahedral 

H atoms lost slightly this structural stability for the phonon vibration same as the Pd metal 

lattice of last time. As a result, we found the characteristic combinations between the 

phonon state for which the Ni metal lattice was first structurally stable when H atoms 

were occluded on the half of T sites and another phonon state for which the Ni metal 

lattice became next slightly structurally unstable when the impurity Li atom entered the 

center O site of the occluded four H atoms. Similar combinations of structural stabilities 

for the phonon vibration were observed remarkably in the Pd metal lattice last time, 

additionally in the Ni metal lattice this time. Moreover this combination of structural 

stabilities was observed slightly in the Cu metal lattice with the impurity Li atom. 

However, none of the combination of structural stabilities was observed in the other FCC 

lattice metals with any impurity atom. 

If the metal lattice is first structurally stable when H atoms are occluded on four 

tetrahedral T sites, and then if the metal lattice become next slightly structurally unstable 

when the impurity H or Li atom enters the center O site of the occluded four H atoms, it 

will be possible that the phonon vibration change to the coherent breathing mode vibration 

of four regular tetrahedral H atoms when the impurity H or Li atom hops out the O site, 

so that four H atoms move collectively to the center of them. Although same as the last 
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time we carried out the simulation mainly with occluded H atoms, we could reason by 

analogy the similar results for occluded D atoms by taking account of mass difference 

between H atom and D atom. 

Since these four D atoms are weakly recoiled because of the relatively light mass of 

the impurity H or Li atom, while they would not collide against the other atomic nucleuses, 

they would squeeze into the condensation to cause the nuclear fusion of Tetrahedral 

Symmetric Condensate Theory 2, 3). On the other hand, since these four H atoms are 

strongly recoiled because of the relatively heavy mass of the impurity Li atom, they would 

squeeze into the condensation and collide against the other atomic nucleus to cause the 

nuclear transmutation of the same Tetrahedral Symmetric Condensate Theory 2, 3). 

Although we simulated in several FCC lattice metals with several impurity atoms, 

the only Pd and Ni metals with four tetrahedral H atoms occluded on the T sites and with 

the impurity H (only for Pd) or Li atom on the O site showed the characteristic 

combination of structurally stabilities for the phonon vibration, and Cu metal slightly. 

Interestingly, for these Pd and Ni metals a lot of nuclear fusion or nuclear transmutation 

experiments have been reported 4, 5). After this, we will analyze the interatomic force 

constants and displacements of composed atoms relating to these phonon vibrations. And 

then we would also investigate the interaction of electrons and the phonon vibration to 

find a mechanism of condensation.  

 

2 Calculations 
2.1 Hardware and Software Used for Calculation 

We used three personal computers which had 4 cores / 8 ways CPU with 32 GB, 32 

GB and 16 GB main memory. And we used the first principles electronic state simulation 

program ABINIT. This program was based on Density Functional Theory of the local 

density approximation using plane waves for the basis function and norm preservation 

type pseudo-potentials with semi core 6, 7). In addition, we used VESTA for visualization 

of the charge density of calculation results 8). 

 

2.2  Process of Calculation 
We calculated the phonon response of the smallest 1x1x1 unit conventional simple 

cubic cell imposed the periodic boundary conditions, using the perturbation method. This 

method provided phonon vibration modes caused by the restoring force of the small lattice 

deformation due to the stress on a part of the metal lattice. Calculations were done on the 

perfect or vacancy-defective Ni, Pd, Pt, Cu, Ag and Au metal lattices in which H atoms 

were occluded on O sites or T sites and with or without an impurity atom of the H atom 
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itself or alkali/alkaline-earth metal atom such as Li, Na, K, Mg and Ca. (The most 

calculations of the Pd metal lattice were done last time.)  

 

2.2.1 Calculations with Two or Three Lattice Constants 
We could not optimize the lattice arrangement because of computational complexity 

and calculation time. Then, except for a few cases of the FCC lattice metal with a vacancy, 

phonon response calculations were done with the following two or three lattice constants 

which were smaller or larger than those of used samples in experiments. We expected for 

the optimum lattice arrangement to be between or near them, substantially such as:. 

・The first smallest lattice constant which is not expanded before the H atoms are 

occluded and then, if needed to be, the impurity atom enters 

・The last largest lattice constant which is expanded in order for the total energy of the 

calculation unit cell to become the lowest while the H atoms are occluded and then, if 

needed to be, the impurity atom enters 

・If needed to be, the second middle lattice constant which is expanded while only the 

H atoms are occluded 

 

2.2.2 Calculations of Phonon Response by Perturbation Method 
We calculated the phonon energy, their second derivatives and dynamical matrixes 

and so on at the 8x8x8 sampling points of reciprocal space with the cut off energy of 

about 1 keV. Because the real calculation space was sat as the 1x1x1 conventional simple 

cubic cell, the reciprocal space was the same cubic cell, and Γ(0, 0, 0), X(1/2, 0, 0), M(1/2, 

1/2, 0) and R(1/2, 1/2, 1/2) were selected as the special symmetric points in the unit 2π/a 

rad where a was lattice constant. This time we calculated only the phonon mode energy 

at the special symmetric Γ, X, M and R points in order to obtain the outline of structural 

stability for the phonon vibration in short calculation time. These results of phonon state 

calculations were written in tables in Appendix.  

 

2.3  Stable or Unstable of Lattice Structure for Phonon Vibration 
The dispersion relation of the linear-chain model of a one dimensional diatomic 

crystal lattice which is based on two atoms with mass M and m respectively is described 

as below, 

    ω2 = f (1/M + 1/m) ± f [(1/M + 1/m) 2 – 4 sin2 (q･a) /Mm] 1/2           (1) 

where ω is the angular frequency (phonon energy E = h /2π･ω), q is the phonon wave 

vector, a is repeat distance (lattice constant) and f is the spring constant (interatomic force) 

which is taken to be a harmonic oscillator. There appear two phonon modes; the lower 
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frequency solution is known as the acoustic mode in which two atoms oscillate in the 

same phase and then the phonon energy equal to zero at Γ point (q = 0), the upper 

frequency solution is known as the optical mode in which two atoms oscillate in the 

opposite phase and then the phonon energy is larger than zero at Γ point. 

When there are n atoms in the three dimensional unit cell, three acoustic phonon 

modes which energy equal to zero at Γ point appear, and 3n - 3 optical phonon modes 

which energy are larger than zero at Γ point appear. Thus the dispersion relation would 

be represented with the extension of above-mentioned equation (1) for one dimensional 

diatomic crystal lattice. According to this one dimensional dispersion equation, the square 

of the angular frequency ω happens to be negative due to the relation between mass and 

interatomic force. On that occasion, although the angular frequency ω which is 

proportional to the phonon energy becomes imaginary, we would usually describe it as a 

conventional negative energy in the dispersion relation. Then the negative description of 

phonon mode energy in the dispersion relation would mean that the crystal lattice is 

structurally unstable for the phonon vibration due to the improper restoring force of 

harmonic oscillation in the calculation unit cell. Similarly, in the three dimensional crystal 

lattice, when the negative description of phonon mode energy is appeared at Γ point, the 

calculation unit cell would be structurally unstable for the phonon vibration at the normal 

temperature and the normal pressure. And when the negative description of phonon mode 

energy is appeared at X, M or R point, the calculation unit cell would be structurally 

unstable for the phonon vibration of each particular direction. In these cases, the occluded 

H atoms or the impurity atom would not stay there. 

 

3.  Results 
We simulated the H phonon states in the perfect or vacancy-defective Ni, Pd, Pt, Cu, 

Ag and Au metal lattice in which H atoms were occluded on O sites or T sites and with 

or without an impurity atom of the H atom itself or alkali/alkaline-earth metal atom such 

as Li, Na, K, Mg and Ca. 

It is said that in the FCC lattice metals, H atoms are occluded first on O sites, and 

then after the concentration of H atoms increases they move to T sites and more new ones 

are occluded on the other T sites. Nevertheless we simulated the phonon states of H atoms 

not only on the T sites but also on the O sites for comparison. 

Calculations were done with the two or three lattice constants, non-expanded, 

expanded and if needed to be, middle lattice constant of them. The expanded lattice 

constant was estimated in order for the total energy of the calculation unit cell to become 

the lowest value, while the H atoms were occluded and/or the impurity atom entered. 
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3.1  H atoms Occluded on O sites or T sites 
First we simulated the phonon states in the perfect metals of no-vacancy FCC lattice 

of 1x1x1 unit cell with occluded H atoms. The outlines of the related phonon states are 

written in Table A1 ~ A4 of Appendix. They show the phonon states with (A) No 

occluded H atom, (B) Occluded H atoms on the whole O sites, (C) Occluded four 

tetrahedral H atoms on the T sites and (D) Occluded eight hexahedral H atoms on the T 

sites in each unit cell. In order to compare we simulated in the aluminum (Al) and carbon 

(C of diamond) bulk lattices.  

 

3.2  H atoms Occluded on O sites or T sites around a Vacancy 
Usually, there are some amount of vacancies in the metal (concentration 10-5 ~ 10-

3). When H atoms exist in the metal, vacancies seem to increase (concentration 10-3 ~ 10-

2) and there are several H atoms around the vacancy, composing vacancy-hydrogen 

clusters. Then next we simulated the phonon states in the vacancy-defective metals of 

FCC lattice of 1x1x1 unit cell with occluded H atoms. The outlines of the related phonon 

states are written in Table A5 ~ A8 of Appendix. They show the phonon states with (A) 

No occluded H atom, (B) Occluded H atoms on the whole O sites, (C) Occluded four 

tetrahedral H atoms on the T sites and (D) Occluded eight hexahedral H atoms on the T 

sites in each unit cell. In order to compare we simulated occluded H atoms in the 

aluminum (Al) and carbon (C of diamond) bulk lattices for some cases. 

 

3.3  One Impurity Atom Entered O site or Vacancy 
In the FCC lattice metals, most of the impurity atoms could move and diffuse staying 

or going through O sites and/or vacancies, however only the little impurity H and Li atoms 

could move through T sites 1). Then first, we simulated the phonon states in the perfect 

FCC lattice metals, and next in the vacancy-defective FCC lattice metals, in both of which 

H atoms were occluded on four tetrahedral T sites and an impurity H atom or an impurity 

alkali/alkaline earth metal atom such as Li, Na, K, Mg or Ca entered an O site or a vacancy 

of the FCC lattice metals. The outlines of the calculated phonon states are written in Table 

A9 ~ A14 of Appendix for the impurity atoms entering the O site and Table A15 ~ A21 

of Appendix for the impurity atoms entering the vacancy. They show the phonon states 

with (A) No occluded H atom, (B) Occluded H atoms on the whole O sites, (C) Occluded 

tetrahedral four H atoms on the T sites and (D) Occluded eight hexahedral H atoms on 

the T sites (or others) of the unit cell. 
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3.4  Characteristic Combination of Stable State and Slightly Unstable State 
If the metal lattice is first structurally stable when H atoms are occluded on four 

tetrahedral T sites, and then if the metal lattice becomes next slightly structurally unstable 

when the impurity H or Li atom enters the O site of the center of the occluded four H 

atoms, it will be possible that the phonon vibration changes to the coherent breathing 

mode vibration of four regular tetrahedral H atoms when the impurity H or Li atom hops 

out the O site, so that four H atoms move collectively to the center of them. Although 

we simulated in several FCC lattice metals with several impurity atoms, the only Pd, Ni 

and Cu metals with the impurity H or Li atom showed this characteristic combination of 

structurally stability for the phonon vibration. The numbers of the characteristic 

combination of structurally stability for the phonon vibration were three for Pd metal, two 

for Ni metal and one for Cu metal. 

The outlines of the phonon states of the characteristic combination of structurally 

stability for the phonon vibration are written in the following tables; Table 1 for the cases 

of non-expanded lattice constants and Table 2 for the cases of expanded lattice constants, 

which are selected from Table A1 ~ A21 of Appendix. We show the phonon states of non-

expanded lattice constants in the upper rows describing the lattice structures of calculation 

unit cell, and we show the phonon states of expanded lattice constants in the lower rows 

describing the lattice structures of calculation unit cell added “-ex”, both in the left 

column. If middle lattice constants without an impurity atom are used, we describe the 

lattice structures of calculation unit cells added “-el”. To all phonon states, we show the 

lattice constants used for the calculation in the right column. In addition, we show whether 

the phonon mode energy is zero (0), nearly zero (~0) or negative (-) at the Γ point, and 

positive (+) or negative (-) at the X, M and R points in the middle column, and we also 

show where the minimum (--) or maximum (++) phonon mode energy appears. And 

furthermore, we show how much the phonon mode energy spread (the effective value of 

nearly zero was written in ( )) in the right column, adding the lattice constants used for 

the calculation. 

 

3.4.1 Non-expanded Lattice constants 
The perfect Pd metal lattice which occluded four tetrahedral H atoms on the T sites 

was structurally stable for the phonon vibration when the lattice constant of them were 

not expanded. At this moment the Pd metal lattice became slightly structurally unstable 

when the impurity H atom entered the center O site of the occluded four H atoms. These 

non-expanded cases would be caused when the Pd metals stuck to, was put between or 

was sat around the other hard metals or ceramics. 
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The diamond lattice structure of C atoms with occluded H atoms showed the similar 

structurally stability for the phonon vibration though being slightly unstable. 

 

Table 1 Characteristic Combination of Structurally Stability with Non-expanded Lattice constants 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1 Charge Density Distribution of Pd4+H4_T+H1_O 

                 Silver indicates Pd atoms, yellow indicates H atoms and 

                  Light green indicates high charge density and blue indicates low charge density 

 

Fig. 1 shows the charge density distribution of near stable lattice structure of the 

perfect Pd metal with occluded tetrahedral four H atoms on the T sites and one impurity 

H atom on the center O site. In Fig. 1, we can see Pd atoms (silver) with four H atoms 

(yellow) on the T sites and one impurity H atom (yellow) on the center O site. 

 

3.4.2 Expanded Lattice constants 

Γ Ｘ Ｍ Ｒ

min (Γ)

          (eV)

～

max

(eV)

Lattice

Const. (Å)

0 ++ + + + 0.000 ～ 0.198 3.862

～0 - ++ + +

(-0.000003)

-0.009

～ 0.206 3.862

Pd4+H4_T

↓

Pd4+H4_T+H1_O

＜ Pd ＞

＜ C ＞

Γ Ｘ Ｍ Ｒ

min (Γ)

          (eV)

～

max

(eV)

Lattice

Const. (Å)

～0 ++ - + +

(-0.000003)

-0.058

～ 0.176 3.589

～0 -- ++ - -

(-0.000001)

 -0.076

～ 0.209 3.589

C8+H4_T

↓

C8+H4_T+H1_O
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The perfect or vacancy-defective Ni, Pd, Pt and Cu metal lattices which occluded 

four tetrahedral H atoms on the T sites were structurally stable for the phonon vibration 

when the lattice constant of them were expanded. At this moment these FCC lattice metals 

became slightly structurally unstable when the impurity Li atom entered the center O site 

of the occluded four H atoms. These expanded cases would be caused near surface of 

these FCC lattice metals when they were not stuck to, were not put between and were not 

sat around the other hard metals or ceramics. 

 

Table 2 Characteristic Combination of Structurally Stability with Expanded Lattice constants 

 

 

 

Γ Ｘ Ｍ Ｒ

min (Γ)

          (eV)

～

max

(eV)

Lattice

Const. (Å)

～0 ++ + + + (-0.0000003) ～ 0.173 3.746

0 + ++ + + 0.000 ～ 0.203 3.746

-- - - + ++ -0.015 ～ 0.157 3.982

～0 ++ + + + (-0.000001) ～ 0.201 3.644

0 ++ + + + 0.000 ～ 0.197 3.644

- - -- ++ + -0.010 ～ 0.143 3.976

Ni4+H4_T-ex

↓

Ni4+H4_T+Li1_O-el

Ni3Vac1+H4_T+Li1_O-el

Ni3Vac1+H4_T+Li1_O-ex

Ni3Vac1+H4_T-ex

↓

Ni4+H4_T+Li1_O-ex

＜ Ni ＞ 

Γ Ｘ Ｍ Ｒ

min (Γ)

          (eV)

～

max

(eV)

Lattice

Const. (Å)

～0 ++ + + + (-0.0000005) ～ 0.146 4.160

～0 ++ - - --

(-0.0000004)

 -0.003

～ 0.164 4.160

0 ++ + + + 0.000 ～ 0.133 4.350

0 ++ + + + 0.000 ～ 0.172 4.027

0 ++ - - --

(0.000)

-0.012

～ 0.171 4.027

0 + + - ++

(0.000)

-0.003

～ 0.125 4.310

Pd3Vac1+H4_T+Li1_O-el

Pd3Vac1+H4_T+Li1_O-ex

Pd4+H4_T+Li1_O-ex

Pd3Vac1+H4_T-ex

↓

＜ Pd ＞ 

Pd4+H4_T-ex

↓

Pd4+H4_T+Li1_O-el

Γ Ｘ Ｍ Ｒ

min (Γ)

          (eV)

～

max

(eV)

Lattice

Const. (Å)

0 ++ + + + 0.000 ～ 0.173 3.818

- - -- - ++ -0.012 ～ 0.178 3.818

0 - -- ++ +

(0.000)

-0.010

～ 0.130 4.159

＜ Cu ＞ 

Cu3Vac1+H4_T+Li1_O-ex

Cu3Vac1+H4_T-ex

↓

Cu3Vac1+H4_T+Li1_O-el
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The Ni and Pd metal lattices show the similar structural stability for the phonon 

vibration both in the perfect and vacancy-defective lattice structures, therefore the 

structural stability for the phonon vibration would prove to be independent of the presence 

of vacancy-defects. The Pt metal lattice showed the similar characteristic combination of 

structural stability for the phonon vibration. However, the Pt metal lattice without 

occluded H atoms was stable for the phonon vibration when vacancies existed, which was 

shown in Table A5 of Appendix, so that it has less vacancy than the Ni, Pd and Cu metal 

lattices simulated here simultaneously. 

Fig. 2 shows the charge density distribution of the near stable lattice structure of 

vacancy-defective Pd metal with occluded tetrahedral four H atoms on the T sites and one 

impurity Li atom on the center O site. In Fig. 2, we can see Pd atoms (silver) with four H 

atoms (yellow) on the T sites and one impurity Li atom (green) on the center O site. 

 

Figure 2 Charge Density Distribution of Pd3Vac1+H4_T+Li1_O 

                  Silver indicates Pd atoms, yellow H atoms, green Li atom and 

                 Light green indicates high charge density and blue indicates low charge density 

 

4.  Summaries 
We carried out the simulation of H phonon states in the Ni, Pt, Cu, Ag and Au metal 

lattices of the smallest 1x1x1 unit sell using the first principles electronic state simulation 

program on personal computers after the Pd metal lattice of last time1). And we 

investigated the structural stability of these H-occluded metal lattices for the phonon 

vibration examining the phonon mode energy. 

We observed that the Ni, Pd or Cu metal lattices were structurally stable for the 

phonon vibration when H atoms were occluded on four tetrahedral T sites, and then 

became next slightly structurally unstable when the impurity H (only for Pd) or Li atom 

entered the center O site of the tetrahedral H atoms of T sites. When the impurity H or Li 
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atom happens to hop out from the O site, four H atoms will be able to move collectively 

to the O site which is the center of tetrahedral H atoms to cause the nuclear transmutation 

of Tetrahedral Symmetric Condensation Theory. Reasoning by analogy to apply the 

results to D atoms, we expect that four D atoms will move collectively to the center of 

tetrahedral D atoms to condense tightly, so that they will cause the nuclear fusion of 

Tetrahedral Symmetric Condensation Theory2-3). 

Although we simulated in several FCC lattice metals and impurity atoms, the only 

Ni and Pd metals with the impurity H (only for Pd) or Li atom showed the characteristic 

structurally stability for the phonon vibration, and Cu metal slightly. Interestingly, for 

these Ni and Pd metals a lot of nuclear fusion or nuclear transmutation experiments have 

been reported. We will have to study whether these characteristic structurally stability for 

the phonon vibration in the Ni, Pd and Cu metals are the primary conditions which gather 

H/D atoms and condense to cause nuclear fusion or nuclear transmutation. We will carry 

out the same simulations in larger 2x2x2 calculation unit cell as well as analyze the 

interatomic force constants and the displacements of composed atoms for each phonon 

modes in these metals. Furthermore, we will also investigate the interaction of electrons 

and the phonon vibration so as to find a mechanism of condensation. 

We found also that C bulk lattice (diamond) showed the structurally stability for the 

phonon vibration similar to the Pd metal lattice. It is known that the diamond-structure 

cubic ice which is different from the ordinal hexagonal crystalline structure ice is made 

when the pressure of water rapidly decreases. Then, we will be able to make water-cluster 

like the diamond-structure cubic ice when we make the pressure of water rapidly decrease 

9, 10). If we have this diamond-structure water-cluster even in a moment, the interesting 

phonon (vibration) structurally stability related to the nuclear fusion and/or nuclear 

transmutation would probably occur in it. 
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Appendix 

Outline of Phonon States of Ni, Pd, Pt, Cu, Ag and Au Metal Lattices 

We calculated the phonon energy only at the special symmetric Γ, X, M and R points 

in order to obtain the outline of structural stability for the phonon vibration in short 

calculation time. Calculations were done on the perfect Ni, Pd, Pt, Cu, Ag and Au metal 

lattices or the vacancy-defective ones with occluded H atoms on O sites or T sites and 

with or without an impurity H atom and alkali/alkaline-earth metal atom such as Li, Na, 

K, Mg and Ca. 

Since we could not optimize the lattice arrangement because of computational 

complexity and calculation time, phonon response calculations were done with two or 

three lattice constants, non-expanded, expanded and if need be, middle lattice constant of 

them. For the expanded lattice constants, calculations were done in order for the total 

energy of the calculation unit cells to become the lowest value while H atoms were 

occluded and/or the impurity atom entered. 

We show the phonon states of non-expanded lattice constants in the upper rows 

describing the lattice structures of calculation unit cell, and we show those of expanded 

lattice constants in the lower rows describing the lattice structures of calculation unit cell 

added “-ex”, both in the left column. Further, we show the phonon states of perfect or 

vacancy-defective metal lattices without occluded H atoms or an impurity atom in order 

for the total energy to become the lowest value in the lower rows describing the lattice 

structures of calculation unit cell added “-opt” in the left column. If those middle-large 

lattice constants are used, we describe the lattice structures of calculation unit cells by 

adding “-el”. To all phonon states, we show the lattice constants used for the calculation 

in the right column. In addition, we show whether the phonon mode energy is zero (0), 

nearly zero (~0) or negative (-) at the Γ point, and positive (+) or negative (-) at the X, M 

and R points in the middle column, and we also show where the minimum (--) or 

maximum (++) phonon mode energy appears. And furthermore, we show how much the 

phonon mode energy spread (the effective value of nearly zero was written in ( )) in the 

right column, adding the lattice constants used for the calculation. 

The nearly zero (~0) eV phonon mode energy at the Γ point would be calculated 

exactly 0 eV in more accurate if the cut off energy is larger than about 1 keV which is 

used in this simulation. (We could not continue the calculation of some phonon states of 

Ni, Cu, Ag and Au due to the shortage of computer memory or hard disk storage capacity. 

Further, some phonon states which seem to have negative phonon mode energy all over 

the Γ, X, M and R points were not calculated.) 
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Table A1 Perfect Metal Lattices 

 
 

Table A2 Perfect Metal Lattices with Occluded H Atoms on the Whole O Sites 

 

  

Γ Ｘ Ｍ Ｒ

min (Γ)

          (eV)

～

max

(eV)

Lattice

Const. (Å)

0 + + + ++ 0.000 ～ 0.043 3.432

0 + + + ++ 0.000 ～ 0.030 3.862

0 + + + ++ 0.000 ～ 0.025 3.905

0 + + + ++ 0.000 ～ 0.032 3.556

0 + + + ++ 0.000 ～ 0.022 4.043

0 + + + ++ 0.000 ～ 0.019 4.102

0 + + + ++ 0.000 ～ 0.039 3.982

0 + ++ + + 0.000 ～ 0.169 3.589

Ag4-opt

Au4-opt

Al4-opt

C8-opt (diamond)

Ni4-opt

Pd4-opt

Pt4-opt

Cu4-opt

Γ Ｘ Ｍ Ｒ

min (Γ)

          (eV)

～

max

(eV)

Lattice

Const. (Å)

0 + + + ++ 0.000 ～ 0.159 3.432

～0 + + + ++ (-0.0000007) ～ 0.123 3.643

0 + + + ++ 0.000 ～ 0.124 3.862

～0 + + + ++ (-0.000001) ～ 0.091 4.060

- + + + ++ -0.010 ～ 0.109 3.905

-- - - - ++ -0.069 ～ 0.067 4.134

0 + + + ++ 0.000 ～ 0.160 3.556

- + + + ++ -0.034 ～ 0.121 3.801

～0 + + + ++ (-0.000004) ～ 0.126 4.043

-- - - + ++ -0.064 ～ 0.097 4.165

- - -- - ++ -0.085 ～ 0.066 4.102

- - -- - ++ -0.103 ～ 0.013 4.351

-- ++ - - - -0.115 ～ 0.075 3.982

-- ++ - - - -0.122 ～ 0.044 4.173

～0 ++ - + +

(-0.000002)

-0.055

～ 0.181 3.589

- ++ -- - - -0.079 ～ 0.140 3.824

Al4H4_O-ex

Ni4H4_O-ex

Pd4H4_O

Pd4H4_O-ex

Au4H4_O

Au4H4_O-ex

Al4H4_O

C8H4_O-ex

C8H4_O

Pt4H4_O

Pt4H4_O-ex

Cu4H4_O

Cu4H4_O-ex

Ag4H4_O

Ag4H4_O-ex

Ni4H4_O
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Table A3 Perfect Metal Lattices with Occluded H Atoms on the Half T Sites 

 
 

Table A4 Perfect Metal Lattices with Occluded H Atoms on the Whole T Sites 

 

  

Γ Ｘ Ｍ Ｒ

min (Γ)

          (eV)

～

max

(eV)

Lattice

Const. (Å)

～0 + + + ++ (-0.0000007) ～ 0.231 3.432

～0 ++ + + + (-0.0000003) ～ 0.173 3.746

0 ++ + + + 0.000 ～ 0.198 3.862

～0 ++ + + + (-0.0000005) ～ 0.146 4.160

0 ++ -- - +

(0.000)

-0.004

～ 0.195 3.905

0 ++ - + +

(0.000)

-0.002

～ 0.130 4.223

0 - + + ++

(0.000)

-0.004

～ 0.219 3.556

0 + - + ++

(0.000)

-0.003

～ 0.155 3.930

0 + + + ++ 0.000 ～ 0.180 4.043

0 + + ++ + 0.000 ～ 0.127 4.402

- - -- + ++ -0.009 ～ 0.157 4.102

- - ++ -- + -0.008 ～ 0.098 4.463

- - - ++ -- -0.026 ～ 0.154 3.982

-- ++ - - - -0.085 ～ 0.099 4.343

～0 ++ - + +

(-0.000003)

-0.058

～ 0.176 3.589

- ++ -- - - -0.080 ～ 0.138 3.824

Au4+H4_T-ex

Al4+H4_T

Al4+H4_T-ex

C8+H4_T

C8+H4_T-ex

Pt4+H4_T-ex

Cu4+H4_T

Cu4+H4_T-ex

Ag4+H4_T

Ag4+H4_T-ex

Au4+H4_T

Ni4+H4_T

Ni4+H4_T-ex

Pd4+H4_T

Pd4+H4_T-ex

Pt4+H4_T

Γ Ｘ Ｍ Ｒ

min (Γ)

          (eV)

～

max

(eV)

Lattice

Const. (Å)

～0 + ++ + + (-0.000007) ～ 0.269 3.432

～0 x x x (-0.000008) ～ 0.202 3.749

～0 + ++ + + (-0.000001) ～ 0.232 3.862

～0 + ++ + + (-0.000001) ～ 0.137 4.400

- ++ -- - - -0.012 ～ 0.234 3.905

-- - ++ - - -0.067 ～ 0.125 4.484

-- ++ - - - -0.023 ～ 0.248 3.556

- x x x -0.007 ～ 0.137 4.212

-- ++ - - - -0.016 ～ 0.202 4.043

- x x x -0.020 ～ 0.110 4.670

- ++ -- - - -0.074 ～ 0.190 4.102

- x x x -0.116 ～ 0.090 4.730

Pt4+H8_T

Pt4+H8_T-ex

Cu4+H8_T

Cu4+H8_T-ex

Ag4+H8_T

Ag4+H8_T-ex

Ni4+H8_T

Ni4+H8_T-ex

Pd4+H8_T

Pd4+H8_T-ex

Au4+H8_T

Au4+H8_T-ex
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Table A5 Vacancy-Defective Metal Lattices 

 
 

Table A6 Vacancy-Defective Metal Lattices with Occluded H Atoms on the Whole O Sites 

 

  

Γ Ｘ Ｍ Ｒ

min (Γ)

          (eV)

～

max

(eV)

Lattice

Const. (Å)

～0 + -- - ++

(-0.0000006)

-0.016

～ 0.041 3.284

0 + -- - ++

(0.000)

-0.004

～ 0.037 3.714

0 + + + ++ 0.000 ～ 0.032 3.734

0 + - -- ++

(0.000)

-0.010

～ 0.042 3.407

0 + - -- ++

(0.000)

-0.005

～ 0.030 3.871

0 + + - ++

(0.000)

-0.002

～ 0.027 3.916

Pd3Vac1-opt

Pt3Vac1-opt

Cu3Vac1-opt

Ag3Vac1-opt

Au3Vac1-opt

Ni3Vac1-opt

Γ Ｘ Ｍ Ｒ

min (Γ)

          (eV)

～

max

(eV)

Lattice

Const. (Å)

0 + -- + ++

(0.000)

-0.011

～ 0.202 3.284

～0 + -- - ++

(-0.000002)

-0.010

～ 0.141 3.514

0 + -- + ++

(0.000)

-0.006

～ 0.152 3.714

～0 + -- - ++

(-0.0000003)

-0.006

～ 0.101 3.932

0 + -- - ++

(0.000)

-0.007

～ 0.156 3.734

-- - - - ++ -0.029 ～ 0.101 3.961

0 + + + ++ 0.000 ～ 0.197 3.407

0 + + + ++ 0.000 ～ 0.143 3.670

0 + + + ++ 0.000 ～ 0.154 3.871

0 + + + ++ 0.000 ～ 0.114 4.093

-- + - - ++ -0.011 ～ 0.013 3.916

- ++ - -- - -0.080 ～ 0.087 4.158

Pt3Vac1H4_O

Pt3Vac1H4_O-ex

Cu3Vac1H4_O

Cu3Vac1H4_O-ex

Ag3Vac1H4_O

Ag3Vac1H4_O-ex

Ni3Vac1H4_O

Ni3Vac1H4_O-ex

Pd3Vac1H4_O

Pd3Vac1H4_O-ex

Au3Vac1H4_O

Au3Vac1H4_O-ex
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Table A7 Vacancy-Defective Metal Lattices with Occluded H Atoms on the Half T Sites 

 
 

Table A8 Vacancy-Defective Metal Lattices with Occluded H Atoms on the Whole T Sites 

 

  

Γ Ｘ Ｍ Ｒ

min (Γ)

          (eV)

～

max

(eV)

Lattice

Const. (Å)

～0 ++ - - -- 

(-0.000007)

 -0.019

～ 0.285 3.284

～0 ++ + + + (-0.000001) ～ 0.201 3.644

～0 ++ + -- - 

(-0.0000004)

 -0.011

～ 0.242 3.714

Pd3Vac1+H4_T-ex 0 ++ + + + 0.000 ～ 0.172 4.027

0 ++ + -- - 

(0.000)

 -0.007

～ 0.256 3.734

Pt3Vac1+H4_T-ex 0 ++ + + + 0.000 ～ 0.174 4.064

～0 ++ - -- - 

(-0.000002)

 -0.027

～ 0.259 3.407

Cu3Vac1+H4_T-ex 0 ++ + + + 0.000 ～ 0.173 3.818

～0 ++ -- - - 

(-0.000003)

 -0.027

～ 0.213 3.871

Ag3Vac1+H4_T-ex 0 + + + ++ 0.000 ～ 0.143 4.251

- ++ - -- - -0.015 ～ 0.207 3.916

0 ++ - + +

(0.000)

-0.002

～ 0.128 4.294Au3Vac1+H4_T-ex

Ni3Vac1+H4_T-ex

Pd3Vac1+H4_T

Pt3Vac1+H4_T

Cu3Vac1+H4_T

Ag3Vac1+H4_T

Au3Vac1+H4_T

Ni3Vac1+H4_T

Γ Ｘ Ｍ Ｒ

min (Γ)

          (eV)

～

max

(eV)

Lattice

Const. (Å)

～0 + ++ -- - 

(-0.000004)

 -0.017

～ 0.316 3.284

～0 x x x (-0.000004) ～ 0.161 3.880

～0 ++ - -- - 

(-0.0009)

 -0.018

～ 0.270 3.714

0 + ++ + + 0.000 ～ 0.147 4.268

- - ++ -- - -0.021 ～ 0.285 3.734

- - ++ -- - -0.021 ～ 0.144 4.341

- - ++ - -- -0.059 ～ 0.282 3.407

～0 x x x (-0.000001) ～ 0.134 4.064

- - ++ - -- -0.039 ～ 0.236 3.871

- x x x -0.013 ～ 0.095 4.613

- - x x -0.021 ～ 0.234 3.916

- - x x -0.093 ～ 0.106 4.550

Pd3Vac1+H8_T

Pd3Vac1+H8_T-ex

Pt3Vac1+H8_T

Pt3Vac1+H8_T-ex

Cu3Vac1+H8_T

Cu3Vac1+H8_T-ex

Ni3Vac1+H8_T

Ni3Vac1+H8_T-ex

Ag3Vac1+H8_T

Ag3Vac1+H8_T-ex

Au3Vac1+H8_T

Au3Vac1+H8_T-ex
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Table A9 Perfect Metal Lattices with Occluded H Atoms on the Half T Sites and an Impurity H Atom 
Entered an O Site 

 
 
Table A10 Perfect Metal Lattices with Occluded H Atoms on the Half T Sites and an Impurity Li Atom 
Entered an O Site 

 

  

Γ Ｘ Ｍ Ｒ

min (Γ)

          (eV)

～

max

(eV)

Lattice

Const. (Å)

～0 + ++ + + (-0.000001) ～ 0.247 3.432

- x x x -0.032 ～ 0.181 3.746

- x x x -0.046 ～ 0.171 3.793

～0 - ++ + +

(-0.000003)

-0.009

～ 0.206 3.862

- -- ++ - - -0.069 ～ 0.153 4.160

- -- ++ - - -0.074 ～ 0.144 4.210

- -- ++ - - -0.062 ～ 0.207 3.905

- -- ++ - - -0.102 ～ 0.135 4.275

- - - x -0.069 ～ 0.221 3.556

- - ++ - -- -0.109 ～ 0.142 4.009

- - x x -0.091 ～ 0.177 4.043

- x x x -0.093 ～ 0.110 4.467

- - ++ -- - -0.128 ～ 0.160 4.102

- - x x -0.117 ～ 0.093 4.528

～0 -- ++ - -

(-0.000001)

 -0.076

～ 0.209 3.589

C8+H4_T+H1_O-el - ++ -- - - -0.098 ～ 0.160 3.824

- ++ -- - - -0.102 ～ 0.151 3.868

Ag4+H4_T+H1_O-ex

Au4+H4_T+H1_O

Au4+H4_T+H1_O-ex

C8+H4_T+H1_O

C8+H4_T+H1_O-ex

Pd4+H4_T+H1_O-ex

Pt4+H4_T+H1_O

Pt4+H4_T+H1_O-ex

Cu4+H4_T+H1_O

Cu4+H4_T+H1_O-ex

Ag4+H4_T+H1_O

Ni4+H4_T+H1_O

Ni4+H4_T+H1_O-el

Ni4+H4_T+H1_O-ex

Pd4+H4_T+H1_O

Pd4+H4_T+H1_O-el

Γ Ｘ Ｍ Ｒ

min (Γ)

          (eV)

～

max

(eV)

Lattice

Const. (Å)

～0 + ++ + + (-0.0000004) ～ 0.268 3.432

0 + ++ + + 0.000 ～ 0.203 3.746

-- - - + ++ -0.015 ～ 0.157 3.982

～0 ++ - - --

(-0.0009)

 -0.010

～ 0.217 3.862

～0 ++ - - --

(-0.0000004)

 -0.003

～ 0.164 4.160

0 ++ + + + 0.000 ～ 0.133 4.350

- ++ -- - - -0.012 ～ 0.210 3.905

- ++ - - x -0.007 ～ 0.117 4.398

- -- - ++ - -0.026 ～ 0.246 3.556

- x x x -0.010 ～ 0.124 4.198

- -- - - ++ -0.016 ～ 0.186 4.043

- x x x -0.014 ～ 0.054 4.964

- - x x -0.014 ～ 0.162 4.102

-- - - ++ - -0.014 ～ 0.160 4.131

Pd4+H4_T+Li1_O

Pd4+H4_T+Li1_O-el

Pd4+H4_T+Li1_O-ex

Pt4+H4_T+Li1_O

Pt4+H4_T+Li1_O-ex

Ni4+H4_T+Li1_O

Ni4+H4_T+Li1_O-el

Ni4+H4_T+Li1_O-ex

Cu4+H4_T+Li1_O

Cu4+H4_T+Li1_O-ex

Ag4+H4_T+Li1_O

Ag4+H4_T+Li1_O-ex

Au4+H4_T+Li1_O

Au4+H4_T+Li1_O-ex
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Table A11 Perfect Ni/Pd Metal Lattices with Occluded H Atoms on the Half/Whole T Sites and an Impurity 
Atom Entered an O Site 

 
 
Table A12 Vacancy-Defective Metal Lattices with Occluded H Atoms on the Half T Sites and an Impurity 
H Atom Entered an O Site 

 

  

Γ Ｘ Ｍ Ｒ

min (Γ)

          (eV)

～

max

(eV)

Lattice

Const. (Å)

-- ++ - - - -0.021 ～ 0.338 3.432

- x x x -0.025 ～ 0.172 4.224

- ++ -- - - -0.020 ～ 0.267 3.862

-- ++ - - - -0.015 ～ 0.142 4.574

- -- - ++ - -0.023 ～ 0.264 3.862

-- - - - ++ -0.013 ～ 0.132 4.604

- -- - ++ - -0.034 ～ 0.281 3.862

- x x x -0.054 ～ 0.141 4.791

- -- - ++ - -0.033 ～ 0.295 3.862

- x x x -0.058 ～ 0.112 5.046

- - - ++ -- -0.131 ～ 0.226 3.862

- - ++ -- - -0.136 ～ 0.126 4.466

- -- ++ - - -0.016 ～ 0.238 3.862

- - ++ -- - -0.028 ～ 0.119 4.567

Ni4+H4_T+Na1_O

Ni4+H4_T+Na1_O-ex

Pd4+H4_T+Na1_O

Pd4+H4_T+Mg1_O

Pd4+H4_T+Mg1_O-ex

Pd4+H4_T+K1_O

Pd4+H4_T+K1_O-ex

Pd4+H4_T+Ca1_O

Pd4+H4_T+Ca1_O-ex

Pd4+H4_T+Na1_O-ex

Pd4+H8_T+H1_O

Pd4+H8_T+H1_O-ex

Pd4+H8_T+Li1_O

Pd4+H8_T+Li1_O-ex

Γ Ｘ Ｍ Ｒ

min (Γ)

          (eV)

～

max

(eV)

Lattice

Const. (Å)

～0 ++ - - --

(-0.000001)

-0.024

～ 0.277 3.284

- ++ -- x x -0.041 ～ 0.194 3.644

-- ++ - x x -0.053 ～ 0.182 3.703

～0 ++ - -- -

(-0.000002)

-0.022

～ 0.234 3.714

-- ++ - - - -0.073 ～ 0.166 4.027

-- ++ - - - -0.080 ～ 0.150 4.107

-- ++ - - - -0.067 ～ 0.243 3.734

-- ++ - - - -0.105 ～ 0.141 4.152

- ++ - -- - -0.023 ～ 0.260 3.407

-- ++ - - x -0.098 ～ 0.157 3.904

-- ++ - - - -0.076 ～ 0.215 3.871

-- - - - ++ -0.107 ～ 0.132 4.340

- -- - - ++ -0.108 ～ 0.198 3.916

- -- - ++ - -0.124 ～ 0.107 4.390

Pd3Vac1+H4_T+H1_O-ex

Pt3Vac1+H4_T+H1_O

Pt3Vac1+H4_T+H1_O-ex

Cu3Vac1+H4_T+H1_O

Cu3Vac1+H4_T+H1_O-ex

Ag3Vac1+H4_T+H1_O

Ni3Vac1+H4_T+H1_O

Ni3Vac1+H4_T+H1_O-el

Ni3Vac1+H4_T+H1_O-ex

Pd3Vac1+H4_T+H1_O

Pd3Vac1+H4_T+H1_O-el

Ag3Vac1+H4_T+H1_O-ex

Au3Vac1+H4_T+H1_O

Au3Vac1+H4_T+H1_O-ex
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Table A13 Vacancy-Defective Metal Lattices with Occluded H Atoms on the Half T Sites and an Impurity 
Li Atom Entered an O Site 

 
 
Table A14 Vacancy-Defective Pd Metal Lattices with Occluded H Atoms on the Half T Sites and an 
Impurity Atom Entered an O Site 

 

  

Γ Ｘ Ｍ Ｒ

min (Γ)

          (eV)

～

max

(eV)

Lattice

Const. (Å)

- - - -- ++ -0.031 ～ 0.281 3.284

0 ++ + + + 0.000 ～ 0.197 3.644

- - -- ++ + -0.010 ～ 0.143 3.976

- ++ - - -- -0.020 ～ 0.239 3.714

0 ++ - - --

(0.000)

-0.012

～ 0.171 4.027

0 + + - ++

(0.000)

-0.003

～ 0.125 4.310

- ++ - - -- -0.015 ～ 0.248 3.734

0 ++ -- - - -0.008 ～ 0.166 4.064

0 - -- + ++

(0.000)

-0.005

～ 0.129 4.328

- - -- - ++ -0.024 ～ 0.265 3.407

- - -- - ++ -0.012 ～ 0.178 3.818

0 - -- ++ +

(0.000)

-0.010

～ 0.130 4.159

- - -- - ++ -0.016 ～ 0.223 3.871

- x x x -0.002 ～ 0.110 4.564

- ++ -- - - -0.015 ～ 0.207 3.916

- x x x -0.011 ～ 0.106 4.575

Ni3Vac1+H4_T+Li1_O

Ni3Vac1+H4_T+Li1_O-el

Ni3Vac1+H4_T+Li1_O-ex

Pd3Vac1+H4_T+Li1_O

Pd3Vac1+H4_T+Li1_O-el

Pd3Vac1+H4_T+Li1_O-ex

Ag3Vac1+H4_T+Li1_O

Ag3Vac1+H4_T+Li1_O-ex

Au3Vac1+H4_T+Li1_O

Au3Vac1+H4_T+Li1_O-ex

Pt3Vac1+H4_T+Li1_O

Pt3Vac1+H4_T+Li1_O-el

Pt3Vac1+H4_T+Li1_O-ex

Cu3Vac1+H4_T+Li1_O

Cu3Vac1+H4_T+Li1_O-el

Cu3Vac1+H4_T+Li1_O-ex

Γ Ｘ Ｍ Ｒ

min (Γ)

          (eV)

～

max

(eV)

Lattice

Const. (Å)

- ++ - - -- -0.028 ～ 0.233 3.714

- ++ - - -- -0.012 ～ 0.162 4.352

- -- - - ++ -0.029 ～ 0.237 3.714

- - - -- ++ -0.039 ～ 0.139 4.642

- ++ -- - - -0.042 ～ 0.235 3.714

- - x x -0.095 ～ 0.146 4.918

- -- - - ++ -0.043 ～ 0.254 3.714

- ++ - - -- -0.081 ～ 0.150 4.884

Pd3Vac1+H4_T+Mg1_O

Pd3Vac1+H4_T+Mg1_O-ex

Pd3Vac1+H4_T+Na1_O

Pd3Vac1+H4_T+Na1_O-ex

Pd3Vac1+H4_T+K1_O

Pd3Vac1+H4_T+K1_O-ex

Pd3Vac1+H4_T+Ca1_O

Pd3Vac1+H4_T+Ca1_O-ex
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Table A15 Vacancy-Defective Metal Lattices with an Impurity H/Li Atom Entered a Vacancy 

 
 

Table A16 Vacancy-Defective Metal Lattices with an Impurity Atom Entered a Vacancy 

 

  

Γ Ｘ Ｍ Ｒ

min (Γ)

          (eV)

～

max

(eV)

Lattice

Const. (Å)

- - -- - ++ -0.122 ～ 0.038 3.714

- - -- - ++ -0.122 ～ 0.038 3.708

0 + + + ++ 0.000 ～ 0.072 3.284

0 + + + ++ 0.000 ～ 0.063 3.418

0 + ++ + + 0.000 ～ 0.051 3.714

～0 + ++ + + (-0.000001) ～ 0.046 3.791

0 + ++ + + 0.000 ～ 0.055 3.734

0 + ++ + + 0.000 ～ 0.048 3.810

～0 + + ++ + (-0.0000003) ～ 0.063 3.407

～0 + + ++ + (-0.0000003) ～ 0.055 3.551

0 + ++ + + 0.000 ～ 0.055 3.871

0 + + ++ + 0.000 ～ 0.040 3.974

0 + ++ + + 0.000 ～ 0.043 3.916

～0 + ++ + + (-0.0000005) ～ 0.039 3.992

Ni3+Li1_Vac

Ni3+Li1_Vac-ex

Pd3+Li1_Vac

Pd3+Li1_Vac-ex

Pt3+Li1_Vac

Pt3+Li1_Vac-ex

Pd3+H1_Vac

Pd3+H1_Vac-ex

Cu3+Li1_Vac

Cu3+Li1_Vac-ex

Ag3+Li1_Vac

Ag3+Li1_Vac-ex

Au3+Li1_Vac

Au3+Li1_Vac-ex

Γ Ｘ Ｍ Ｒ

min (Γ)

          (eV)

～

max

(eV)

Lattice

Const. (Å)

～0 + + + ++ (-0.0000008) ～ 0.088 3.284

～0 + + + ++ (-0.0000010) ～ 0.067 3.605

0 + + + ++ 0.000 ～ 0.059 3.714

～0 + + ++ + (-0.000001) ～ 0.047 3.895

0 + + + ++ 0.000 ～ 0.059 3.734

～0 + + + ++ (-0.0000004) ～ 0.052 3.901

～0 + + + ++ (-0.0000003) ～ 0.070 3.407

0 + + + ++ 0.000 ～ 0.060 3.732

0 + + + ++ 0.000 ～ 0.057 3.714

0 + ++ + + 0.000 ～ 0.044 3.883

0 + + + ++ 0.000 ～ 0.045 3.714

0 + + + ++ 0.000 ～ 0.031 4.058

0 + + + ++ 0.000 ～ 0.046 3.714

～0 + + + ++ (-0.0000003) ～ 0.031 4.013

Ni3+Na1_Vac

Ni3+Na1_Vac-ex

Pd3+Na1_Vac

Pd3+Mg1_Vac

Pd3+Mg1_Vac-ex

Pd3+K1_Vac

Pd3+K1_Vac-ex

Pd3+Ca1_Vac

Pd3+Ca1_Vac-ex

Pd3+Na1_Vac-ex

Pt3+Na1_Vac

Pt3+Na1_Vac-ex

Cu3+Na1_Vac

Cu3+Na1_Vac-ex
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Table A17 Vacancy-Defective Metal Lattices with Occluded H Atoms on the Whole O Sites and an Impurity 
H/Li Atom Entered a Vacancy 

 
 
Table A18 Vacancy-Defective Metal Lattices with Occluded H Atoms on the Whole O Sites and an Impurity 
Atom Entered a Vacancy 

 

  

Γ Ｘ Ｍ Ｒ

min (Γ)

          (eV)

～

max

(eV)

Lattice

Const. (Å)

-- -- - - ++ -0.132 ～ 0.099 3.932

- -- - - ++ -0.132 ～ 0.098 3.938

～0 + + + ++ (-0.0000004) ～ 0.161 3.514

～0 + + x (-0.0000007) ～ 0.153 3.625

0 ++ + + + 0.000 ～ 0.128 3.932

0 ++ + -- -

(0.000)

-0.025

～ 0.125 3.994

- ++ - -- - -0.050 ～ 0.127 3.961

- ++ - -- - -0.067 ～ 0.125 4.039

0 + + + ++ 0.000 ～ 0.145 3.670

- + + + ++ -0.019 ～ 0.140 3.770

-- + - + ++ -0.026 ～ 0.120 4.093

-- - - + ++ -0.049 ～ 0.105 4.199

- - -- ++ - -0.086 ～ 0.105 4.158

- - -- ++ - -0.096 ～ 0.104 4.253

Ni3H4_O+Li1_Vac

Ni3H4_O+Li1_Vac-ex

Pd3H4_O+Li1_Vac

Pd3H4_O+Li1_Vac-ex

Pt3H4_O+Li1_Vac

Pd3H4_O+H1_Vac

Pd3H4_O+H1_Vac-ex

Au3H4_O+Li1_Vac-ex

Pt3H4_O+Li1_Vac-ex

Cu3H4_O+Li1_Vac

Cu3H4_O+Li1_Vac-ex

Ag3H4_O+Li1_Vac

Ag3H4_O+Li1_Vac-ex

Au3H4_O+Li1_Vac

Γ Ｘ Ｍ Ｒ

min (Γ)

          (eV)

～

max

(eV)

Lattice

Const. (Å)

～0 ++ + + + (-0.0000005) ～ 0.234 3.514

- - -- - ++ -0.057 ～ 0.202 3.766

0 ++ + -- -

(0.000)

-0.048

～ 0.185 3.932

- ++ - -- - -0.076 ～ 0.168 4.082

- ++ - -- - -0.076 ～ 0.181 3.961

- ++ - -- - -0.095 ～ 0.164 4.114

～0 + + ++ (-0.0000004) ～ 0.208 3.670

-- - - ++ - -0.073 ～ 0.176 3.945

～0 ++ + - --

(-0.0000003)

-0.065

～ 0.178 3.932

- ++ - - -- -0.084 ～ 0.157 4.089

- ++ - -- - -0.107 ～ 0.225 3.932

- ++ - -- - -0.116 ～ 0.194 4.230

0 ++ - - --

(0.000)

-0.087

～ 0.226 3.932

- ++ - - -- -0.094 ～ 0.216 4.013

- ++ - -- - -0.104 ～ 0.194 4.201

Ni3H4_O+Na1_Vac

Ni3H4_O+Na1_Vac-ex

Pd3H4_O+Mg1_Vac

Pd3H4_O+Mg1_Vac-ex

Pd3H4_O+K1_Vac

Pd3H4_O+K1_Vac-ex

Pd3H4_O+Ca1_Vac

Pd3H4_O+Na1_Vac

Pd3H4_O+Na1_Vac-ex

Pt3H4_O+Na1_Vac

Pt3H4_O+Na1_Vac-ex

Cu3H4_O+Na1_Vac

Cu3H4_O+Na1_Vac-ex

Pd3+Ca1_Vac+H4_O

Pd3H4_O+Ca1_Vac-ex
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Table A19 Vacancy-Defective Metal Lattices with Occluded H Atoms on the Half T Sites and an Impurity 
H/Li Atom Entered a Vacancy 

 

  

Γ Ｘ Ｍ Ｒ

min (Γ)

          (eV)

～

max

(eV)

Lattice

Const. (Å)

- -- ++ - - -0.169 ～ 0.229 3.714

- -- ++ - - -0.143 ～ 0.156 4.058

～0 ++ + -- -

(-0.0000007)

-0.010

～ 0.276 3.284

～0 ++ + + + (-0.000001) ～ 0.194 3.644

～0 + + + ++ (-0.000002) ～ 0.172 3.750

0 ++ + -- -

(0.000)

-0.008

～ 0.238 3.714

～0 ++ + + + (-0.0000006) ～ 0.170 4.027

～0 ++ + + + (-0.0000003) ～ 0.154 4.111

0 ++ - -- -

(0.000)

-0.006

～ 0.248 3.734

0 ++ + + + 0.000 ～ 0.167 4.064

0 ++ + + + 0.000 ～ 0.148 4.145

0 + + + ++ 0.000 ～ 0.260 3.407

～0 + + + ++ (-0.0000005) ～ 0.158 3.923

0 - -- + ++

(0.000)

-0.005

～ 0.220 3.871

0 + + + ++ 0.000 ～ 0.154 4.251

0 + + x 0.000 ～ 0.139 4.339

- -- - - ++ -0.009 ～ 0.208 3.916

- - -- + ++ -0.006 ～ 0.122 4.374

Cu3+H4_T+Li1_Vac-ex

Ag3+H4_T+Li1_Vac

Ag3+H4_T+Li1_Vac-eｌ

Ag3+H4_T+Li1_Vac-ex

Au3+H4_T+Li1_Vac

Au3+H4_T+Li1_Vac-ex

Pd3+H4_T+Li1_Vac-el

Pd3+H4_T+Li1_Vac-ex

Pt3+H4_T+Li1_Vac

Pt3+H4_T+Li1_Vac-eｌ

Pt3+H4_T+Li1_Vac-ex

Cu3+H4_T+Li1_Vac

Pd3+H4_T+H1_Vac-ex

Ni3+H4_T+Li1_Vac

Ni3+H4_T+Li1_Vac-eｌ

Ni3+H4_T+Li1_Vac-ex

Pd3+H4_T+Li1_Vac

Pd3+H4_T+H1_Vac
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Table A20 Vacancy-Defective Metal Lattices with Occluded H Atoms on the Half T Sites and an Impurity 
Atom Entered a Vacancy 

 
 
Table A21 Vacancy-Defective Metal Lattices with Occluded H Atoms on the Whole T Sites and an Impurity 
Atom Entered a Vacancy 

 

 

Γ Ｘ Ｍ Ｒ

min (Γ)

          (eV)

～

max

(eV)

Lattice

Const. (Å)

～0 + + ++ + (-0.000004) ～ 0.298 3.284

～0 x x x (-0.000001) ～ 0.204 3.905

～0 + ++ + + (-0.000001) ～ 0.231 3.714

0 ++ + + + 0.000 ～ 0.172 4.222

～0 ++ + + + (-0.0000003) ～ 0.238 3.734

～0 ++ + + - (-0.0000004) ～ 0.172 4.235

- ++ + + -0.015 ～ 0.276 3.407

0 + ++ + 0.000 ～ 0.182 4.092

～0 -- + + ++

(-0.000001)

-0.002

～ 0.238 3.714

～0 ++ + + + (-0.000001) ～ 0.191 4.027

0 ++ + + + 0.000 ～ 0.169 4.223

-- - ++ - - -0.028 ～ 0.250 3.714

- - ++ - -- -0.034 ～ 0.187 4.375

-- - ++ - - -0.028 ～ 0.263 3.714

-- ++ - - - -0.019 ～ 0.193 4.348

Pd3+H4_T+Na1_Vac-ex

Pt3+H4_T+Na1_Vac

Pt3+H4_T+Na1_Vac-ex

Cu3+H4_T+Na1_Vac

Cu3+H4_T+Na1_Vac-ex

Ni3+H4_T+Na1_Vac

Ni3+H4_T+Na1_Vac-ex

Pd3+H4_T+Na1_Vac

Pd3+H4_T+Ca1_Vac-ex

Pd3+H4_T+Mg1_Vac

Pd3+H4_T+Mg1_Vac-el

Pd3+H4_T+Mg1_Vac-ex

Pd3+H4_T+K1_Vac

Pd3+H4_T+K1_Vac-ex

Pd3+H4_T+Ca1_Vac

Γ Ｘ Ｍ Ｒ

min (Γ)

          (eV)

～

max

(eV)

Lattice

Const. (Å)

-- ++ - - - -0.091 ～ 0.268 3.714

- - ++ -- - -0.098 ～ 0.139 4.285

～0 + ++ + + (-0.0000003) ～ 0.311 3.284

0 x x x 0.000 ～ 0.159 3.987

-- - ++ - - -0.012 ～ 0.263 3.714

～0 + ++ + + (-0.0000005) ～ 0.148 4.268

～0 + ++ + + (-0.0000006) ～ 0.133 4.356

- -- ++ - - -0.011 ～ 0.255 3.714

- - -- ++ - -0.044 ～ 0.161 4.449

- -- ++ - - -0.013 ～ 0.259 3.714

- ++ - -- - -0.041 ～ 0.159 4.468

- -- ++ - - -0.025 ～ 0.258 3.714

- - ++ -- - -0.076 ～ 0.173 4.564

- - ++ - -- -0.026 ～ 0.269 3.714

- -- ++ - - -0.062 ～ 0.175 4.538

Ni3+H8_T+Li1_Vac

Ni3+H8_T+Li1_Vac-ex

Pd3+H8_T+Li1_Vac

Pd3+H8_T+Li1_Vac-eｌ

Pd3+H8_T+Li1_Vac-ex

Pd3+H8_T+Na1_Vac

Pd3+H8_T+Na1_Vac-ex

Pd3+H8_T+H1_Vac

Pd3+H8_T+H1_Vac-ex

Pd3+H8_T+Ca1_Vac

Pd3+H8_T+Ca1_Vac-ex

Pd3+H8_T+Mg1_Vac

Pd3+H8_T+Mg1_Vac-ex

Pd3+H8_T+K1_Vac

Pd3+H8_T+K1_Vac-ex
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Abstract 
   The investigation of the cold fusion phenomenon (CFP) has lasted more than a quarter of a century after 

1989 when a part of its vast and diverse contents was discovered by Fleischmann et al. without remarkable 

success in innovation of the paradigm of modern science. Recent trend of the CF research seems shifting 

to the application of the CFP leaving the fundamental problems how to explain this curious phenomenon 

consistently with other phenomena in the frame of modern physics.  

We have tried to investigate the CFP in accordance with the common sense of modern science 

established mainly in the 20th century. To do so, we emphasized importance of communication with other 

scientists working in the established fields of science.  

Another point we would like to emphasize is necessity to give a great regard for the typical experimental 

results in this field piled up in these more than 25 years. The first measurement of the energy spectrum of 

neutrons in a CF system (a system where occurs the CFP) was performed by S.E. Jones et al. On the 

detection of 42He, we have to consider the work by Morrey et al. in 1990. The first data of nuclear 

transmutation in a protium system was obtained by R.T. Bush and R.D. Eagleton in 1993. The most 

extensive measurement of excess energy was performed by M.C.N. McKubre et al. in 1993 and 1994. M. 

Okamoto et al. confirmed the localization of nuclear reactions in the CFP for the first time in 1994. There 

are several astonishing data sets on the nuclear transmutations (NTs) in very diverse systems from 

transition-metal hydrides and deuterides such as NiHx and PdDx (x ≈ 1) to carbon-hydrogen systems 

including hydrogen graphite, XLPE and microbial cultures.  

To give a unified explanation of the vast and diverse experimental data, we have to follow the orthodox 

approach to the unknown phenomenon, the phenomenological approach, often used in the history of science. 

A phenomenological approach using a model based on the experimental facts, the TNCF model, has shown 

its usefulness to give a unified explanation of the CFP. In the course of the review of typical data sets in 

this paper, we use the model as a point of view necessary to grasp the total image of the CFP. 

Through the review of typical papers on the CFP depicted in this paper, we have given an overview of 
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the science of the nuclear reactions occurring in CF materials (materials where occurs the CFP) 

demonstrated by vast and dispersed events observed in these 25 years. In short, the science of the CFP is 

the science of neutrons in CF materials. 

 

1. Introduction 
The researches on the CFP have had a long history lasting more than a quarter of a 

century from the discovery of a part of its vast and diverse contents [Fleischmann 1989, 

Jones 1989] with experimental data piled up without giving any consistent understanding 

for them.  

To develop the science of the CFP, it is inevitable to have the intimate internal 

communication of researchers in this field and also communication with scientists in 

established fields, nuclear physics and solid state physics, closely related to the CFP. The 

communication with other fields has been given several times in the history, especially in 

the case of the investigations of the CFP by the committees in the DOE (the Department 

of Energy), USA as discussed in our recent paper [Kozima 2015 (1)].  

In our research field, on the other hand, recent investigation seems to tend not toward 

the fundamental physics of the CFP but toward the application of this phenomenon with 

materials having rather complicated components and structures to obtain efficient 

occurrence of reactions resulting in excess energy and nuclear products. It should be 

emphasized that the most important direction of the research is, always, scientific and the 

effective application will follow then the scientific result.  

It is meaningful, at present, to review typical papers obtained in this field in rather 

simple systems in these 25 years and to contemplate the essence of the CFP. We hope this 

review gives us a condensed material to investigate the fundamentals of the physics of 

the CFP. 

Characteristics of the CFP are pointed out according to following items (1) – (3) in 

the nuclear reaction (1.1) between a nucleus A
ZX and another nucleus A’

Z’X’ in the CF 

materials (materials where occurs the CFP); 
A

ZX + A’
Z’X’ → A”

Z”X” + A’”
Z”’ X”’ + Q, (Z + Z’ = Z” + Z’”, A + A’ = A” + A’”)  (1.1) 

(1) Probability P of the reaction (1.1) in free space depends strongly on the initial mutual 

energy of the left-hand side particles ε as expressed in the following formula; 

P ~ C(√μ/ℏ) exp[ – ʃ√(V(x) – ε) dx],                                  (1.2) 

where V(x) is the mutual potential energy between the nuclei AZX and  A’
Z’X’ and C is a 

constant 

(2) The released energy Q with values of about a few MeV should be participated by 

nuclei (photons) A”
Z”X” and A’”

Z”’ X”’ in free space. 
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(3) Qualitative (or Statistical) reproducibility of the reaction (1.1) is expected if we can 

arrange the macroscopic initial condition for the reaction. 

 

In reality, the presumptions of the pioneers in this field who published the first paper 

in 1989 [Fleischmann 1989] were realization of the following reactions (in free space) in 

deuterated transition metals PdDx and TiDx at around the room temperature; 

   d + d → 42He* → t (1.01 MeV) + p (3.12 MeV),                       (1.3) 

                → 32He (0.82 MeV) + n (2.45 MeV),                   (1.4) 

                → 42He (0.08 MeV) + γ (23.8 MeV).                   (1.5)  

There are too many obstacles to realize the reactions (1.3) – (1.5) in room temperature 

solids and the presumptions have been denied by almost all scientists in the world and 

even the experimental data have been disbelieved as a whole. The obstacles are listed up 

as follows: 

(1a) The value P in Eq. (1.2) estimated for a room-temperature solids PdDx, for instance, 

is too small to be measured by ordinary measurements, 

(2a) The reaction products with energies of a few MeV order have not observed in 

commensurate with the reaction formulae (1.3) – (1.5), 

(3a) The reproducibility has not been obtained to satisfy ordinary experimental conditions. 

To overcome the difficulties (1a) – (3a) pointed out above for the reactions in the CF 

materials, we have proposed a phenomenological model (the TNCF model) [Kozima 

1994] based on the experimental data. In our model, the first (1a) of the three obstacles, 

reaction probability, had been overcome by participation of the neutral particle – neutron 

– which is free from the mutual potential V(x). The second (2a), ends of the liberated 

energy, had been resolved by an assumption that the liberated energy Q is absorbed by 

the lattice of the CF material. And the third (3a) , qualitative reproducibility, had been 

explained by the mechanism of formation of a specific structure of host nuclei and 

hydrogen atoms in the CF material described by nonlinear dynamics which inevitably 

includes complexity such as self-organization and chaotic behavior of atomic components. 

Essential premises of the TNCF model (trapped neutron catalyzed fusion model) were 

explained in our books [Kozima 1998a, 2006] and papers [Kozima 2014a, 2015 (10)] and 

is summarized as follows; 

(a) Existence of trapped neutrons with thermal energy in CF materials with a density nn, 

(b) The trapped neutrons exert nuclear reactions with displaced and foreign nuclei in the 

CF materials with the same reaction probability in free space, 

(c) The liberated energy in the above reaction is participated by the lattice of the CF 

material. 
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The TNCF model has given a unified qualitative and sometimes semi-quantitative 

explanations to the whole experimental data sets [Kozima 1998a, 2006, 2014a, 2015 (8)]. 

Especially, the nuclear transmutations with large changes of proton number Z and nucleon 

number A described by following formula are explained by participation of neutron drops 
A’

Z’∆ composed of Z’ protons and (A’ – Z’) neutrons; 
A

ZX + A’
Z’∆ →A”

Z”X’* ( Z’ > 1, (A’ – Z’) > 1).                         (1.6) 

So, it is a valuable viewpoint to summarize the CFP using the TNCF model even if 

which is not necessarily a sole viewpoint we have to follow in our research in this field. 

   The next step necessary to establish the science of the CFP from our point of view is 

justification of premises assumed in the TCNF model using principles of quantum 

mechanics established in 20th century which surely applicable to atomic and nuclear 

processes occurring in the CF materials. Our several trials to this direction have been 

performed and published already [Kozima 2014a, 2016a].  

In this paper, we give a review of typical papers on the CFP obtained in rather simple 

CF materials from our point of view to establish the science of the CFP and discuss the 

bases of the TNCF model using recent knowledge developed in nuclear physics and solid 

state physics.. 

 

2. DOE Reports 1989 and 2004 

It is valuable to introduce the two Reports of the Department of Energy (DOE) issued 

in 1989 and 2004 [DOE 1989, 2004] as scientific materials on the CFP given by 

scientists working in relevant research fields [Kozima 2015 (1)]. 

The Committees in the Department of Energy had been composed of experts in 

relevant fields to the CFP and their technical opinions should be esteemed. It should, 

however, be pointed out limitations imposed on them by their duty different from the 

researchers in this field. Their duty binds them to confine their sight and also their 

expertise limits their investigation of the data in of the CFP inside their field preventing 

extension of their sight. 

 

DOE Report 1989 [DOE 1989]  

   The characterization of the DOE Report presented in 1989 [DOE 1989] was given in 

our book [Kozima 1998a (pp. 3 – 7)]. We can cite our conclusion on the DOE Report 

1989; 

“Let us point out mistakes in the DOE report. 

Conclusion (1) is based on Conclusions (2) ~ (5), and it has no basis if Conclusions 

(2) ~ (5) are incorrect. The issue of excess heat and fusion products discussed in 
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Conclusion (2) has significance only when D + D reaction is assumed as the main process. 

This assumption was adopted by the majority of the scientists at that time, including those 

who discovered cold fusion.  

If there is some other mechanism governing the process, this argument is no longer 

valid. If you are searching for truth, whether one assumption made by a scientist is correct 

or not has no importance. You should search for the truth based on the fact that the 

phenomenon did occur. From this point of view, we will show, in Chapters 11 and 12, that 

it is possible to explain the results of cold fusion experiments without any inconsistency.   

   Conclusion (3) was based on the fact that the cold fusion phenomenon presented poor 

reproducibility. However, the reproducibility of a phenomenon is determined by the 

condition of the entire system, in which the process takes place. Simple analogy from 

other physical phenomena should not have been used to draw a conclusion. We will also 

show the reasons for the poor reproducibility and the way to improve it in Chapters 11 

and 12. 

Conclusion (4) only shows that the interpretations of the discoverers of cold fusion 

were not appropriate, and it has nothing to do with the truth. It is hard to believe that 

board members have made such an elementary mistake. It was found later that inside 

solid, such as Pd or Ti, with a combination of various factors, complex phenomena can 

occur. There is always such possibility in science. Today, it is quite obvious to everybody. 

The board members might have forgotten for some reason that natural science is built 

upon the fact. 

Conclusion (5) is similar to Conclusion (4). If any new findings had been denied only 

because they were contradiction with the existing knowledge, there would have been no 

progress in science and there will not be any progress in the future.   

   The discussions expressed in the DOE Report remind us Procrustes' bed. As 

Procrustes used his bed as an absolute standard to measure heights of his captives, the 

critiques against the cold fusion used d – d reaction as an inevitable standard to judge 

anomalous events.” [Kozima 1998a] 

 

A scientific spirit in the Report is sparkling in the following sentence added as a 

comment (believed to be written by N.F. Ramsey); 

"- - - as a result, it is difficult convincingly to resolve all cold fusion claims since, for  

example, any good experiment that fails to find cold fusion can be discounted as merely  

not working for unknown reasons. Likewise the failure of a theory to account for cold 

fusion can be discounted on the grounds that the correct explanation and theory has not 

been provided. Consequently, with the many contradictory existing claims it is not 
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possible at this time to state categorically that all the claims for cold fusion have been 

convincingly either proved or disproved - - - ." [DOE 1989] 

 

DOE Report 2004 [DOE 2004] 

   The DOE Report 2004 [DOE 2004] has a different character from that of 1989. The 

new Report was issued according to the request presented by several CF researchers as a 

document [Hagelstein 2004].  

“The Department of Energy’s (DOE) Office of Science (SC) was approached in late 2003 

by a group of scientists who requested that the Department revisit the question of scientific 

evidence for low energy nuclear reactions. In 1989 Pons and Fleischman first reported 

the production of “excess” heat in a Pd electrochemical cell, and postulated that this was 

due to D-D fusion (D=deuterium), sometimes referred to as ‘cold fusion.’ The work was 

reviewed in 1989 by the Energy Research Advisory Board (ERAB) of the DOE. ERAB did 

not recommend the establishment of special programs within DOE devoted to the science 

of low energy fusion, but supported funding of peer-reviewed experiments for further 

investigations. Since 1989, research programs in cold fusion have been supported by 

various universities, private industry, and government agencies in several countries.” 

[DOE 2004] 

 

“Mail Review Charge Letter of DOE” says; 

“Enclosed is the summary document and appendix material related to the review of 

recent scientific reports of low energy nuclear reactions (LENR) in metal matrices,* 

currently being conducted for the Office of Science by the Offices of Basic Energy 

Sciences and Nuclear Physics in the Department of Energy on the recent scientific reports 

of Low Energy Nuclear Reactions (LENR). The goal of the review will be to generate a 

report on the status of the research field for the Director and the Principal Deputy 

Director of the Office of Science. The report will be written by DOE federal staff based 

on the individual inputs from members of a DOE empaneled review team.” [DOE 2004] 

 

*The scientific reports are the one, the title, authors and abstract of which are cited as 

follows; 

“New Physical Effects in Metal Deuterides 

P.L. Hagelstein, M.C.H. McKubre, D.J. Nagel, T.A. Chubb, and R.J. Hekman,  

Abstract 

The experimental evidence for anomalies in metal deuterides, including excess heat and 

nuclear emissions, suggests the existence of new physical effects.” [Hagelstein 2004] 
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According to the limited evidences given to the DOE as clearly written in the above 

Abstract, the material is confined to the “The experimental evidence for anomalies in 

metal deuterides” and does not include the data obtained in the protium systems. 

Therefore, the material given to the DOE is necessarily an incomplete one to show the 

cold fusion phenomenon as a whole. However, the Report [DOE 2004] had merit to 

evaluate positive phases of the CF researches after the DOE Report 1989 [DOE 1989].  

 

Conclusion of DOE is cited as follows; 

“While significant progress has been made in the sophistication of calorimeters since the 

review of this subject in 1989, the conclusions reached by the reviewers today are similar 

to those found in the 1989 review. 

The current reviewers identified a number of basic science research areas that could be 

helpful in resolving some of the controversies in the field, two of which were: 1) material 

science aspects of deuterated metals using modern characterization techniques, and 2) 

the study of particles reportedly emitted from deuterated foils using state-of-the-art 

apparatus and methods. The reviewers believed that this field would benefit from the peer-

review processes associated with proposal submission to agencies and paper submission 

to archival journals.” [DOE 2004] 

It should be cited one of the positive comments in the Report as follows; 

“ It is now clear that loading level and current density thresholds are required in order to 

observe excess heat in these experiments. The values are consistent regardless of the 

approach used and the laboratory where the experiment was conducted. Early failures to 

reproduce the heat effect were, in part, due to not meeting these requirements. It has also 

been found that thermal and current density transients, which are thought to effect the 

chemical environment such as deuterium flux, can trigger heat “events”. SRI has 

published an expression for the correlation between excess power and current density, 

loading, and deuterium flux. These discoveries have led to a better understanding of the 

phenomena and more reproducibility.” (Reviewer #9) 

 

One of the important results of the CFP not taken up in the DOE Report 2004 is the 

nuclear transmutations in protium and deuterium systems. The nuclear transmutation 

(NT) is an astonishing event suggesting a new state of matter in the CF materials 

(materials responsible to the CFP) entirely different from the states of matter we have had 

known in physics and chemistry developed in the 20th century.  

The data of nuclear transmutations in the CFP are summarized in following books and 
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papers [Kozima 1998a (Chapter 9), 2006 (Section 2.5), 2014a, Storms 2007 (Section 4.5)] 

and the stability effect found in the data of nuclear transmutation is explained in following 

papers and books [Kozima 2005, 2006 (Section 2.11), 2012a]. 

    

3. Typical Papers in the History of the Cold Fusion Phenomenon (CFP) 
In the history of science, there were several papers which had given decisive impacts 

on the development of a science; an example of these papers is the paper “Zur 

Elektrodynamik bewegter Körper", Annalen der Physik 17: 891 (1905)“ by A. Einstein 

which had given Copernican revolution on the physical view of energy and matter. 

In the field of the CF research (the research on the CFP), we could not find out such 

epoch making papers, or papers inducing a paradigm revolution of material science in 

20th century physics, comparable to that by A. Einstein. However, we have several typical 

papers showing evidences of nuclear reactions in CF materials composed of specific 

elements and hydrogen isotopes. It is inevitable to take up these papers as a foundation 

for development of new science for the CFP. In this section, we introduce these typical 

papers and also some succeeding papers which confirmed the essence of the typical 

papers. 

 

3.1 Detection of 42He by Morrey et al.  
One of the crucial evidences of nuclear reactions in the CFP is detection of 4

2He 

accompanied to excess energy according to the reaction (1.5) if there occur d – d fusion 

reactions in CF materials. The trial to check the nature of the apparent nuclear reactions 

in the CFP had been performed as early as 1989 just after the pioneering paper by 

Fleischmann et al. The Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) presided the six laboratories 

chosen by the University of Utah (U-o-U) to check existence of 32He and 42He in Pd 

samples provided by the U-o-U. Their experimental result was published in the Fusion 

Technology (ISSN: 0748-1896) published by the American Nuclear Society [Morrey 

1990]. For the benefit of readers, this paper is posted at the CFRL website next to the 

CFRL News No. 87: 

http://www.geocities.jp/hjrfq930/News/news.html 

   They measured no 3
2He and a scanty 4

2He in the surface region of a width about 25 

μm with an amount incommensurate to the reported excess energy from the sample 

according to the presupposed d – d nuclear fusion reactions (1.3) – (1.5) [Fleischmann 

1989]. 

Their conclusion is summarized as follows: 

“ It cannot be proven that the minimal excess heating in one of the rods reported by 
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Fleischmann and Pons can be attributed to the formation of 4He, although the possibility 

that some 4He could have formed during electrolysis cannot be ruled out. If 4He were 

generated, the mechanism must be surface related, not bulk related. No attempt was made 

to measure any helium or tritium hat might have left the cathode surface as gas during 

electrolysis. The results presented cannot, unfortunately, confirm the existence or 

nonexistence of cold fusion via helium production. However, they provide a basis for 

follow-on experiments that should lead to a final conclusion.” [Morrey 1990] 

  

   This conclusion might be accepted, in general, to show the negative evidence against 

the CFP induced by the mechanism the d – d fusion reaction. However, it is absurd to 

deny experimental results that are in contradiction to the presupposed conclusion and to 

try repeatedly to find a result in accord to it. In science, we have to rely on the confirmed 

facts irrespective of the supposed anticipation.  

When we accept the experimental results frankly and investigate them without 

prepossession of the reactions (1.3) – (1.5), we can construct a model consistent with 

many experimental data including the one by Morrey et al. [Kozima 1997, 1998a, 1999, 

2006, 2014b]. 

We have to notice here the difficulty in high-precision determination of helium in 

samples. W.B. Clarke was a specialist in measurement of a trace of helium, for instance 

the blood helium concentration. He was asked to measure the helium content in a sample 

supplied by M.C.R. McKubre et al. of SRI (Stanford Research Institute). The result was 

not consistent with the excess energy result obtained in the same sample if we assume the 

reactions (1.3) – (1.5). However, our analysis of the data had given a consistent 

explanation of the data sets by Clarke et al. and by McKubre et al. as presented at ICCF9 

[Kozima 2003]. 

The short survey of the history of 4
2He detection given above clearly shows us a 

simple fact that researches in science should rely only on experimental data leaving our 

presumptions. This proper common sense seems to be a rather weak current in the CF 

research field, unfortunately. We have to be scientific above all else. 

   Another remarkable result obtained by Morrey et al. is the surface nature of the 

CFP. ”If 4He were generated, the mechanism must be surface related, not bulk related.” 

[Morrey 1990]. This characteristic of the nuclear reactions in the CFP has been confirmed 

by many experiments afterwards and explained by our model (or has been used to 

construct our model) [Kozima 1999]. 

   It should be given a comment on the claim that the measurements of helium and 

excess energy have confirmed occurrence of the reaction (1.5) in room-temperature solids 
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as insisted several times (e.g. [Hagelstein 2004]): 

   d + d → 42He* → 42He (0.08 MeV) + γ (23.8 MeV).                   (1.5)  

They say that the excess energy Q corresponds to the amount of 4
2He predicted by the 

reaction (1.5). One of such claims was the paper [Hagelstein 2004] presented to DOE and 

cited in the DOE Report 2004 [DOE 2004].  

   Difficulty of occurrence of the reaction (1.5) in solids giving the liberated energy to 

the lattice of the solids was discussed in the DOE Report 2004 [DOE 2004]. They rejected 

acceptance of the claim from theoretical and experimental bases. 

We would like to point out a difficulty of the claim from experimental point of view 

based on the consistency of experiments. As we have discussed the diversity of 

experimental data in the CFP, there are very many events in the CFP resulting in various 

nuclear transmutations accompanying corresponding excess energy. In these events, we 

can find out cases where were measured helium-4 4
2He, tritium 31H, and excess energy Q 

simultaneously [Chien 1992, Gozzi 1995] in addition to other results detecting these and 

other observables individually. Then, the above claim means that there is only the reaction 

(1.5) in the PdDx systems excluding any other reactions. This claim is inconsistent with 

the experimental facts that there are huge data sets showing occurrence of nuclear 

reactions other than the reaction (1.5). It is difficult to consider exclusive occurrence of 

the reaction (1.5) in a specific system engaged by the authors of the paper insisting the 

claim. 

 

3.2 Nuclear Transmutations in Protium Systems and Observation by 
Bush and Eagleton 

   The first report of the CFP in a protium system is, as far as I know, the one by R.L. 

Mills and S.P. Kneizys appeared in the Fusion Technology in 1991 [Mills 1991]. The 

second will be that by R.T. Bush also published in Fusion Technology in 1992 [Bush 

1992]. These papers reported the excess heat generation in protium systems. It is 

interesting to notice their interpretation of their results to explain the unexpected nuclear 

reactions (resulting in the observed enormous amount of the excess energy). The 

parallelism of the d + d fusions in the deuterium system supposed by Fleischmann et al. 

should be the p + p reactions in the protium system, which were too far from their 

common sense in physics and they assumed specific mechanisms each other. Mills et al. 

assumed a specific mini-hydrogen (hydrogen atoms with fractional quantum numbers) 

and, on the other hand, R.T. Bush assumed a direct fusion reaction of a proton and an 

alkaline nucleus (alkali-hydrogen fusion). 

   We have classified experimental data into two classes, direct and indirect evidences 
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of nuclear reactions resulting in the CFP, to make clear the importance of the experimental 

data [Kozima 1998a, 2006]. The excess energy (heat) is classified in the indirect evidence 

of the nuclear reactions if its amount is too much to explain by known physical or 

chemical processes without nuclear reactions. Therefore, it was desirable to observe any 

direct evidence in protium systems to declare the existence of the CFP in them. 

   The first direct evidence of the nuclear reactions in protium systems was measured by 

R.T. Bush and R.D. Eagleton in 1993 [Bush 1993, 1994]. For the benefit of readers, we 

have uploaded the paper [Bush 1994] in the CFRL website next to the CFRL News. No. 

89; 

http://www.geocities.jp/hjrfq930/News/news.html 

   We have analyzed their data using our TNCF model applicable to deuterium and also 

protium systems and have given a semi-quantitative explanation of their observation of 

transmuted nuclei [Kozima 1995, 1996a, 1998a (Sec. 9.1b), 2010b, 2015(3), Ohta 1996]. 

   It is important to know a history of the journalism around the CF research. It is well 

known that the Fusion Technology, the authorized international journal of the American 

Nuclear Society, played a very important role in the promotion of CF researches. The 

editor of the journal at that time was Prof. G.H. Miley and his judgment made possible to 

publish many papers on the CFP. The editor of the journal changed from Prof. Miley to 

another in the year of 2001 and the name of the journal changed to Fusion Science and 

Technology. After this change, it seems the character of the journal has become less 

scientific. A Comment by G.H. Miley at his retirement from the editor is posted at CFRL 

website: http://www.geocities.jp/hjrfq930/FTEssay/Essays/Miley.htm  

   Researches of the CFP in protium systems have been accelerated by the papers by 

R.L. Mills and R.T. Bush and many papers have presented at international conferences 

and published in international journals. In ICCF3 held in Nagoya, Japan in 1993, there 

are following pioneering papers in this genre by Notoya and Enyo [Notoya 1993], Ohmori 

and Enyo [Ohmori 1993] and Srinivasan et al. [Srinivasan 1993]. By the way, it should 

be noticed a short essay ”Open Minded Attitudes to the Science” by Michio Enyo, one of 

the authors cited above, which is posted at a following page of the CFRL website: 

http://www.geocities.jp/hjrfq930/FTEssay/Essays/Enyo.htm 

   Now, it is not necessary to mention the reality of the CFP in protium systems when 

there are too many experimental data sets showing nuclear reactions in them [Kozima 

1998a, 2006, Storms 2007]. The most elaborate works on Ni-H systems have been 

performed by Focardi et al. in Italy [Focardi 1994, Campari 2000, 2006] and Enyo et al. 

in Japan [Ohmori 1993, 1996, 1997]. These data on protium systems had been 

successfully analyzed by our model as presented in books and papers [Kozima 1998a, 
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2006, 2010b]. 

   From our present view, it is interesting to look for a first person or people who 

observed the CFP in protium systems. In relation to this question, we find an episode told 

by opponents against the CFP. The episode is given in Appendix which tells us the 

observation of excess heat in protium system by S. Pons for the first time in the history. 

 

3.3 Energy Spectrum of Neutrons in the CFP and Observation by Jones 
et al. 
   It is well known that the first observation of the energy spectrum of neutrons emitted 

from cold fusion materials (CF materials) was performed by Jones et al. [Jones 1989] in 

BYU in the State of Utah, USA. A unified explanation of their data in addition to the data 

of excess energy observed by Fleischmann et al. was given by us [Kozima 1997, 1998a]. 

Even if they insisted the discovery of the En = 2.45 MeV neutrons emitted by the 

reaction Eq. (1.4) of d-d fusion reactions, there remained possibility of higher energy 

neutrons at channels 230 – 300 (En = 5.8 – 7.5 MeV) in their data cited below as Fig. 

3.3.1.  

 

Fig. 3.3.1 Neutron energy spectrum observed by Jones et al. [Jones 1989]. The channel 

100 corresponds to the neutron energy 2.45 MeV.  

 

In reality, Takahashi et al. [Takahashi 1991] and Bressani et al. [Bressani 1991] 

confirmed clearly the existence of higher energy neutrons up to 10 MeV as shown in Figs. 

3.3.2 and 3.3.3. This is an evidence of other nuclear reactions than d-d fusion reactions 

Eq. (1.3) – (1.4) occurring in the CF materials.  

Details of this meaning have been discussed in our books and papers published by 
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now [Kozima 1998a (Sec. 11.4), 1998b, 2006 (Sec. 3.3.6), 2015 (4)]. 

 

 

Fig. 3.3.2 Energy spectrum observed by Takahashi et al. [Takahashi 1991].  

 

 

Fig. 3.3.3 Energy spectrum observed by Bressani et al. [Bressani 1991] 

 

3.4  Measurements of Excess Energy and the Works by McKubre et al. 
The measurement of excess energy, one of the indirect evidences of the CFP, was the 

most reliable result among others in the content of the pioneering paper by Fleischmann 

et al. published in 1989 [Fleishmann 1989, Kozima 1998a, 2006]. They used PdDx, one 

of the typical cold fusion materials (CF materials) of the deuterium system. (By the way, 

we would like to recall that another CF material used frequently in the CFP research is 

NiHx as discussed in our paper [Kozima 1998a, 2006]. 

The experimental data sets published by McKubre et al. in 1993 and 1994 in the same 

PdDx system as that by Fleischmann et al. with a more sophisticated apparatus are the 
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most extensive one ever obtained [McKubre 1993, 1994a, 1994b]. We have investigated 

the elaborate result by McKubre et al. and elucidated its indispensable value for the 

science of the CFP [Kozima 2015 (5)]. 

   One of the figures in the paper by McKubre et al. [McKubre 1993] reproduced in Fig. 

3.4.1 shows the elaborateness of their work. This point had been evaluated already in 

DOE Report [DOE 2004] as cited in Section 2: 

“While significant progress has been made in the sophistication of calorimeters since the 

review of this subject in 1989, - - - .” [DOE 2004] 

 

Fig. 3.4.1 Variation of excess power with loading ratio D/Pd observed by McKubre et al. 

[McKubre 1993]. 

 

   The extensive experiments by McKubre et al. [McKubre 1993, 1994a, 1994b] have 

revealed various important features of the CFP from the dependence of the average excess 

power P on the cell current i and on the loading ratio x to complex behavior (complexity) 

of the events of the excess power generation. The latter behavior should be taken as a 

fundamental but not accidental or artifactual feature of the CFP which resolves the 

problem of absence of the quantitative reproducibility (or rather existence of the 

qualitative reproducibility) of the experimental results as discussed in Section 3.8 below 

in addition to our works published before [Kozima 2006, 201a].. 
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3.5 Determination of Localized Nuclear Reactions and the Experiment 
by Okamoto et al. 
 

 

Fig. 3.5.1 Examples of depth profiles for each element [Okamoto 1994] 

 

  The excellent analysis of Pd cathode provided by Fleischmann et al. to detect ４

2He in 

the surface layer of a width of about 40 μm by Morrey et al. had been discussed already 

in our paper [Kozima 1997] and our CFRL News No. 88; 

http://www.geocities.jp/hjrfq930/News/news.html. 

 It is possible to say that this data obtained by Morrey et al. was the first determination 

of the local nature of the CFP from our present knowledge as we had discussed there. We 

have explained their experimental result by our TNCF model where ４2He was generated 

by Li-n reactions in the surface layer PdLix [Kozima 1996b, 1997, 1998 (Sec. 11.8a), 

1999, 2011] as suggested by the experimental data obtained by Okamoto et al. [Okamoto 

1994]. 

   The data given in Fig. 3.5.1 [Okamoto 1994] shows the nuclear transmutation from 
27

13Al to 28
14Si in the surface layer on the Pd cathode in Pd/D2O+LiOD system. This data 

was semi-quantitatively explained by the TNCF model [Kozima 1998a (Sec. 11.11e)]. 

   There have been many investigations on the localization of nuclear transmutations in 

the CFP (e.g. [Bockris 1995]) which are summarized in our recent papers [Kozima 2011, 

2015 (6)]. Most remarkable one of the many data sets showing the localization of nuclear 

reactions is the data by Iwamura et al. presented at ICCF12 [Iwamura 2006]. The data 
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given in Fig. 3.5.2 [Iwamura 2006] shows localized generation of Pr from Cs in their 

specific structure called “Pd complex.” Details of analysis of their data including that one 

shown in Fig. 3.5.2 are given in our paper [Kozima 2011]. 

 

 

Fig. 3.5.2 Nuclear transmutations from Cs to Pr [Iwamura 2006]. 

 

3.6 Detection of Tritium in CF-Materials by Packham et al. 
   By May, 1989, the Energy Research Advisory Board to the United States Department 

of Energy (DOE) was asked to “Review the experiments and theory of the recent work on 

cold fusion.” The Board submitted their Report to DOE on November, 1989 [DOE 1989] 

in which many experts on the relevant fields of science to the CFP contributed to 

investigate extensively scientific value of “the apparent observations of cold fusion and 

significant quantities of energy from these phenomena” since April to November, 1989. 

   The most reliable measurements of tritium in the early stage of investigation are 

pointed out as Packham et al. [Packham 1989], Wolf et al. [Wolf 1989] and Iyengar et al. 

[Iyengar 1989] among others in the Report [DOE 1989].  

We summarize the data obtained in the early stage of the CF research including the 

papers referred above and give DOE evaluation on some of them in this Section [Kozima 
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2015 (7)].  

The tritium measurements have been performed using several types of CF materials;  

(1) Pd/D/Li and PdSix/D/Na electrolytic systems. The most popular one is Pd metals 

hydrogenated by electrolysis with electrolyte D2O + LiOD. This type of CF material 

(Pd/D/Li) was used by Fleischmann at al. [Fleischmann 1989], Packham et al. [Packham 

1989], Wolf et al. [Wolf 1989], Martin [Martin 1989], Iyengar et al. [Iyengar 1989 (Sec. 

5)], Storms et al. [Storms 1990], Chien et al. [Chien 1992], Iwamura et al. [Iwamura 1994]. 

On the other hand, PdSix/D/Na system was used by Iyengar et al. [Iyengar 1989].  

(2) Pd/D2 system with Pd powder. Iyengar et al. [Iyengar 1989] and Claytor et al. [Claytor 

1993, Tuggle 1994]. 

 

(1) Pd/D/Li and PdSix/D/Na Electrolytic Systems.  

Many measurements of tritium have been performed with Pd/D/Li system and one by 

Iyengar et al. with PdSix/D/Na system. Typical examples of them are cited above. The 

first reliable measurements by Packham et al. [Packham 1989] were performed with this 

system. They observed tritium at levels 102 – 105 times above that expected from the 

normal isotopic enrichment of electrolysis in a system D2O + 0.1 M LiOD electrolysis 

with Pd cathode and Ni gauze anode (Pd/D/Li system). 

In the experiment by Wolf et al. [Wolf 1989] in Texas A&M University performed at 

the same period to the above one, they observed neutron and tritium. The observed 

neutron emission was with a rate of 3-4 times the back-ground rate of 0.8 n/min. The 

tritium was determined several days after the neutron–production runs as 5×1012 tritium 

atoms in the solution of electrolytic cell.  

   In the experiment by Iyengar et al. in BARC, India, they observed tritium and neutron 

in systems with various types of Pd cathodes (Pd/D/Li systems) or with PdSi alloy 

cathodes (PdSix/D/Na systems) and Ni or Pt anodes [Iyengar 1989 (Secs. 3 and 5)]. After 

a neutron burst in the experiment with a cathode of cylindrical Pd pellet 11 mm dia. × 

11.2 mm height and with an anode of Pt gauze, tritium level had shown an eight fold 

increase and the decrease of the level indicated that additional tritium is continuously 

entering the electrolyte for many days after the sharp neutron burst. Their results as a 

whole had shown tritium evolution from CF materials (Pd, PdSix, Ti samples with various 

shapes which occluded deuterium) and sometimes coincident evolution of neutron and 

tritium without quantitative relation between them. 
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Critique by DOE [DOE 1989] 

From the experimental data sets where observed tritium and neutron simultaneously or 

individually, it had become clear that the number of neutrons Nn (or excess energy NQ) 

and that of tritium Nt differed by several orders of magnitude, sometimes called tritium 

anomaly [Kozima 1989a (Sec. 6.2), 2006 (Sec. 2.6)]. The same fact was pointed out in 

the DOE Report as follows: 

“Wolf et al [Wolf 1989] at Texas A&M looked for neutron production in Bockris type cells. 

An upper limit to the production rate is 1 neutron/second, which is 10-10 less that of the 

tritium production rates reported with similar cells by the Bockris group [Packham 1989]. 

This large discrepancy from the equal production rates for neutrons and tritons required 

by the branching ratio in the fusion reaction (Eqs. (1.1) – (1.3)), discussed in section II.B, 

is inconsistent by a factor of 10,000 to 100,000, even with the secondary neutrons that 

must accompany the tritons produced from nuclear fusion.” [DOE 1989 (Sec, IIIE4)] 

“ In no case is the yield of fusion products commensurate with the claimed excess heat. In 

cases where tritium is reported, no secondary or primary nuclear particles are observed, 

ruling out the known D + D reaction as the source of tritium. The Panel concludes that 

the experiments reported to date do not present convincing evidence to associate the 

reported anomalous heat with a nuclear process.” [DOE 1989 (Conclusions)] 

 

(2) Ti/D2 and Pd/D2 Gas Loading Systems. 

In the experiment by Iyengar et al., Pd samples were either in the form of Pd-black 

powder or Johnson & Matthey Pd-Ag foils [Iyengar 1989 (Sec. 7.1)]. In the case of Ti/D2 

system, they observed n and t. The quantity of D2 absorbed in Ti could be measured from 

the observed pressure drop. This corresponded to ≈ 1019 molecules of D2 gas, indicating 

a gross (D/Ti) ratio of hardly 0.001. However, it is believed that most of the absorbed D2 

gas is accumulated in the near surface region [Iyengar 1989 (Secs. 7.3, 7.4 and 7.5)].  

   In the experiment by Tuggle et al. with a Pd/D2 system [Tuggle 1994], Pd samples 

were powder (small (0.3 to 0.5 μm) spheres that form chains or agglomerates up to 30 μm 

in dia.), foil (220 micron thick) and wire. Four types of cells have been made: (a) those 

with palladium powder and silicon powder, (b) those with palladium foil and silicon 

powder, (c) those with palladium foil and silicon wafers, and (d) one with palladium foil 

and silicon powder. Layers of alternating palladium disks and silicon powder were then 

pressed into a ceramic form at a pressure of 11.2 MPa resulting in densities of 26% and 

68% of theoretical density for the palladium and silicon respectively. They observed 

tritium with following characteristics: “The tritium output depends on currents applied to 

the cells. Yet, the tritium yields depend strongly on the type of Pd metal used (powder, foil 
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and wire) and the type of experiment, powder wire, wire or plasma.” [Tuggle 1994] 

 

Explanation of Experimental Data by TNCF Model 

 At the end of this section, it will be useful to point out our explanation of tritium 

experiments on the TNCF model summarized in our books and papers [Kozima 1998a 

(Sec. 11.7), 2004a, 2006 (Secs. 2.6 and 3.3), 2014b, 2015 (7)]. In the “Sec. 6.4 Tritium” 

of the Discovery of the Cold Fusion Phenomenon [Kozima 1998a], we introduced the 

works by Srinivasan et al., Storms and Talcot, Tuggle et al. [Tuggle 1994], Iwamura et al. 

[Iwamura 1994], Romodanov et al., and Bockris et al. and given their explanations on our 

TNCF model in “Sec. 11.7 Tritium Anomaly“. In the “Sec. 2.6 Tritium” of the Science of 

the Cold Fusion Phenomenon [Kozima 2006], we have given essential explanation of the 

experimental data of tritium production and comprehensive understanding of mutual 

relation among several observables such as tritium, neutron and excess heat in accordance 

with the experimental data.  

The fundamental idea of the explanation is the nuclear reactions of trapped neutrons 

(neutrons in the neutron band) with deuteron (2
1H) and 63Li resulting in tritium (31H),  

and helium-4 (42He) and tritium (31H); 

   n + d = t + phonons (6.25 MeV),                      (3.6.1) 

   n + 63Li = 4
2He (2.1 MeV) + t (2.7 MeV),               (3.6.2) 

where the phonons in the Eq. (3.6.1) are supposed to be shared by the CF material as 

explained in Introduction as a premise (2a). This process is supposed to be realized 

through neutrons in the neutron band coupled to the lattice by the super-nuclear 

interaction [Kozima 2006 (Sec. 3.7), 2014b, 2016a]. 

 

Other data sets on the tritium detection have been discussed in our paper [Kozima 

2015(7)] 

 

3.7 Nuclear Transmutations in Carbon-Hydrogen Systems – 
Biotransmutation, Hydrogen Graphite, and XLPE (Cross-Linked 
Polyethylene) –  
   It was an astonishing fact to find many new elements in a system where carbon arc 

was discharged between graphite electrodes in water [Hanawa 2000]. The astonishment 

has been extended further in other carbon-hydrogen systems by detections of nuclear 

transmutations in biological systems [Vysotskii 2009a] and in cross-linked polyethylenes 

[Kumazawa 2005]. In this section, we give a brief explanation of nuclear transmutations 

in these carbon-hydrogen systems according to our recent paper [Kozima 2015(8)]. 
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3.7.1 Nuclear Transmutation in Hydrogen Graphite HCx (x = 6 – 8) 

In the carbon arc system with graphite electrodes in water, there are found many kinds 

of elements in addition to the most abundant iron (Fe); Si, S, Cl, K, Ca, Ti, Cr, Mn, Co, 

Ni, Cu, Zn, and possibly heavier elements  

   In the experiments performed by T. Hanawa, he found various new elements and 

changes of quantities of elements in the product of carbon arc with graphite electrodes in 

light water using energy dispersive X-ray spectrometry, method of X-ray fluorescence 

(XRF) and particle induced X-ray emission [Hanawa 2000].  

The result revealed increases of elements in the system and appearance of many kinds 

of new elements; Si, S, Cl, K, Ca, Ti, Cr, Mn, Fe, Ni, Co, Cu, Zn, and possibly heavier 

elements. The relative abundance including null, however, varied case by case. 

Furthermore, the dominant product Fe was found only in the larger debris. 

   Among XRF inspections applied to arc traces of used electrodes, an anode showed 

metallic elements, which suggest that transmutation reactions took place on the anode 

surface. 

   The experimental results obtained in carbon arc are very difficult to understand 

similarly to the data obtained in XLPE and biological systems introduced following 

subsections. However, we may be able to treat the data in these carbon-hydrogen systems 

using our TNCF model as explained in this section. 

To understand the experimental data obtained in carbon arc, we have to know the 

structure of the graphite electrodes used in the arcing in water. Structure of graphite is 

shown in Fig. 3.7.1. 

 

Fig. 3.7.1 Side view of layer stacking of graphite (after Wikipedia). 

 

It is well known that graphite readily oxidizes in atmospheres containing oxygen to 

form CO2 at temperatures of 700 °C and above. Therefore, we may suppose that the 

electrodes of arc are covered with CO2 layers on the surface. Furthermore, H atoms will 

be absorbed into the volume to form an intercalation compound, hydrogen graphite HCx, 

(x = 6 – 8 ?) which is supposed to have similar structure to that of potassium graphite KC8 

or calcium graphite CaC6, which is shown in Fig. 3.7.2. 
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Fig. 3.7.2 Structure of CaC6 (after Wikipedia): violet spheres represent Ca nuclei between 

layers of carbon nuclei (grey spheres). We may imagine the structure of hydrogen graphite 

HCx (x = 6 – 8 ?) which is not determined yet referring to this structure of CaC6. 

 

   We may have then a superlattice made of a carbon sublattice of graphite and a 

hydrogen sublattice occluded between carbon layers in the graphite electrodes covered 

by CO2 layer. The HCx superlattice may have a structure similar to the superlattice CaC6 

shown in Fig. 3.7.2. If the hydrogen graphite HCx forms such a superlattice considered 

above, there are formed the CF-matter which participate the CFP by the mechanism 

proposed in our books [Kozima 2004b, 2006 (Sec. 3.7)] and papers [Kozima 2005, 2016a]. 

Thus, the product elements observed in the system of carbon arc in water are explained 

by our TNCF model as a result of the nuclear transmutation catalyzed by the trapped 

neutrons. 

 

3.7.2 Nuclear Transmutation in XLPE 

   The excellent experimental data on the nuclear transmutation in cross-linked 

polyethylene had been obtained by Kumazawa et al. for more than 10 years from 2005 

[Kumazawa 2005, 2006, 2012].  

   To show the essential feature of the atomic alignment in XLPE, we show its molecular 

structure in Fig. 3.7.3
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Fig. 3.7.3 Lattice structure of XLPE orthorhombic lattice with lattice constants, a = 7.40 

Å (740 pm), b = 4.93Å (493 pm), c = 2.53 Å (253 pm) [Kozima 2010c (Fig. 5)]. 

 

   The experimental data obtained by Kumazawa et al. [Kumazawa 2005, 2006] have 

successfully been analyzed by the TNCF model as explained by our papers [Kozima 

2010c, 2016b]. The superlattice of C and H in the XLPE works to generate neutron bands 

according to the mechanism figured out in the TNCF model and the neutrons in the bands 

thus formed induce nuclear reactions and produce new elements observed by Kumazawa 

et al. Recent data of gamma emission from XLPE [Kumazawa 2012] is analyzed using 

the TNCF model successfully and the result is presented at this Conference [Kozima 

2016b]. 

 

3.7.3 Nuclear Transmutations in Biological Systems (Biotransmutations) 

   The experimental data sets on the biotransmutation have been obtained in these about 

20 years mainly by V.I. Vysotskii and his collaborators [Vysotskii 1996, 2009a, 2009b, 

2015]. There are data sets showing (1) production of 57
26Fe from 55

25Mn [Vysotskii 1996, 

2015] and also (2) acceleration of the decay of radioactive nuclei 157
55Cs, 140

56Ba and 
140

57La in several microbial cultures [Vysotskii 2009b, 2015]. For the benefit of readers, 

the paper [Vysotskii 2015] is posted at the CFRL website next to the CFRL News No. 94: 

http://www.geocities.jp/hjrfq930/News/news.htlm  

Experiments were conducted using several bacterial cultures (Bacillus subtilis GSY 

228, Escherichia coli K-1, Deinococcus radiodurans M-1) as well as the yeast culture 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae T-8. Selection of these cultures was motivated either by their 

experimentally proven ability to grow in the heavy water based media or by the prospect 
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of using the radiation-stable culture Deinococcus radiodurans M-1 in transmutation 

processes given the presence of powerful radioactive fields, as was noted earlier 

[Vysotskii 2009a]. 

To show the general idea of the molecular structure of bacteria, we show first the cell 

structure of a gram positive bacterium in Fig. 3.7.4 and the structure of peptidoglycan, a 

polymer consisting of sugars and amino acids that forms a mesh-like layer outside the 

plasma membrane of most bacteria, forming the cell wall, is shown in Fig. 3.7.5. 

 

Fig. 3.7.4 Cell structure of a gram positive bacterium (after Wikipedia). 

 

Peptidoglycan is made up of a polysaccharide backbone consisting of alternating N-

Acetylmuramic acid (NAM) and N-acetylglucosamine (NAG) residues in equal amounts. 

 

 
Fig. 3.7.5 The structure of peptidoglycan (after Wikipedia). 

 

   The complex structures of biological cells, a part of which are shown in Figs. 3.7.4 

and 3.7.5, have regular arrays of molecules made of carbon and hydrogen, similar to the 

array found in XLPE in rather simple form discussed in the previous section. The 

superlattices found in these biological systems might be able to generate neutron bands 
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as in the case of XLPE where we can assume the CF matter to induce the CFP as observed 

by Vysotskii et al. Details of the treatment are given in another paper presented at this 

Conference [Kozima 2016c]. 

 

3.8 Qualitative Reproducibility and Complexity in the CFP 
   The reproducibility of events in the CFP has been one of serious controversies 

between pros and cons of the CFP. Even in CF researchers, there are many who consider 

the events in the CFP should be reproducible as in the simple systems described by linear 

differential equations. However, the experimental data obtained by now have shown that 

there is no quantitative reproducibility such as observed in simple systems.  

   On the other hand, it is possible to say that the events in the CFP are qualitatively 

reproducible, or statistically reproducible, as we know well engaging in investigation of 

the CFP. Therefore, we have to find out the reason why the events in the CFP are not 

quantitatively reproducible but are qualitatively reproducible. Our approach to this 

problem has been given in papers and books [Kozima 2006 (Sec. 3.8), 2010a, 2012a, 

2012b, 2014b, 2015 (9)] assuming existence of complexity in the CF materials which 

inevitably results in qualitative reproducibility or irreproducibility in the worst case. 

 

3.8.1 CF material and CF-matter 

The field where the CFP occurs may be a special one because there occur events 

incredibly different from those occurring in other fields of established science e.g. solid 

state physics, we have to use specific terminology which does not have a civil right in 

other branches of science. We define “the cf-matter” as the necessary condition (or state) 

for occurrence of the CFP in a “CF material“ or “CF substance” (a solid material 

composed of a host element (e.g. C, Ti, Ni, Pd, etc.) and a hydrogen isotope (H or/and D) 

where occurs the CFP).   

 

3.8.2 Construction and Destruction of the CF-matter 

Construction and destruction of the “CF-matter” (a state made of neutrons in neutron 

bands and protons) occur according to the atomic processes (microscopic processes) in a 

CF material arranged by an experimental setup (macroscopic processes) in a dynamical, 

non-equilibrium system composed of multi-component inhomogeneous materials.  

The construction is governed by essentially stochastic (or statistical) atomic processes 

occurring in inhomogeneous materials composed of a solid (transition metals or carbon) 

and hydrogen atoms H (and/or deuterium atoms D). The atomic processes include 

adsorption of H (D) on the surface of solids, absorption into and occlusion in the solids 
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of H (D), formation of an intermetallic compound (e.g. PdD, NiH, etc.), or formation of 

a regular array of a hydrocarbon (e.g. XLPE, microbial cultures, etc.) where exist 

stochastic processes (diffusion) and/or self-organization of a stoichiometric compound in 

local area from non-stoichiometric solution. 

The macroscopic arrangement of an experimental initial condition does not 

completely determine the microscopic initial condition at all and there is a vast freedom 

not determined by the arrangement which results in variety of CF materials. The variety 

itself may produce different effects in the sample at and after nuclear reactions between 

components of the CF material, CF-matter and displaced or foreign atoms. 

Furthermore, the self-organization is not controlled by the macroscopic initial 

condition at all and therefore the resulting CF-matter is not controllable from outside. 

 

3.8.3 Unpredictability and Irreproducibility 

There have been a long history of unresolved disputes between pros and cons about 

the reality of the CFP since the first stage of the investigation when the paper by 

Fleischmann et al. [Fleischmann 1989] and the DOE Report 1989 [DOE 1989] were 

published in 1989. However, it seems that there is a misunderstanding of the meaning 

“irreproducibility” in science which will be resolved by consideration of the relation of 

cause and effect in proper concepts. 

It will be possible to say that the concept “unpredictability” in theoretical context 

corresponds to the “irreproducibility” in experimental situation. We say the effect is 

unpredictable when we cannot predict the result (effect) for a definite initial condition 

(cause) for a system. In this case, a cause does not give a definite effect. We say the effect 

is irreproducible when we cannot obtain the same result (effect) for a (supposedly) the 

same experimental condition for a system. 

The cause-effect correspondence (relation) for a physical process is divided into three 

cases: Effect with (1) “one-to-one” correspondence between them, (2) “one-to-several” 

correspondence with a probability, and (3) “one-to-none” (or “one-to-some” effects) 

correspondence with by chance (or without any definite probability). 

These cases are expressed by the predictability with (1) a quantitative probability with 

a definite value, (2) a qualitative probability with statistical values, and (3) zero 

probability for the effect. 

Correspondingly, the three cases are expressed experimentally by (1) a quantitative 

reproducibility, (2) a qualitative reproducibility, and (3) irreproducibility. 

Here, in the CFP, are two causes of unpredictability (and therefore irreproducibility). 

The first is the stochastic processes in the formation of CF materials and the second is the 
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self-organization of cf-matter in the CF materials including enough amount of hydrogen 

isotopes in solids. 

Destruction of the cf-matter is induced by the CFP itself that makes the components 

of the CF material shift from the optimal ones for the CFP and also destroys the structure 

of the CF material by heat and dynamical impact by particles produced by nuclear 

reactions. The destruction of the CF-matter is another cause of irreproducibility and 

unpredictability. 

 

3.8.3.1 Qualitative Reproducibility or Statistical Reproducibility 

Unpredictability in theoretical context means irreproducibility in experimental context. 

We use these words interchangeably in the following discussions. In the following 

subsections, we discuss fundamental processes in the CFP which may influence on the 

reproducibility of events which occur in complex CF materials. 

 

3.8.3.2 Macroscopic States and Microscopic States 

   It is impossible to control microscopic states by defining macroscopic states in 

principle. Furthermore, it is impossible to determine exact states by an experiment 

without any error. This situation is described clearly in relation to the unpredictability due 

to instability or chaotic nature of the system in the texts on the nonlinear dynamics. 

In the linear dynamical systems where we have mainly treated classical physics, we 

can say a following expression for the cause-effect relation: 

“Measurements could never be perfect. Scientists marching under Newton’s banner 

actually waved another flag that said something like this: Given an approximate 

knowledge of a system’s initial conditions and an understanding of natural law, one can 

calculate the approximate behavior of the system.” [Gleick 1987 (p. 14-15)] 

Many researchers in the CFP belong to these who “said something like this.” 

    The expression has to be altered by a following sentence when there is nonlinearity 

in the system; 

“The often repeated statement, that given the initial conditions we know what a 

deterministic system will do far into the future, is false. Poincaré (1892) knew it was false, 

and we know it is false, in the following sense: given infinitesimally different starting 

points, we often end up with wildly different outcomes. Even with the simplest conceivable 

equations of motion, almost any non-linear system will exhibit chaotic behaviour. A 

familiar example is turbulence.” [Cvitanovic 1989 (p. 3)] 

 

   The problem in the predictability is expressed in the above sentence “one can 
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calculate the approximate behavior of the system.” in the deterministic system which 

presupposed negative Lyapunov exponent [Strogatz 1994 (Sec. 10.5)]. It is shown that 

there are systems in which this is not true as explained there [Strogatz 1994 (Sec. 10.5)]. 

 

3.8.3.3 Averaging of Measured Results on an Effect Observed by an Experiment  

   Effects are sometimes summed up to make them measurable by macroscopic 

apparatus which is handled macroscopically (e.g. pressure gauge for gas pressure – 

induced by extravagant number of molecular impacts on a wall). 

   For events where we satisfy with their effects averaged over time and space, we do 

not care about their exact initial condition (which is impossible to get by our limited 

imperfect ability of measurement) but approximate one which results in approximate 

behavior and in the same average effect irrespective of their initial condition. Irrespective 

of minor differences in the initial condition, we can reproduce the almost the same result 

by averaging over approximate results – attaining reproducibility. 

    

However, there are other cases where we meet an individual event but not the averaged 

one. 

   The alpha-decay of Radium-226 (226
88Ra) is statistical and its average behavior is 

described by an equation 

   N(t) = N(0) exp( – t /τ),                                       (3.8.1) 

where N(0) and N(t) are the numbers of the nuclei at time 0 and t , respectively. The real 

decay process is not described by the relation (3.8.1) but stochastic; the signals of a Geiger 

counter amplifying the discharge caused by alpha-particles reflect the decay process of 

the 226
88Ra placed near the counter. 

   In this case, the signal of a Geiger counter is not described by a differential equation 

(3.8.1) but by a difference equation. Suppose that each signal of the Geiger counter gives 

a tremendous amount of water that we have to treat as fast as possible, we cannot wait 

several signals to be averaged over them. Then, the averaging of the signals is nonsense 

and the individual event is meaningful. The situation we met in the CFP may correspond 

to the latter example described above. And averaging and therefore reproducibility has 

nothing with the CFP. 

 

Another example of the statistical or qualitative reproducibility is the famous d – d fusion 

reactions at low energy as discussed by Huizenga in his book (equations are numbered as 

in the book); 

“D + D→ [4He]* → 3He (0.82 MeV) + n (2.45 MeV),            (3.8.2a) 
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               → t (1.01 MeV) + p (3.02 MeV),              (3.8.2b) 

               → 4He (0.08 MeV) + γ (23.77 MeV).          (3.8.2c) 

The reactions (3.8.2a) and (3.8.2b) have been studied over a range of deuteron kinetic 

energies down to a few kilo-electron volts (keV) and the cross sections (production rates) 

for these two reactions have been found experimentally to be nearly equal (to within ten 

percent). Hence, the fusion of deuterium produces approximately equal yields of 2.45 

million-electron-volts (MeV) neutrons (with an accompanying 3He atom) and 3.02‒MeV 

protons (with an accompanying tritium atom). This near-equality of the neutron and 

proton branches (production rates) is expected also on the basis of theoretical arguments. 

The cross section (production rate) for reaction (3.8.2c) is several orders of magnitude 

lower than reactions (3.8.2a) and (3.8.2b).” [Huizenga 1992 (pp. 6 – 7)]. (Numbers of 

the equations are renumbered at citation.) 

    

The fusion reaction of two deuterons with energies down to a few keV occurs with 

probabilities for three channels given in Eqs. (3.8.2) as explained in the above sentence 

by Huizenga [Huizenga 1992]. If the results are averaged over many events, then we will 

obtain the products according to the probabilities determined by the branching ratios. The 

individual product, however, shows an unexpected value not described by the probability 

in a short term measurement where we observe only few reactions. This is another 

example of the qualitative (or probabilistic) reproducibility in nuclear physics where it is 

usual laws in microscopic processes. 

   It should be noticed another phase of truth in the sentence by Huizenga cited above. 

We know a doubt expressed by M. Fleischmann in his first paper on the mechanism of 

the CFP; 

“The most surprising feature of our results however, is that reactions (v) and (vi) are only 

a small part of the overall reaction scheme and that the bulk of the energy release is due 

to an hitherto unknown nuclear process or processes (presumably again due to 

deuterons).” [Fleischmann 1989] (The reactions (v) and (vi) in this sentence correspond 

to reactions (3.8.2a) and (3.8.2b) written above in this paper.) 

   The point we want to notice is the different reactions of Huizenga and Fleischmann 

to the experimental fact: Huizenga pointed out only the contradiction between the fact 

and the scheme of existing science while Fleischmann noticed something new in the same 

contradiction as Huizenga noticed.  

   Here, we remember a parable about our recognition told by ancient Chinese saint: 

“When you are angry, you cannot be correct. When you are frightened, you cannot be 

correct; when there is something you desire, you cannot be correct; when there is 
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something you are anxious about, you cannot be correct. When the mind is not present, 

we look, but do not see. We listen, but do not hear; we eat, but don't taste our food. This 

is the meaning of “the cultivation of the person lies in the correction of the mind.” [Great 

Learning (9. The cultivation of the person lies in the correction of the mind.)] 

   We see that the cause of the difference in the responses of two scientists to the same 

fact is based on the desire they had in their mined; “when there is something you desire, 

you cannot be correct;” From my point of view, the desire in the mind of Huizenga 

disturbed his sight into the truth through the experimental facts. 

   Evidence of stochastic occurrence of events (at least the emission of neutrons) in the 

CFP is clearly shown in Fig. 3.8.1 by an excellent experiment by Gozzi et al. [Gozzi 1991]. 

As is well known, the Poisson distribution is a discrete probability distribution that 

expresses the probability of a given number of events occurring in a fixed interval of time 

and/or space if these events occur with a known average rate and independently of the 

time since the last event. One of examples in physics that may follow a Poisson is the 

number of decay events per second from a radioactive source, as cited above the alpha-

decay of 226
88Ra. 

 

 
Fig. 3.8.1 Frequency count of neutrons as observed in 5421 intervals of ten minutes 

acquisitions and as expected in a Poisson distribution. The variability of the expected 

values obtained allowing the measured mean value to vary between μ – σ = 0.32 and μ + 

σ = 0.37 counts/10 min. is also reported [Gozzi 1991 (Fig. 13)]. 

 

3.8.3.4 Self-organization and Chaotic Behavior of a Microscopic State in Non-

equilibrium Condition beyond Control by Macroscopic Conditions 

   As we have discussed already in a paper published in 2013 [Kozima 2013], there is a 

possibility that the optimum microscopic state in a CF material composed of a host 
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element and a hydrogen isotope, e.g. the superlattice made of a sublattice of the host 

element and another sublattice of the hydrogen isotope, is generated by self-organization 

in the non-equilibrium CF materials. It is, of course, the process governed by nonlinear 

dynamics and is not controllable macroscopically. This characteristic is discussed by 

many researchers in terms of the complexity as cited below: 

 

 “The constructive role of irreversibility is even more striking in far-from-equilibrium 

situations where non-equilibrium leads to new forms of coherence.” [Prigogine 1996 (p. 

26)] 

“Nonequilibrium leads to concepts such as – self-organization and dissipative structures, 

- - - .” [Prigogine 1996 (p.27)] 

 “Could unpredictability itself be measured? The answer to this question lay in a Russian 

conception, the Lyapunov exponent. This number provided a measure of just the 

topological qualities that corresponded to such concepts as unpredictability. The 

Lyapunov exponents in a system provided a way of measuring the conflicting effects of 

stretching, contracting, and folding in the phase space of an attractor. They gave a picture 

of all the properties of a system that lead to stability or instability. An exponent greater 

than zero meant stretching—nearby points would separate. An exponent smaller than zero 

meant contraction (stability). For a fixed-point attractor, all the Lyapunov exponents were 

negative, since the direction of pull was inward toward the final steady state. An attractor 

in the form of a periodic orbit had one exponent of exactly zero and other exponents that 

were negative. A strange attractor (chaos), it turned out, had to have at least one positive 

Lyapunov exponent.” [Gleick 1987 (p. 253)]  

 

   The stability of a system is determined by the sign of the Lyapunov exponent of the 

system described by a difference equation (cf. Section 3.8.3.2). As explained in our paper 

[Kozima 2013], the Feigenbaum’s theorem tells us that various kinds of systems obeying 

a single hump distribution of the recursion function show the chaotic behavior, and 

therefore unpredictability or irreproducibility. 

 

3.9 Neutrons in Transition-Metal Hydrides and Deuterides 
   As have been demonstrated above by reviewing the typical experimental data on the 

CFP, we have to accept the fact that there are nuclear reactions in CF materials at near 

room temperature. This fact is out of common sense in nuclear physics developed mainly 

in 20th century. Then, what is the hidden parameter for the occurrence of nuclear reactions 

in CF materials not recognized in nuclear physics where the fields of research have been 
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confined for nuclei in free space except a short time when they interact each other. One 

of remained fields not considered in ordinary nuclear physics is the quasi-stable state of 

neutrons in solids. Our model was based on this point [Kozima 2015 (10), 2016a]. 

   We have developed a quantum mechanical explanation of the premises assumed in 

the TNCF model, especially the existence of the trapped neutrons in such CF materials as 

NiHx, PdDx, carbon graphite, cross-linked polyethylene (XLPE). In the investigation, we 

noticed new knowledge of nuclear and solid state physics in their frontiers developing 

rapidly. 

   It is interesting to recollect the frontiers of nuclear physics at 1960s when the author 

was a graduate student. The late Professor Toshinosuke Muto (1904 – 1973), Tokyo 

University, my instructor at the graduate course, used to say at seminars on nuclear 

physics that there remain many interesting research themes in the low energy nuclear 

physics (energy region below a few MeV) while the high energy region (more than 100 

MeV) was attracting many researchers at that time. His comment on the importance of 

low and medium energy nuclear physics at that time has shown its correctness when we 

notice the recent vivid researches in ultra-low energy neutrons and exotic nuclei in terms 

of the shell model [Kozima 2014c, 2016a]. A new trend of recent researches in nuclear 

physics is expressed in the following sentence by Sahin et al.: “The interplay among 

central, spin-orbit, and tensor components of the effective nucleon-nucleon interaction 

can shift effective single-particle energies relative to each other as protons and neutrons 

fill certain orbitals near the Fermi surface in nuclei with large neutron excess.” [Sahin 

2015]. 

   Therefore, we have to say that the physics of CF materials (the system composed of 

lattice nuclei and hydrogen isotopes, such as NiHx, PdDx, CHx, etc.) where the lattice 

nuclei and interstitial hydrogen isotopes are interacting through the nuclear force and the 

lattice nuclei each other are interacting with the super-nuclear interaction mediated by 

hydrogen isotopes is in its infantile stage [Kozima 2006, 2014c]. Experimentally, the CFP 

and the diffusion characteristics of hydrogen in transition metals might be subtle signals 

of the new states of neutrons in CF materials. Theoretically, the new knowledge of the 

exotic nuclei on one hand and the characteristics of transition-metal hydrates on the other 

are the hint to cultivate the physics of CF materials [Kozima 2016a].  

   The exotic nuclei with an excess of neutron numbers such as 11
3Li and 12

4Be are the 

examples of them suggesting the possible exotic nuclei participating in the CFP such as 
A

6C, A28Ni, and A46Pd as discussed before in terms of the TNCF model [Kozima 2014b, 

2014c]. The recent works on the exotic nuclei have confirmed existence of 32
12Mg 

[Utsuno 2014], 42
14Si [Stroberg 2014], 69

29Cu [Morfouace 2014], 73
29Cu [Sahin 2015], 
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92
42Mo [Sharp 2013] and they have been investigated in relation to the bases of the shell 

model of nucleus as discussed in another paper [Kozima 2014c]. 

   Our first attempt to approach the quasi-stable neutrons in solids is an attempt to 

formulate neutron energy bands formed by the neutron-lattice interaction similar to the 

electron energy bands well known in solid state physics [Kozima 1998a (Sec. 12.4), 

1998c, 2006 (Sec. 3.7.2.2)]. The idea of the neutron energy bands has recently been 

developed as presented at JCF16 [Kozima 2016a].  

   Even if the investigation of neutron physics participating in the CFP developed in the 

papers cited above is a tentative one, the treatment may be a first step to the neutron 

physics in solids, which we hope to play a role corresponding to the historical liquid-drop 

model of nuclei proposed by N. Bohr for nuclear reactions in the early stage of nuclear 

physics to describe a global feature of the CFP and the physics of neutrons in CF materials. 

 

4. Conclusion – The Cold Fusion Phenomenon as a Science of Neutrons 
in Solids 
Consistent understanding of the whole events in the CFP needs the Science of the CF 

materials composed of host elements and hydrogens (protium and/or deuterium) such as 

NiHx, PdDx, CHx, and so forth.  

The typical papers on the CFP introduced in this paper show clearly that this 

phenomenon includes events with wide variety occurring in various CF materials 

composed of various host elements and hydrogen isotopes (both protium and deuterium). 

As we have shown in our books and papers including this paper [Kozima 1998a, 2006, 

2014a, 2014b, 2016b, 2016c], it is possible to give a unified explanation of the whole 

experimental data on the CFP using our TNCF model based on the phenomenological 

approach where we assumed existence of trapped neutrons in the superlattice composed 

of a sublattice of the host element and another sublattice of the hydrogen isotope formed 

in CF materials. There appears, then, a possibility to have the super-nuclear interaction 

between lattice nuclei mediated by interstitial hydrogen isotopes and the formation of 

neutron bands where are “the trapped neutrons” assumed in the TNCF model. The trapped 

neutrons form the CF matter where are formed neutron drops AZ∆ similar to the neutron-

proton clusters figured out in the neutron star matter by Negele et al. [Negele 1973]. The 

CF matter, then, participates the nuclear reactions in the CF materials observed as excess 

heat and nuclear transmutations in the CFP. 

  Thus, we can conclude according to the success of the phenomenological approach that 

the science of the CFP is the science of neutrons in solids which have never noticed its 

existence until a part of its finger tips was revealed by the work published in 1989 by 
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Fleischmann et al. [Fleischmann 1989]. 

Appendix: Episode of Excess Heat Measurement in Protium System 
   Pioneers in this unknown field of the CFP have experienced unexpected facts and they 

had to work by a trial-and-error approach. In doing so, they made many mistakes caused 

by mismatching between their presumptions based on the common sense they had and 

the facts they observed in their experiments. This is a normal process in pioneering works 

in science even if the discrepancy in the CFP was rather enormous. 

The two books by G. Taubes [Taubes 1992] and J.R. Huizenga [Huizenga 1992] had 

cited many examples of these mistakes performed in the early days of the CF research 

and gave negative influence against the CFP to people who did not investigate concrete 

facts. 

   An episode about the control experiment by F. Pons is taken up by both opponents in 

their books as if the heat measurement by Fleischmann et al. is incredible. We can read 

their paragraphs telling the episode below. Paragraphs from Huizenga [Huizenga 1992] 

and from Taubes [Taubes 1992] are given with underlines in corresponding parts at 

citation. 

 

“Furth, in an excellent review paper on nuclear fusion, discussed progress toward 

achievement of practical fusion power. He was the token nuclear physicist speaking at the 

Dallas ACS session. In his talk, Furth discussed also the extremely small probabilities of 

fusing hydrogen isotopes at room temperature and the large effective electron mass that 

would be required to account for the University of Utah claims. Furth concluded that 

many additional experiments needed to be performed before nuclear physicists would 

believe the University of Utah’s reported data. One of the crucial experiments he 

suggested was to compare light water (H2O) and heavy water (D2O) water under the same 

electrolytic conditions. Pons replied that he was preparing to do this. On the other hand, 

based on the discussion following Pons’ lecture at Dallas it appeared that Pons and 

Fleischmann had already performed this control experiment. When Pons was asked why 

he had not reported results of control experiments with light water substituted for heavy 

water, he replied “A baseline reaction run with light water is not necessarily a good 

baseline reaction.” When asked to elaborate, Pons intimated he had performed the 

experiment with light water and had seen fusion, saying “We do not get the expected 

baseline experiment. . . We do not get the total blank experiment we expected” (Science 

244, p. 285).” [Huizenga 1992, pp. 31 – 32] (The underlines are added at citation.) 

 

 “The collaboration, however, was undone by Pons's feelings of persecution and then by 
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the local lawyers. First, Linford had a run-in with Pons, sparked by a slight Pons felt he 

had suffered at the congressional hearings. Harold Furth of Princeton had called Linford 

before the hearings to learn exactly what Pons had said about his light water controls in 

his Los Alamos seminar. Linford, who had a videotape of the seminar, found the point at 

which Pons answered the question about light water – that he had seen heat and then 

discontinued the experiment – and played it for Furth over the telephone. In Washington, 

Furth had apparently confronted Pons with what he had said in Los Alamos, suggesting 

it was proof cold fusion did not exist. Pons had not taken it well. Now Linford stopped by 

the Utah lab as Pons and Fleischmann were showing the Texas A&M people around; then 

he slipped away for a few minutes with Pons.” [Taubes 1992, pp. 260 – 261] (The 

underlines are added at citation.) 

 

   The citation of this episode by Huizenga and Taubes given above shows their clear 

intention to show how incredible is the excess heat measurements by CF researchers and 

to denunciate the discovery of the CFP. However, regrettably to them, the history of the 

CF research in these more than 25 years have shown reality of the CFP and occurrence of 

unexpected events in hydrated and deuterated solids revealing a realm of new physics 

unknown before. Really, great discoveries are often found by such unexpected 

observations as many examples show in the history of science as X-ray by W.C. Roentgen 

(1895) and radioactivity by A.H. Becquerel (1896). [Kozima 1998a (Appendix D)]. It is 

said that “Becquerel's discovery of spontaneous radioactivity is a famous example of 

serendipity of how chance favors the prepared mind.” (Wikipedia [Henri Becquerel]). 

   It is possible to imagine according to the episode cited above that the first observation 

of the CFP in the protium systems, which is now recognized by almost all CF researchers, 

was performed by Pons and his collaborators in the University of Utah before or in the 

year of 1989. 
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Abstract 
A phenomenological approach, the trapped neutron catalyzed fusion model (TNCF model) where existence 

of thermal neutrons in CF materials is assumed, to the science of the cold fusion phenomenon (CFP) is 

reviewed with attention to the behavior of neutrons in solids, especially in CF materials composed of the 

superlattice of a host sublattice and a hydrogen sublattice. The success of the TNCF model to give a unified 

explanation of widely dispersed experimental data obtained in the CFP suggests reality of the fundamental 

premise of the model, existence of the trapped neutrons in CF materials. Taking this clue as a hint showing 

a possible existence of neutrons in such specific solids as CF materials, in which there is a superlattice 

composed of host and hydrogen isotope sublattices, we have tried to find out a new state of neutrons in 

them not noticed in solid state physics and in nuclear physics by now. A possible quantum mechanical 

formation of neutron energy bands in CF materials is investigated using techniques developed in the 

electron energy bands in solids. 

Key words: cold fusion phenomenon, neutrons in solids, neutron energy band. 

 

1. Introduction 
   The cold fusion phenomenon (CFP) was discovered by Fleischmann et al. in 1989 at 

least one of its phases related to the excess energy [Fleischmann 1989]. Another phase of 

the phenomenon, emission of neutrons, was confirmed by Jones et al. almost at the same 

time [Jones 1989]. However, these data were not accepted by scientific world at that time 

due to the following reasons. 

   The pioneers of this field cited above had been eager to find out a clue of nuclear 

fusion reactions between two deuterons in solid lattices containing a lot of deuterium, a 

hydrogen isotope, assisted by the lattice environment irrespective of tiny energies of 

deuterons, other atoms and ions in the system at the near room-temperature.  

In general, a nuclear reaction between two nuclides AZX and A’
Z’X’ is written down as 

follows; 
A

ZX + A’
Z’X’ → A”

Z”X” + A’”
Z”’ X”’ + Q,                                    (1.1) 
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with Q ~ a few MeV. Despite of the findings by the above pioneers, almost all scientists 

working in the nuclear physics did not accept the idea of the nuclear fusion reactions in 

solid relying on the following three main reasons; 

(1) The probability of the reaction (1.1) depends exponentially on the mutual energy ε 

of the initial particles as follows;       

~ exp ( ( ) ,P C dx V r
µ ε − − ∫
h

                                   (1.2) 

where V(x) is the barrier potential between the two particles, μ is the reduced mass and C 

a constant. For the two charged nuclei, the potential V(x) is very high and it is necessary 

to have several MeV for the energy ε for a measurable number of the reaction (1.1). We 

have desperately small values of P for d-d fusion reactions when deuterons are in Pd 

lattice forming a palladium deuteride PdD at room-temperature. 

(2) The liberated energy Q in such a usual reaction as (1.1) has very high energy 

compared to the thermal energy of the room-temperature solids of about 0.025 eV 

(or 25 meV); 

 Q ~ a few MeV.                                          (1.3) 

Therefore, the energy Q should be detected as a special physical quantity in the lattice; 

e.g. as high energy particles or local radiation damages. 

(3) As we have known well, a physical process should be reproducible strictly in simple 

systems and statistically in systems with stochastic processes. Unfortunately, we 

have failed to show the strict or even statistical reproducibility for observables in the 

cold fusion phenomenon.  

These three main problematic obstacles we had in this field have made the facts 

measured by CF researchers forlorn by scientists in the established fields of science. 

There have been proposed many mechanisms to overcome the three obstacles by tricks 

and devices not noticed in the past by scientists in other field. Our trial, only one 

successful approach from our point of view, to overcome them and to give a unified and 

consistent explanation of the cold fusion phenomenon is given in Section 2. 

   It is necessary to give a word on the name “cold fusion” used for more than 20 years 

since 1989. The name has been used by pioneers of this field based on their expectation 

that such a reaction (1.1) occurs between two deuterons in specific CF materials (PdDx 

and TiDx). We have a research field, solid state-nuclear physics or condensed matter 

nuclear science, where the nuclear force between nucleons (protons and neutrons) 

influence the physical processes occurring in solids or condensed matters. Therefore, the 

so-called cold fusion belongs to the solid state-nuclear physics and we can use the name 
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“solid state-nuclear physics” to express the “cold fusion.” It is, however, more convenient 

to distinguish the “cold fusion” where occur nuclear reactions, and therefore nuclear 

transmutations, from other events in the “solid state-nuclear physics” where had not been 

observed nuclear reactions until 1989. This is the reason we have used the name “cold 

fusion phenomenon” to express the phenomenon in the solid state-nuclear physics where 

occur nuclear reactions. 

As has been shown in our books and papers published since 1994 [Kozima 1994, 

1998a, 2006, 2009b, 2014a] and in our papers in the Series “From the History of CF 

Research” [Kozima 2015], our phenomenological approach using the TNCF model 

(Trapped Neutron Catalyzed Fusion model) is successful to give a unified understanding 

of the CFP. In other words, our trial to construct the Science of the Cold Fusion 

Phenomenon (CFP) arranging experimental facts in a proper position according to this 

model has been useful and successful to explain various complicated experimental facts 

in the CFP systematically to understand them scientifically. However, it should be 

remembered that the premises composing the model have not necessarily been elucidated 

quantum mechanically. 

Generally speaking, the proverb “You cannot see the wood for the trees” is applicable 

to the many works on the cold fusion phenomenon done in these more than 25 years; 

picking up only a specific feature of the CFP and trying to explain it with a sophisticated 

model elaborating complicated calculation. Therefore, the success of the 

phenomenological TNCF model in explanation of overall features of the CFP is 

outstanding and it is necessary to investigate and contemplate the basis of the model from 

the modern microscopic point of view. 

   After the successful explanation of experimental facts in the CFP summarized in the 

book published in 1998 [Kozima 1998a], we have developed a quantum mechanical 

explanation of the premises presumed in the TNCF model [Kozima 2006, 2014a], 

especially the existence of the trapped neutrons in such CF materials as NiHx, PdDx, 

carbon graphite, cross-linked polyethylene (XLPE). In the investigation, we noticed that 

there are new knowledges of nuclear and solid state physics in their frontiers developing 

rapidly. 

   Therefore, we have to say that the physics of CF materials is in its infantile stage 

where we define the CF materials as the system composed of lattice nuclei and hydrogen 

isotopes, such as NiHx, PdDx, CHx, etc. and the host nuclei and hydrogen isotopes are 

interacting mainly through the nuclear force (the central nucleon-nucleon interaction). 

Experimental facts of the CFP and the diffusion characteristics of hydrogen in transition 

metals might be subtle signals of the new states in CF materials as we show in this paper. 
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Theoretically, the new knowledge of the exotic nuclei on one hand and the characteristics 

of transition-metal hydrates on the other are the hint to cultivate the physics of CF 

materials.  

   It is interesting to recollect the frontiers of nuclear physics at 1960s when one of the 

authors (H.K.) was a graduate student. The late Professor Toshinosuke Muto (1904 – 

1973), Tokyo University, his instructor at the graduate course, used to say at seminars on 

nuclear physics that there are many interesting research themes in the low energy region 

(the energy regions below a few MeV) of nuclear physics while the high-energy region 

(more than 100 MeV) was attracting many researchers at that time. His comment on the 

importance of low and medium energy nuclear physics at that time has shown its 

correctness when we notice the recent vivid researches in ultra-low energy neutrons and 

exotic nuclei in terms of the shell model (cf. Sec. 4). A new trend of recent researches in 

nuclear physics is expressed in the following sentence ｂｙ Sahin et al.: “The interplay 

among central, spin-orbit, and tensor components of the effective nucleon-nucleon 

interaction can shift effective single-particle energies relative to each other as protons 

and neutrons fill certain orbitals near the Fermi surface in nuclei with large neutron 

excess.” [Sahin 2015] 

   The exotic nuclei with a large excess of neutron numbers such as 11
3Li and 12

4Be might 

be the signal of such exotic nuclei as A
6C, A28Ni, and A46Pd with the nucleon numbers A’s 

exceeding largely the values of ordinary isotopes participating in the CFP [Kozima 

2014b]. In reality, recent works on the exotic nuclei have confirmed existence of 32
12Mg 

[Utsuno 2014], 42
14Si [Stroberg 2014], 69

29Cu [Morfouace 2014], 73
29Cu [Sahin 2015], 

92
42Mo [Sharp 2013] which were investigated in relation to the bases of the shell model 

of nucleus as discussed in Section 4. 

   Therefore, it is possible to consider that the investigation of neutron bands in CF 

materials developed in this paper is a tentative model for neutron physics in solids 

corresponding to the liquid-drop model of nuclei for nuclear reactions in the early stage 

of nuclear physics.  

 

2. Phenomenological Approach to the Cold Fusion Phenomenon – 
the Trapped Neutron Catalyzed Fusion Model 

The Trapped Neutron Catalyzed Fusion model (TNCF model) was proposed at ICCF4 

held at Hawaii, USA on 1994 [Kozima 1994]. The model was a phenomenological 

approach based on experimental facts obtained in these five years after the declaration of 

the discovery of the CFP in 1989 by Fleischmann et al. [Fleischmann 1989]. These 

experimental facts obtained by the time were too complicated to understand by the 
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sciences on principles established in 20th century and were also looked upon with deep 

suspicion. 

In relation to the three main obstacles explained in Section 1, we can give a brief idea 

of our model to overcome them. 

(1) To avoid the difficulty of the Coulomb barrier penetration (cf. Eq. (1.2)), we have 

taken up neutrons which have no problem to reach a target nuclide [Kozima 1994, 

1998a, 2006]. 

(2) The liberated energy Q (1.3) in the Eq. (1.1) is supposed to be shared by lattice 

nuclei [Kozima 1998a, 2006, 2014a]. 

(3) The problem of the reproducibility is resolved by the idea of complexity, such as 

self-organization, inherent in the formation of such CF materials as PdDx, NiHx, 

HxC6, etc. where occurs the CFP [Kozima 2012, 2013, 2014a].  

We have given unified explanation of various experimental data sets obtained in this 

field in these more than 25 years [Kozima 1998a, 2006, 2012, 2013, 2014a]; It should be 

mentioned that the explanation in the initial stage of the TNCF model applied to the CFP 

has been done using only absorption of a single neutron by relevant nuclides in the CF 

materials [Kozima 1998a]. To explain experimental data of nuclear transmutations with 

large changes of proton and nucleon numbers, Z and A, it was necessary to introduce an 

idea of neutron drops suggested by the work by Negele et al. on the neutron star matter 

[Negele 1973] as explained below. 

The success in the explanation of experimental data by our model at this stage 

substantiates the premises of the TNCF model and the recent works including this paper 

have been elaborated to explain the premises from fundamental bases of quantum 

mechanics and nonlinear dynamics. 

In the process of explanation of variety of experimental data obtained in the CFP, 

there happened a chance to have connection with the neutron star matter. There occurred 

a necessity to explain nuclear transmutations with larger changes of proton and nucleon 

numbers, Z and A, more than two. To treat these cases, we have taken into our model a 

possibility of absorption of a neutron cluster A
Zδ or AZ∆ with A ≥ 2 and Z ≥ 2 composed 

of Z protons and A – Z neutrons. We will call them a “neutron drop” hereafter [Kozima 

2006]. The idea of the neutron drop was suggested by the work by Negele and Vautherin 

[Negele 1973] for the neutron star matter; they had shown that there appears a lattice of 

the neutron drops A
Z∆ with a lattice constant a by self-organization. The lattice constant 

a and the A/Z ratio of the neutron drop A
Z∆ depends on the average neutron density Nn of 

the neutron star matter.  

Then, we can write down such reactions with large changes of proton or nucleon 
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numbers as follows; 
A

ZX + A’
Z’∆ → A”

Z”X’* ( Z + Z’ = Z” , A + A’ = A”)                    (2.1) 

with possible decay processes of the resultant nuclide A”
Z”X’*. (We dare use the notation 

A
ZX despite the duplication of the proton number Z and the elemental symbol X to make 

easy the arithmetic in the nuclear transmutations which appear often in the CFP). The 

application of the reactions of these types is given in our explanation of many nuclear 

transmutations in our book and papers [Kozima 2006, 2008, 2010, 2014c]. 

One of the most fundamental premises of the model is the existence of the so-called 

“trapped neutrons” with thermal energy which interact with nuclei at irregular positions 

and foreign nuclei in CF materials. Even if the model has given qualitative or even semi-

quantitative explanations for the experimental facts [Kozima 1998a (Sec. 11), 2006 (Sec. 

3.2)], the reality of the assumed existence of the trapped neutrons has been questionable.  

To investigate the reality of the trapped neutrons in CF materials, we have examined 

behavior of neutrons in solids. The first idea of possible formation of neutron bands in 

solids is suggested in analogy to the electron bands formation based on the quasi-free 

electron approximation [Kozima 1998a] (cf. Appendix A1). In relation to this mechanism, 

several papers on the quasi-bound states of neutrons in solids are cited already in our 

books. The paper by Hino et al. [Hino 1998] used Fabry-Perot magnetic thin film 

resonator to trap neutrons in quasi-bound states. The more extensive references will be 

given in the next section. 

As the second mechanism of the neutron band formation, we have developed a 

possible interaction model of lattice nuclei mediated by occluded hydrogen isotopes 

[Kozima 2004a, 2004b]. The interaction of neutrons in different lattice nuclei results in 

band formation by the mechanism similar to the tight-binding approximation of the 

electron band (cf. Appendix A2). 

The fundamental step to the neutron band formation by the former quasi-free 

approximation is, in reality, worked out in several experiments using ultra-cold neurons 

(UCN’s) as surveyed in the next section 3.1. The justification of the latter tight-bound 

approximation took place its first step in our works using a possible interaction of lattice 

nuclei mediated by occluded hydrogen isotopes [Kozima 2004a, 2004b, 2006 (Sec. 3.5)]. 

Extension of our treatment will be given in Section 5.2. 

    

3. Band Structure of Electron Energy in Solids 
   The energy spectrum of a microscopic object is very different from that of a 

macroscopic object as noticed in the first stage of the discovery of quantum nature of 

matter. Rather, the characteristic of the energy spectrum of a harmonic oscillator gave a 
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chance to notice the discontinuous property of microscopic objects in the first year of the 

20th century. 

It is well known that electrons in crystals have their energies arranged as energy bands 

composed of allowed bands and forbidden bands. The mutual relation of the allowed and 

forbidden bands and the number of electrons in them determine physical natures of the 

crystals. The band structure of a crystal has close relation with the energy levels of 

composite atoms of the crystal and is investigated from several appropriate points of view 

related closely to the nature of the atoms.  

There are two contrasting approaches to look the nature of the energy band; the quasi-

free particle approach and the tight-binding particle approach as reviewed in Appendix of 

this paper. The former approach treats the electron energy level in the crystal as a level of 

an electron state in free space, i.e. a plane wave, perturbed by atomic potentials, as 

reviewed in Appendix A1. The latter approach treats the electron energy level in the 

crystal as a linear combination of electron states in the atoms composing the crystal and 

the electron energy band reflects strongly the nature of the energy in the atom as reviewed 

in Appendix A2. 

These treatments of the electron energy bands are similarly applicable to the case of 

neutrons in solids as discussed in Section 5 in an analogical way to the electron energy 

bands. 

 

4. Neutrons in a Nucleus 
   After the discovery of the neutron in 1932 by J. Chadwick [Kozima 2006 (Appendix 

D)], it has been concluded that a nucleus is composed of neutrons and protons different 

from the idea that a nucleus is composed of electrons and protons. Many properties of the 

nucleus had been investigated using high energy particles to penetrate the Coulomb 

barrier guarding the nuclei from approach of any charged particle [Blatt 1954] instead of 

neutrons which was out of use at first. 

 

4.1. Single Neutron States in Ordinary Nuclei 
   It was a surprise of researchers in 1940’s to know that nuclei show a single particle 

characteristic even if there are many evidences showing events explained by collective 

particle models such as the liquid drop model proposed by N. Bohr [Bohr 1937]. This 

feature of the nuclear properties was explained by the characteristics of the nuclear force 

with short-range, independent of nucleon charge and saturation property. The limited 

applicability of these characteristics deduced from experimental facts in ordinary nuclei 

at stable states in free space have been recognized gradually with progress of researches 
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to nuclei in different situations as explained in this section. 

 

4.1a Classical Approach 
In the discussion of the bases of the TNCF model for the CFP, we have sometimes 

assumed the neutron states in lattice nuclei (e.g. Pd, Ni and Ti) are independent of the 

neutron number of isotopes of these nuclei. This assumption has its basis on the following 

discussion of the energy levels at higher levels. 

Because the higher energy levels of nucleons in a nucleus are not much affected by 

addition of a neutron to the nucleus as discussed by Blatt and Weisscopf as cited below, 

the neutron states at zero-energy level in the lattice nuclei Ni (or Pd) are assumed to be 

the same ones independent of the number of neutrons in the Ni isotopes A
28Ni (A = 58 – 

64) (or Pd isotopes A
46Pd (A = 102 – 110)). 

“ In this argument we have assumed that only the lowest, or the lowest few, levels of a 

given nucleus are affected by the “spell” of the magic numbers. The higher levels are, 

assumed to be unchanged, i.e., their absolute energies are not lowered appreciably. The 

evidence from the neutron capture cross sections and from several other sources supports 

this qualitative picture.” [Blatt 1954 (p. 765)] 

 

4.1b Modern View 
   The progress of investigation on the nuclear structure has revealed importance of 

single particle behavior of nucleons in a nucleus. An example of this tendency is 

expressed by Caurier in the abstract of their paper “The shell model as a unified view of 

nuclear structure” appeared in Rev. Mod. Physics (2005) [Caurier 2005]; 

“The last decade has witnessed both quantitative and qualitative progress in shell-model 

studies, which have resulted in remarkable gains in our understanding of the structure of 

the nucleus. Indeed, it is now possible to diagonalize matrices in determinantal spaces of 

dimensionality up to 109 using the Lanczos tridiagonal construction, whose formal and 

numerical aspects are analyzed in this review.  

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -  

This combination appears to solve a number of hitherto puzzling problems. The present 

review concentrates on those results which illustrate the global features of the approach: 

the universality of the effective interaction and the capacity of the shell model to describe 

simultaneously all the manifestations of the nuclear dynamics, either single-particle or 

collective in nature. The review also treats in some detail the problems associated with 

rotational motion, the origin of quenching of the Gamow-Teller transitions, double-b 

decays, the effect of isospin nonconserving nuclear forces, and the specificities of 
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neutron-rich nuclei. Many other calculations—which appear to have “merely” 

spectroscopic interest—are touched upon briefly, although the authors are fully aware 

that much of the credibility of the shell model rests on them.” [Caurier 2005] 

   Even in the nuclear physics in free space, the knowledge about the interaction of 

nucleons in an isolated nucleus has made progress by leaps and bounds in 50 years as the 

abstract cited above shows. Then, we can expect new features of nuclear physics about 

nuclei in interaction each other in such atmosphere as realized in CF materials as 

suggested by experimental facts introduced in Section 2.  

 

4.1c Neutron States near the Evaporation Level 
It is interesting to notice that there are neutron states at around the evaporation level 

in some stable nuclei as shown in Fig. 4.1 [Bohr 1969]. 

 

Fig. 4.1 Energies of neutron orbits in nuclei calculated by C.J. Veje [Bohr 1969] 

 

   We see in Fig. 4.1 that host elements of CF materials such as Ti, Ni, Pd and C have 

neutron orbits at around the evaporation level, i.e. at around En ~ 0 in this figure. This 

characteristic of these nuclei may have close relation with the appearance of the CFP in 

such CF materials as TiDx, NiHx, PdDx (x ≈ 1) and the hydrogen graphite HCx (x = 6 – 8) 

[Kozima 1998a, 2006, 2014a]. 
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4.2 Neutron States in Exotic Nuclei 
   In our previous estimation of the neutron band [Kozima 2004a (Sec. 3), 2006 (Sec. 

3.7)], we used a wavefunction ψ{n} (r – ai) of a neutron state in a lattice nucleus at lattice 

point ai, neglecting the fact that the lattice nuclei are one of several isotopes A
28Ni (A = 

58 – 64 in NiH) or A46Pd (A = 102 – 110 in PdD). In reality, the neutron g9/2 orbital is filled 

gradually moving from 68Ni to 78Ni.  

Therefore, it might be permissible to use one of g9/2 orbitals for the wavefunctions 

ψ{n} (r – ai) of valence neutrons in A
28Ni in the calculation of the neutron band in NiH 

neglecting the possible linear combination of g9/2 orbitals in the case of the CF material 

NiHx. We have to recognize that our treatment of this problem is too oversimplified to 

ask any adequacy considering the complex nature of the nuclear interaction in nuclei with 

intermediate mass numbers. 

   The situation is rather complex as mentioned by Morfouace et al. and Sharp et al. as 

follows: 

   “It is already known that magic numbers can change with the exoticity of the nuclei. 

An interesting case are the Ni isotopes (Z = 28). Moving from 68Ni to 78Ni the neutron g9/2 

orbital is filled. For example, the residual tensor interaction is supposed to be attractive 

for the νg9/2—πf5/2 and repulsive for the νg9/2—πf7/2i configurations. With such an 

interaction we can see that the single-particle levels could evolve with the exoticity of the 

Ni isotopes. The three-body strength could also have a role in this mass region.” 

[Morfouace 2014] 

“Recent investigations into the structure of light nuclei have indicated dramatic changes 

in shell structure away from stability. The ordering of single-particle levels has been 

found to evolve as a function of proton-neutron ratio and even the locations of the gaps 

in levels that correspond to shell closures are found to alter. For example, the 

disappearance of the N = 20 magic number, and the emergence of a new shell gap at N 

= 16, have been observed in nuclei near the neutron drip line.” [Sharp 2013] 

   Considering the complex physics of a single nucleus with medium number of 

nucleons as cited below from papers by Stroberg et al., Utsuno et al. and Sahin et al., we 

can guess the difficulty of our treatment of the CF-matter composed of neutrons in neutron 

bands and protons at interstices resulting as a consequence of the super-nuclear 

interaction. 

“Shell evolution is studied in the neutron-rich silicon isotopes 36,38,40Si using neutron 

single-particle strengths deduced from one-neutron knockout reactions. Configurations 

involving neutron excitations across the N = 20 and N = 28 shell gaps are quantified 

experimentally in these rare isotopes.” [Stroberg 2015] 
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“ In particular, the monopole components of effective interactions—the parts responsible 

for the evolution of the shell structure— are known to be subject to modification. This 

so-called shell evolution plays a decisive role in the structure of exotic nuclei, and has 

been attracting much interest in this field.” [Utsuno 2014] 

“Current nuclear structure studies are paying considerable attention to the search for 

anomalies in the shell structure of nuclei with large neutron-to-proton ratios. In these 

exotic regions of the nuclear chart, the separation between single-particle orbitals can 

be altered due to a changing ratio between T = I and T = 0 components of the nuclear 

force.” [Sahin 2015] 

“The evolution of proton single-particle states as a function of neutron number for the 

chain of Ni isotopes between 68Ni and 78Ni was investigated using the GXPFI residual 

interaction.” [Sahin 2015] 

 

5. Neutrons in Solids 
The neutron as an elementary particle has the wave-particle duality. The wave nature 

of the neutron is noticed from the first in relation to the interference with periodic 

arrangements of atoms and nuclei and applied to investigate material structure using the 

neutron scattering (e.g. [Shull 1947, 1956, Golub 1990]).  

We have also noticed the wave nature of the neutron in relation to the TNCF model 

for the CFP and reviewed the nature of the neutron [Kozima 1998 (Sections 12.2 – 12.4)]. 

Even if our knowledge about interaction of neutrons with matter was scarce at that time, 

we have noticed the quasi-bound state of neutrons in solids (e.g. [Hino 1998]). 

Looking for historical basis of the neutron-solid interaction, we have noticed profound 

researches originating from the work by E. Fermi in 1936 [Golub 1990, Fermi 1936]. 

There are many works on the neutron trapping in crystals due to the strong interaction in 

addition to that due to the magnetic interaction as surveyed in the next subsection. 

However, there are no works on the formation of the neutron band we have noticed in our 

previous works [Kozima 1998b, 2004, 2006] due, perhaps, to the finite life of free 

neutrons. We will give our opinion on this problem and our answer in this paper. 

   In the superlattice of a host sublattice and hydrogen sublattice (proton or deuteron 

sublattice) in CF materials, the interaction of neutrons in host nuclei and 

protons/deuterons at interstices should be treated as a many-body problem. In this paper, 

however, we have to consider the situation in a simplified manner as a problem of neutron 

band formation mediated by the proton/deuteron sublattice in CF materials, a specific 

array of host elements and hydrogen isotopes. 
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5.1 Quasi-free neutron approximation 
The ultra-cold neutrons (UCN’s) have been extensively investigated in these more 

than 30 years in relation to the researches of the fundamental nature of the neutron and 

also to its application [Golub 1990].  

In the process of the investigation, the techniques to trap neutrons as long as possible 

in traps made of material surfaces and magnetic fields are developed.  

The following figures give us a typical feature of neutron-matter interaction due to 

the strong interaction (nucleon-nucleon interaction) of a neutron and atomic nuclei in 

lattices [Scheckenhofer 1977, Steinhauser 1980]. 

Figures 5.1 – 5.3 show the neutron wave reflection characteristics described by a 

Schrödinger equation, the same to that for an electron wave explained in Section 3 and 

Appendix. (We can use parallelism for electrons and neutrons in this section.) 

   In Fig. 5.1, measured intensities reflected from a glass mirror (points) compared to 

theoretical curves are shown for (a) a step function, and (b) a smoothed step function for 

the wall scattering potential. In this figure, the abscissa “height of fall” (z) is used to 

designate the quasi-momentum kz perpendicular to the potential variation (step function) 

according to the relation 

kz =(m/ℏ) (2gz)1/2,                                    (5.1.1) 

where m is the neutron mass, g is the acceleration due to gravity. 

 

 

Fig. 5.1 Measured intensity reflected from a glass mirror (points) compared to theoretical 

curves for (a) a step function, and (b) a smoothed step function for the wall scattering 

potential. ---, calculation for mono-energetic neutrons; —, calculation for the instrumental 

resolution. Assumption (b) may be a model for a hydrogenous surface contamination. 

[Scheckenhofer 1977 (Fig. 3)] 
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   In Fig. 5.2, reflected intensity measured as a function of the fall height is shown for a 

target potential depicted in the inserted figure with nominal layer thicknesses: Al (100Å), 

Cu (240Å), Al (860Å), and Cu (240Å). The abscissa “Fall Height” (z) in Figs. 5.2 and 

5.3 corresponds to the “Height of Fall” in Fig. 5.1 and express the quasi-momentum kz as 

explained above using the relation (5.1.1). 

 

 

 
Fig. 5.2 Reflected intensity measured as a function of the fall height for a target with 

nominal layer thicknesses: Al (100Å), Cu (240Å), Al (860Å), and Cu (240Å). The 

substrate is glass. Potential functions representing these layers are shown in the inset. The 

intensity minimum at 108.5 cm corresponds to n = 1 (the second stationary state). The 

solid curve is an exact solution of the one-dimensional Schrödinger equation for the 

multistep potential representing the target and includes the instrumental resolution 

broadening. [Steinhauser 1980 (Fig. 2)] 

 

   In Fig. 5.3, transmission data is shown for a target with nominal layer thicknesses: Al 

(110Å), Cu (180Å), Al (1670Å), Cu (180Å), and Al (110Å) as depicted in the inserted 

figure.  
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Fig. 5.3 Transmission data for a target with nominal layer thicknesses: Al (110Å), Cu 

(180Å), Al (1670Å), Cu (180Å), and Al (110Å). The substrate is silicon of 0.25-mm 

thickness. The two resonances observed correspond to n = 1 and n = 2. The data are 

compared to the solid curve calculated for a multistep potential. [Steinhauser 1980 (Fig. 

3)] 

   The data shown in Figs. 5.1 – 5.3 clearly express the expected wave nature of the 

neutron interacting with lattice nuclei through the nuclear force.  

   It is an obvious one-step from above investigations to such a neutron band structure 

as the electron band depicted in Fig. A3 in Appendix while the step is not traced due, 

perhaps, to the finite life time 889 ±3 s of the free neutron. However, it is easy to infer 

from the experimental data [Steinhauser 1980] obtained in the potential inserted into Fig. 

5.3 that the neutron band is formed in such a potential as described in Fig. A2 for an 

electron.  

Even if the neutron band is formed in a periodic potential as assumed in our previous 

works (e.g. [Kozima 1998a, 1998b]), the instability of the neutron due to the beta-decay 

accompanies also to the neutron in the band. So, the neutron bands are ineffective for any 

physics as far as there are no supplies of neutrons to the bands. However, the situation 

changes very much when there are neutron sources to supply enough neutrons to the 

energy band overwhelming the loss by decay. This situation may be a case in the CFP 

when there are neutron sources as discussed in our papers (e.g. [Kozima 1998 (Sec. 8)]) 

It should be given an idea to stabilize the neutrons in the band based on the free-
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neutron approximation. The free neutrons interacting with lattice nuclei to form the 

neutron band might be able to stabilize against the beta-decay by the neutron-nuclear 

interaction if the interaction is strong enough to change the neutron from free to band 

states. This is only a speculation with a hope to facilitate the idea of the neutron band 

made of free neutrons for the CFP. 

This problem of the neutron instability by the beta-decay, however, shows different 

feature in the case of the band discussed in the next subsection. 

 

5.2 The Tight-binding Approximation for Neutron Band  
   Neutrons in a band formed of the tight-binding by neutron states in different lattice 

nuclei in a CF material have different characteristics from those in the band made of free 

neutron states as discussed in Sec. 5.1.  

 
Fig. 5.4 Schematic two-dimensional figure of a superlattice PdD (NiH) formed of host 

atoms Pd (Ni) and deuterons (protons).  

 

   In Fig. 5.4, we have shown a schematic two-dimensional distribution of a superlattice 

PdD (NiH); The host atoms of Pd (Ni) distribute on lattice sites (in this case lattice sites 

of a square lattice) and deuterons (protons) distribute on each interstitial sites. The 

wavefunction of a deuteron (proton) at an interstice in PdD (NiH) extends out to overlap 

with neutron wavefunctions of nuclei (small black points) on the nearest neighbor lattice 
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sites (lattice nuclei) as shown schematically in the figure by a large circle. If the neutrons 

in different lattice nuclei interact each other through the super-nuclear interaction shown 

in this Section 5.2.3, we can apply the idea of the electron energy band by tight binding 

summarized in Appendix A2 to the neutron energy band as discussed in Sec. 5.2.4. 

 

5.2.1 Proton and Deuteron Wavefunctions at Interstices of CF Materials 
   There are two types of transition-metal hydrides/deuterides; one with localized 

hydrogen isotopes and another with non-localized ones. Therefore, the wavefunctions of 

a proton/deuteron at an interstice of the former have been able to be depicted as shown in 

Figs. 5.5 and 5.6. Figure 5.5 shows contour maps of the potential and the wavefunctions 

of an H atom in Ta in the case of TaHx. 

 
Fig. 5.5 Contour maps of the potential and the wavefunctions of an H atom in Ta. The H 

atom is self-trapped at the T site labeled A in the figures (x: the geometrical location of T 

sites on the Z-X plane.). (a) The potential; (b) the wavefunction of the ground state; (c) 

the first excited state, having a nodal plane at Z = 0; and (d) and (e) the excited states, 

both having a nodal plane at X = 0 [Fukai 2005 (Fig. 5.72)]. 
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   The maps in Fig. 5.5 depict the potential and the wave function on one of the cube 

faces of a bcc lattice, with the H atom localized on the T site labeled A in the figure. 

 

Fig. 5.6 Deuteron density contour maps in VD0.79 at 70 ℃, Fourier-reconstructed from 

neutron diffraction data. [Fukai 2005 (Fig. 5.10)] 

 

   Figure 5.6 shows the deuteron density contour maps in VD0.79 at 70 ℃ obtained by 

Fourier reconstruction of the neutron diffraction data. 

  As shown in Figs. 5.5 and 5.6, a proton or deuteron in bcc transition metals, which 

have been known as metals with low values of diffusion constants for hydrogen and 

deuterium, is localized at interstices even if they make transition between different 

interstices by hopping and tunneling. 

   In the case of the non-localized hydrides/deuterides, on the other hand, it is natural 

that we have not been able to depict the wavefunctions of a proton/deuteron in them. We 

can guess the non-localized, extended wavefunctions of protons/deuterons in NiHx and 

PdDx (x ≈ 1) from data of their physical properties such as diffusion constants and 

oscillation characteristics [Kozima 2004a, 2005, 2006]. 

 

 

5.2.2 Neutron States in Lattice Nuclei 
   The next component of the neutron band formation by the tight-binding mechanism 

is the neutron wavefunctions in nuclei at lattice sites. We have to take up two possible 

cases separately; (1) valence neutron states in ordinary stable nuclei and (2) neutron states 

in exotic nuclei. 
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5.2.2a Neutron States in Ordinary Nuclei at Ground State 
   The neutrons in ordinary nuclei in free space are stable and do not decay in contrast 

to a neutron in free space which decays by emission of an electron and a neutrino with a 

life time 889 ±3 s. The valence neutron orbital in a stable nucleus A
ZX is successively 

occupied by a neutron when the mass number A increases [Morfouace 2014] as cited in 

Sec. 4.2. Moving from 68
28Ni to 78

28Ni the neutron 1g9/2 orbital is filled. Similarly, moving 

from 102
46Pd to 110

46Pd the neutron 1g7/2 and 2d5/2 orbitals are filled. 

   Therefore, we can say in the case of a most popular CF material NiHx (and PdDx), for 

example, that participation of neutrons to the neutron bands (neutron bands of ground 

orbital) is through the neutron valence states of nuclei A
28Ni (A

46Pd) at lattice sites in a 

super-lattice NiH (PdD) formed in a CF material NiHx (PdDx). The valence neutron 

orbital of nuclei A28Ni (A
46Pd) is 1g9/2 orbitals (1g7/2 and 2d5/2 orbitals) in formation of 

neutron bands discussed in the following Sec. 5.2.3. 

 

5.2.2b Neutron States in Ordinary Nuclei at Excited State 
   There is a possibility that neutron bands are formed by a combination of excited 

neutron orbitals at the evaporation level discussed in Sec. 4.1c. In this case, the neutron 

bands (neutron bands of excited orbital) are empty in the ground state of the system and 

are filled with neutrons supplied from outside or excited from lower levels in the lattice 

nuclei.  

   The excited neutron orbitals in A
28Ni (A

46Pd) are seen in Fig. 4.1 as 3s1/2 and 2d5/2 (2f7/2 

and 3p3/2). The orbitals of excited states are more extended in space and are favorable for 

the neutron band formation according to the tight-binding mechanism than the orbitals of 

ground states considered above. 

   Participation of the neutrons in the neutron bands of excited orbitals to the CFP may 

be temporal even if the effect is stronger than that of neutrons in the neutron bands made 

of ground orbital. The situation will be drastically changed if there is strong stabilization 

of the excited states by the interaction of neutrons and interstitial hydrogens. This effect 

will also be effective for the stabilization of neutron states in exotic nuclei discussed in 

the next section. 

 

5.2.2c Neutron States in Exotic Nuclei 
   Exotic nuclei outlined in Sec. 4.2 are quasi-stable in their free state and decay 

spontaneously. It is, however, possible to assume that the exotic nuclei at lattice sites in 

interaction with hydrogen isotopes at interstitial sites (interstices) become stable due to 

the stabilization by the interaction with protons or deuterons. In such a case, we can use 
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the extended neutron wavefunctions in the exotic nuclei at lattice sites for formation of 

the neutron bands (neutron bands of exotic orbital) by the tight-binding mechanism in 

place of the neutron wavefunction considered in the previous subsections. The rather large 

extension of the wavefunctions in the exotic nuclei works advantageously for the super-

nuclear interaction mediated by interstitial hydrogen isotopes discussed in Sec. 5.2.3 and 

for formation of neutron bands by the tight-binding mechanism discussed in Sec. 5.2.4. 

 

5.2.3 Super-nuclear Interaction between Neutrons in Different Lattice 
Nuclei in CF Material 
   In a superlattice composed of host atoms at lattice sites and protons or deuterons at 

interstices (e.g. NiH or PdD) in a CF material (e.g. NiHx or PdDx), shown schematically 

in Fig. 5.4, the neutrons in nuclei at different lattice sites have no such overlapping of 

their wavefunctions as in the case of electron wavefunctions shown in Figs. A4 (b) and 

A4 (c). 

   However, the wavefunctions of hydrogen isotopes in some transition metals are not 

localized at interstitial points (interstices) but extend out to cover the nearest neighbor 

lattice sites as experimental data on transition metal hydrides and deuterides show as 

shown in our previous paper [2014a (Appendices A3 and A4)].  

   In the case of such a superlattice as PdD or NiH as shown in Fig. 5.4, we can have a 

super-nuclear interaction between neutrons in different lattice nuclei in energy levels at 

the evaporation level (as shown in Fig. 4.1) mediated by deuterons or protons at interstices 

(as shown in Fig. 5.5) as shown before [Kozima 2004a, 2006]. 

   To enforce our estimation of the super-nuclear interaction, we referred the neutron 

halo of neutron-rich exotic nuclei [Kozima 2006 (Sec. 3.5.3.1), 2014a (Appendix A2)]. It 

is true that the exotic nuclei have a finite life while the CFP is a result of long-term 

interaction of nucleons. Our excuse for this discrepancy rests on the possible new state 

induced by the stable existence of the CF-matter where the lattice nuclei and interstitial 

hydrogens interact through the nuclear force. Recognizing the limitations on our 

treatment of the CF materials, we proceed to explain the key concepts of the super-nuclear 

interaction of lattice nuclei for the neutron bands and CF-matter. 

   The fundamental treatment of the calculation given before is cited here for 

convenience of explanation. 

   The overlapping of the proton wavefunction φp(Rj – bj) (or deuteron wavefunction 

φd(Rj – bj) ) on an interstice at bj with a neutron wavefunction ψn(x, ai) on an adjacent 

lattice nucleus at ai results in a proton-neutron interaction through the nuclear force (cf. 

Fig. 5.7). The nuclear interaction is expressed by a potential whose form is taken, for 
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example, as the square-well type (neglecting spin-dependence and the imaginary part): 

 

Vs(r － R) = －V(s)
0,            (|r －R| < b)  

             =  0,               (|r －R| > b)                  (5.2.1) 

where V(s)
0  ≃ 3.5 MeV and b ≃ 2.2×10–13 cm for the neutron-proton interaction [Blatt 

1952]. The choice of this potential out of several possible types does not make a large 

difference to the result for the low energy phenomena we are considering in this book.  

 
Fig. 5.7 Super-nuclear interaction between two neutrons a and b in lattice nuclei i and i’  

mediated by a proton k at an adjacent interstitial site j. 

 

A word should be mentioned on the possible change of the potential (5.2.1) in the case 

of a neutron-deuteron interaction depicted in Fig. 5.8 from that in the case of a neutron-

proton interaction described above. It is possible to have somewhat different values of 

V(s)
0 and b for the neutron-deuteron interaction from those given above for the neutron-

proton interaction. This possible difference will influence the neutron band formation in 

protium and in deuterium CF materials which may result in the different CFP in these 

systems observed clearly by experiments. 

 

Fig. 5.8 Super-nuclear interaction between two neutrons a and b in lattice nuclei i and 

i’  mediated by a deuteron k at an adjacent interstitial site j. 

 

The interaction between a neutron in a lattice nucleus and an interstitial proton (or 

deuteron) pulls two neutron states in different lattice nuclei into coupling as shown below. 

We will call this coupling the "super-nuclear interaction" [Kozima 2006 (Sec. 3.7.2)]. In 
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the following investigation, we concentrate on excited neutrons rather than on protons in 

lattice nuclei, which need more energy to be raised to the excited levels due to the fact Z 

<< N. (In Pd, Z = 46 and N = 56－64.). Further, the neutron-proton interaction might be 

more long-range than proton-proton interaction as we noticed in elsewhere [Kozima 2006 

(Subsection 3.5.3)]. 

If there is an interaction between a neutron in a lattice nucleus and a proton/deuteron 

at an interstice bj next to the lattice site ai where the lattice nucleus is, there appears an 

interaction between two neutrons in two different lattice nuclei at ai and ai’  interacting 

with the same proton/deuteron when ai’  is also a neighbor of bj as shown in Figs. 5.7 and 

5.8 for a proton and a deuteron, respectively. The coupled neutrons in lattice nuclei reveal 

a dispersed energy spectrum called the energy band by the tight-binding as already 

explained using the electron energy band in Appendix A2. We investigate this possibility 

rather qualitatively in this Subsection. 

 

(a) Total Energy of fcc Transition-Metal Hydrides and Deuterides 
In the second-order perturbation approximation taking the square well potential 

(5.2.1) for the nuclear interaction, the total energy Ek,{pα}  of this system composed of 

occluded protons (deuterons) and neutrons in an excited level of lattice nuclei expressed 

as a Bloch state is written down as follows [Kozima 2004a, 2006 (Sec. 3.7.2.1)]: 

Ek,{pα}  = E{n, pα} + ∑k’, i, i’, j  exp[－i(kai – k’a i’ )] vnp(ii’j )                    (5.2.2) 

E{n, pα}  = E{n} 
(p) + ∑jεpj,                                             (5.2.3) 

vnp(ii’j ) = ∑{p’} ≠{p} P∫dE ρn(E) <np;ij |V|n’p’ ;ij><n’p’ ;i’j |V|np;i’j >/(E +εp’p),  (5.2.4) 

V(r) = Vs(r),                                                     (5.2.5) 

<np;ij |V|n’p’ ;ij> = ∬drdRj ψ{n}
*(r – ai) φp

*(Rj – bj) Vs(r – Rj) ψ{n’} (r – ai) φp’(Rj – bj), 

                                                     (5.2.6) 

where summations over i and i ' in Eq. (5.2.2) are only over the nearest neighbor lattice 

sites ai and ai’  of an interstice bj, ρn(E) is a density of states for neutron quantum states, 

and 

εp’p ≡ εp’ －εp, E ≡ E{n’} －E{n} .  

Further, the summation over p’ in (5.2.4) reduces to (np+1)(np+2), the degeneracy of 

the energy εnp, times summation over np. E{n} 
(p) is an energy of a neutron in an excited 

state ψ{n} (r – ai) in a lattice nucleus at ai when occluded protons are in states  pα, and εpj 

in Eq. (5.2.3) is an energy of a proton in a state φpj(Rj – bj) at an interstice bj. We ignore, 

however, p-dependence of E{n} 
(p) hereafter in this work.  

Thus, the matrix elements (5.2.6) calculated for neutron states around the separation 

level and proton (deuteron) states of Bloch functions are at most 1020 times larger than 
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the value calculated for a lower excited state of a neutron in nucleus and a localized state 

of a proton (deuteron). If this matrix element is effective, there appears an interaction 

(5.2.4) between two neutrons in different lattice nuclei mediated by occluded hydrogen 

isotopes at interstitials. This interaction is a long-range one reaching from a lattice site to 

another having its origin in the internucleon strong interaction (5.2.1); we may call it the 

super-nuclear interaction between neutrons in different lattice nuclei in transition-metal 

hydrides and deuterides. The super-nuclear interactions are illustratively depicted in Fig. 

5.7 for NiH and in Fig. 5.8 for PdD. 

Finally, the effective potential vnp(ii’j ) (5.2.4) is calculated as a function of the 

principal value of the integration which appeared in that equation using the result of an 

order of magnitude calculation [Kozima 2004a] 

<np;ij |V|n’p’ ;ij> = 3.2×10–14,  (eV)                               (5.2.7) 

and assuming the insensitiveness of the matrix elements to the energy: 

vnp(ii’j ) = 1×10–27 I (eV)2,                                        (5.2.8) 

I ≡ P∫dE ρn(E)/E. 

We can, then, estimate the approximate value of the integral (principal value) I, taking 

following values ρn(E) ≃ 103 keV–1, δε ≃ 10–3 keV, and ⊿ε ≃ 1 keV on the assumption 

that single-particle energy-level difference is ≃ 1 keV and the level density increases to 

103 times larger than that of single particle motion: 

I ≃ ρn(ε)⊿ε/δε = 106   eV–1.                                    (5.2.9) 

Thus, an order of magnitude of vnp(ii’j ) in PdH becomes 

vnp(ii’j ) ≃ 1 ×10–24 (eV).                                         (5.2.10) 

Including the enhancement factors defined to take several effects [Kozima 2004a], we 

obtain the final result: 

vnp(ii’j ) ≃ 1 ×10–24 α2β2    (eV).                                  (5.2.11) 

where αmax
2 = 1012 and βmax

2 = 1020. 

 

5.2.4 The Tight-binding Neutron Bands 
   To show briefly the crystal-structure dependence of the bandwidth Δ of the neutron 

valence band, we will make a simplification of the super-nuclear interaction (5.2.6) 

between adjacent nuclei at ai and ai’  assuming that it depends only on the magnitude of 

the vector al ≡ ai －ai’ .  

Then, we can rewrite the total energy (5.2.2) and have the energy spectrum of the 

neutron Bloch waves in the fcc lattice (a is the side of the lattice cube); 
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E{n,p}  = E{n}  + ∑jεpj ,                                           (5.2.13) 

  – γn,p  = vnp(0),                                               (5.2.14) 

－γ’n,p= vnp(ii’j ).                                              (5.2.15) 

The shifts γn,p of energy level E{n,p}  may be negative in appropriate situations. A 

characteristic of this energy band formation is the contributions not only from nearest 

neighbors ((0, ±a/2, ±a/2), etc.) but also from next nearest neighbors ((±a, 0, 0), etc.)  

Putting the value vnp(ii’j ) ≃ 1 × 10–24 α2β2  in Eq. (5.2.15), we obtain the bandwidth 

Δ from (5.2.12) as follows: 

Δ ≃ 2.5×10–23α2β2   (eV).                                   (5.2.16) 

The value of the bandwidth Δ ≃ 2.5 GeV for αmax = 106 and βmax = 1010 is obtained 

by the assumptions that the level density at excited levels around the evaporation energy 

is similarly strongly magnified by collective modes as observed by neutron resonance 

absorption experiments and that the excited proton states are expressed by plane waves. 

The first assumption has no experimental basis at present and seems too exaggerated the 

situation to be real. We may assume rather small value as α = 102 or 103 instead of 106. 

Then, the bandwidth may have a value about Δ ≃ 1 – 102 eV for β = βmax. 

The assumption, on the other hand, of a plane wave for the proton (deuteron) Bloch state 

(βn = 1010) may overestimate the matrix elements (5.2.8) by several orders of magnitude 

making the bandwidth down to Δ ≃ 10–2 – 1 eV if we take β = 108 －109. 

On the other hand, if the bandwidth Δ is less than the thermal energy ≃ 25 meV of 

ions at room temperature, the concept of the neutron band may be not realistic and the 

neutrons should be treated as localized at lattice nuclei. This requires α2β2 > 1021 for a 

realistic neutron valence band. This means that the parameters to realize the neutron 

valence band should be α > 105.5 for β = 105 and β > 107 for α = 103. [Kozima 2006 (Secs. 

3.5 – 3.7), 2008, 2011] 

   We have developed the neutron bands by the tight-binding approximation using the 

neutron wavefunctions at around the evaporation level. In the calculation we assumed the 

wavefunctions be rather extended out over the nuclear boundary of usual nuclei assuming 

they are the neutrons in exotic nuclei with excess neutron numbers N over the proton 

numbers Z investigated extensively in recent years (e.g. [Cizewski 2010, Utsuno 2014]).  

   This assumption may be tolerable if we consider the favorable situation for the exotic 

nuclei at lattice sites in CF materials which interacts each other through the super-nuclear 
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interaction mediated by protons/deuterons at interstices thus lowering their energy to 

stabilize the state which is not necessarily stable in an isolated nucleus. 

Therefore, in the situation where host nuclei occupy a sublattice (host sublattice) and 

protons/deuterons another sublattice (proton/deuteron sublattice) forming a superlattice, 

we have to accept a feature of solid-state nuclear physics not explored before which has 

been announced by the mysterious phenomenon, the CFP as we have called it, including 

effects only explained by occurrence of nuclear reactions in solids at around room 

temperature without any acceleration mechanisms.  

 

5.2.5 Stability of neutrons in the tight-binding neutron band 
   Neutrons with wavefunctions used in the tight-binding approximation for the neutron 

bands are in stable states in the lattice nuclei. As recent treatments of single-particle 

structure of exotic nuclei with large excess of neutrons show, we can use the wavefunction 

of a neutron in a nucleon orbit independently of remaining nucleons in a nucleus (e.g. 

[Cizewski 2010, Utsuno 2014]). This is the way we calculated the neutron bands using 

the tight-binding approximation in Sec. 5.2.4 and in the previous books and papers 

[Kozima 2004a, 2005, 2006, 2014a].  

   Thus, the band neutrons made of stable neutron states in lattice nuclei have stability 

inherent to the original states. This is the reason that the neutrons in the bands made of 

neutron wavefunctions in lattice nuclei are stable against the beta-decay in contrast to the 

neutrons in the bands made of wavefunctions of free neutrons. 

 

6. Discussions and Conclusion 
   The development of experimental investigation on the CFP in this quarter of a century 

since 1989 have substantiated existence of nuclear reactions in CF materials (e.g. PdDx, 

NiHx, and so forth) at near room temperature without any acceleration mechanisms. This 

fact has been partially confirmed by scientists outside this field in many documents and 

papers including the DOE Report published in 2004 [DOE 2004]. 

Despite the increasing reality of the CFP, there has not been achieved establishment 

of its science yet. We have tried to give a self-consistent explanation of wide-spread 

various experimental facts obtained in this field using a phenomenological approach. 

Fortunately enough, it may be possible to say that our approach has been fairly successful 

to give qualitative and sometimes semi-quantitative explanations for experimental values 

of observables and for numerical relations between observables.  

In application of our model, we used a key premise, existence of the “trapped neutrons” 

with a density nn, an adjustable parameter, in CF materials [Kozima 1994, 1998a, 2004a, 
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2006, 2014a]. The justification of the premise based on the quantum mechanical 

investigation has been tried in several papers [Kozima 2004a, 2006, 2009a]. The trial is 

in its infantile stage at present even if a hint to justify the premise was depicted [Kozima 

2004a, 2006 (Sec. 3.7)]. 

In the Preface to his book, R. Golub cited a word by Maier-Leibnits as follows; 

“Maier-Leibnitz once said that he was always surprised to see how a simple little idea 

could grow and grow until it resulted in something large and complex with implications 

for other fields of research.” [Golub 1990 (Preface)] 

We hope that the idea of the “trapped neutron” in CF materials becomes “the simple 

little idea” Maier-Leibnits told. 

Therefore, in the situation where host nuclei occupy a sublattice (host sublattice) and 

protons/deuterons another sublattice (proton/deuteron sublattice) forming a superlattice, 

we have to accept a new feature of solid-state nuclear physics not explored before but 

announced by the mysterious phenomenon, we have called the cold fusion phenomenon 

CFP, including effects only explained by occurrence of nuclear reactions in solids at 

around room temperature without any acceleration mechanisms. 

The TNCF model proposed by us in 1993 and developed since then has given a unified 

explanation of experimental data in the CFP [Kozima 1998a, 2006, 2014a, 2014b, 2014c]. 

To explain the premises of the model quantum mechanically, we have used novel 

knowledge obtained in nuclear physics and in solid state physics and proposed an idea of 

the neutron band where neutrons are trapped and are participating in the nuclear reactions 

for the CFP. The neutron bands in CF materials NiHx and PdDx are explained in our books 

[Kozima 2004a, 2006], papers [Kozima 2005, 2009a] and in this paper (Sec. 5). 

   There are possible differences in the characteristics of neutron bands in NiH and in 

PdD depending on the neutron orbitals composing the neutron bands. As discussed in Sec. 

5.2.2a, the neutrons in A
28Ni are in 1g9/2 orbital while those in A

46Pd are in 1g7/2 and 2d5/2 

orbitals. The difference of these orbitals in addition to the wavefunctions of hydrogen 

isotopes at interstices may influence the characteristics of the neutron bands. 

   The angular dependences of wavefunctions in spherically symmetric harmonic-

oscillator potentials are shown in Fig. 6.1 for the nucleon densities in the x-z plane.  
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Fig. 6.1 Nucleon densities of the states with quantum numbers (n. l. m) in a spherical H.O. 

potential in the x-z plane.  

 

The valence neutron band in NiH is made only of 1g9/2 orbital while that in PdD is of 

1g7/2 and 2d5/2 orbitals. This difference in the symmetry of the composite orbitals as 

illustrated in Fig. 6.1 may influence the characteristics of the cf-matter in NiH and in PdD.  

Furthermore, the difference of the interaction potential Vn-p and Vn-d written down in 

Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2) may influence the band structures in NiH and PdD where b’s are the 
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effective scattering lengths, while we have no definite values of these b’s at present as 

discussed below. 

Vn-p (r) = (2ℏ
2bn-p/m) δ(r)/r2,                                      (6.1) 

and 

Vn-d (r) = (2ℏ
2bn-d/m) δ(r)/r2.                                      (6.2) 

Therefore, difference in the characteristics of the CFP observed in NiHx and PdDx 

[Kozima 1998a (Tables 11.2 and 11.3), 2006 (Tables 2.2 and 2.3)] might be deduced from 

the difference in the symmetry of the neutron bands in these CF materials described in 

Sec. 5.2.4.  

It should be mentioned about the interaction potential between a neutron and a 

deuteron corresponding to Eq. (5.2.1) for the neutron-proton interaction. There is surely 

a difference in the neutron-proton interaction Vn-p and the neutron-deuteron interaction 

Vn-d which induce the difference in the CFP in protium and in deuterium CF materials. 

We have, however, no definite form of the interaction potential for the neutron-deuteron 

interaction applicable to the super-nuclear interaction (5.2.4) we are considering in 

relation to the CFP. It is clear that the potentials (6.1) and (6.2) differs each other as the 

interactions observed by scattering and absorption experiments show big differences as 

shown in Figs. 6.2 and 6.3. 

 

 

Fig. 6.2 Neutron scattering and absorption cross-sections by proton 1
1H [JAERI 1997]. 
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Fig. 6.3 Neutron scattering and absorption cross-sections by deuteron 2
1H [JAERI 1997]. 

 

Even if our approach to the CFP is in its infantile stage, we can deduce some 

conclusions on nuclear physics and on solid state physics from the investigation of the 

CFP using the phenomenological model. One is the reward to nuclear physics from the 

CFP. The neutron bands introduced for the explanation of events in the CFP give new 

insight into the neutron-lattice nuclei interaction. It might be possible to have a stable 

exotic nuclei interacting with protons or deuterons at interstices in CF materials. Another 

is the reward to solid state physics from the CFP. If the neutron bands are real and effective 

for the CFP as we contemplated in our discussion [Kozima 2006, 2014a], the interstitial 

protons or deuterons in CF materials are stabilized by the super-nuclear interaction and 

have larger diffusibility as observed in experiments in PdHx , PdDx, NiHx, and NiDx. It is 

possible to imagine that the low-energy state of protons/deuterons is similar to Cooper 

pair state in the superconductivity of electrons with an energy gap for electron excitation 

up to higher energy states. The physics of transition-metal hydride/deuteride is essentially 

the physics of superlattices made of the host metal and the proton/deuteron sublattices, 

from our point of view. The phenomena accompanied to the neutron band formation are 

the cold fusion phenomenon on the nuclear phase and the high diffusibility of 

protons/deuterons on the atomic phase. The CFP observed in CF materials is the physics 

of neutrons in such superlattices as NiH, PdD and CxH and is a new field not noticed 

before at all. The CFP promises vast new development of science and technology based 

on this new state formed by lattice nuclei and interstitial hydrogen isotopes. 
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Appendix 
   The electron energy band is reviewed as a model of the neutron energy band proposed 

in our treatment of the trapped neutron catalyzed fusion model. The two contrastive 

approaches to the band, one from the free state another from bound state, are applicable 

also to the case of the neutrons in solids as used in Section 4. 

 

A1 Quasi-Free Electron Approximation 
   The quasi-free (or nearly free) electron approximation to the energy band of electrons 

in solids uses a perturbation approach to the electrons in solids; the effect of crystalline 

array of atoms on the free electron is introduced into calculation as a perturbation on the 

free electron state. The free electron wavefunctions are of the form 

 ψk(r) = exp(ik∙r)                                        (A.1) 

they represent running waves and carry momentum p = ℏk. (e.g. [Kittel 1976 (Chap. 7)]). 

   We know that Bragg reflection is a characteristic feature of wave propagation in 

crystals where a free electron feels such a potential energy described in Fig. A1 (a) in a 

linear lattice. 

 
Fig. A1 (a) Variation of potential energy of a conduction electron in the field of the ion cores of a 

linear lattice. (b) Distribution of probability density in the lattice for |ψ(–)|2 = sin2 πx/a; |ψ(+)|2 = 

cos2 πx/a ; and for a traveling wave. The wavefunction ψ(+) piles up electronic charge on the 

cores of the positive ions, thereby lowering the potential energy in comparison with the average 

potential energy seen by a traveling wave. The wave function ψ(–) piles up charge in the region 

between the ions and removes it from the ion cores; thereby raising the potential energy in 

comparison with that seen by a traveling wave. This figure is the key to understanding the origin 

of the energy gap. [Kittel 1976 (Fig. 7.3)] 
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   The Bragg condition (k + G)2 = k2 for diffraction of a wave of wavevector k becomes 

in one dimension 

 k = ±(1/2)G = ±nπ/a.                                  (A.2) 

where G = 2πn/a is a reciprocal lattice vector and n is an integer. At k = ±π/a the 

wavefunctions are not the traveling waves exp(iπx/a) and exp(–iπx/a) of the free electron 

model. We can form two different standing waves from the traveling waves exp(iπx/a) 

and exp(– iπx/a) as shown in Fig. A1 (b): 

   ψ(+) = exp(iπx/a) + exp(– iπx/a) = 2cos (πx/a) ; 

ψ(–) = exp(iπx/a) – exp(– iπx/a) = 2sin (πx/a).                      (A.3) 

The wavefunctions at the zone boundary are 2 cos / and 2 sin /x a x aπ π   

normalized over unit length. We write the crystal potential as  

U(x) = U cos 2πx/a                                           (A.4) 

Then, the energy difference in first order between the two states is 

Eg  = 2U ʃdx (cos 2πx/a) (cos2πx/a — sin2 πx/a) = U .              (A.5) 

The gap is equal to the amplitude of the Fourier component of the crystal potential U(x). 

[Kittel 1976]Thus, we understand the origin of the gap in the energy spectrum of electrons 

in solids using this model. Often the band structure can be explained on this model; we 

shall also find some situations where it is not applicable. It is useful to investigate the 

same problem with another simple potential depicted in Fig. A2 instead of the one 

described by Eq. (A.4). 

 

 
Fig. A2 Kronig-Penny potential U(x) vs. x (after [Kittel 1976 (Fig. 7.4)]) 

 

   In the Kronig-Penny potential shown in Fig. A2, the energy spectrum of an electron 

forms a band structure depicted in Fig. A3 instead of the continuous spectrum of a free 

electron depicted also there by a dotted line. 
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Fig. A3 Band structure ε vs. ka of Kronig-Penny potential where ε is the energy of electron, 

k is the wave number and a is the width of potential well as depicted in Fig. A2 (after 

[Kittel 1976 (Fig. 7.6)]). 

   The OPW (orthogonalized plane wave) method, a generalized quasi-free electron 

approximation, has been widely applied to alkaline metals successfully to explain their 

electronic properties. [Callaway 1958, Kozima 1961]. 

 

A2 Tight-Binding Electron Approximation 
   The energy band of electrons in crystals keeping the original characteristics of energy 

levels of atoms composing the crystal is investigated using the so-called tight-binding 

approximation. Let us consider a situation where two hydrogen atoms brought together 

to overlap their electron wavefunctions as shown in Fig. A4. 

 
Fig. A4 (a) Schematic drawing of wavefunctions of electrons on two hydrogen atoms at 

large separation. (b) Ground state wavefunction at closer separation. (c) Excited state 

wavefunction [Kittel 1976 (Fig. 9-16)]. 
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As free atoms are brought together, the coulomb interaction between the atom cores and 

the electron splits the energy levels, spreading them into bands as shown schematically 

in Fig. A5. Each state of given quantum number of the free atom is spread in the crystal 

into a band of energies. The width of the band is proportional to the strength of the overlap 

interaction between neighboring atoms.  

 
Fig. A5 The 1s band of a ring of 20 hydrogen atoms; the one-electron energy calculated 

in the tight-binding approximation with the nearest-neighbor overlap integral of Eq. (3.9) 

[Kittel 1976 (Fig. 9.17)]. 

   Suppose that the ground state of an electron moving in the potential U(r) of an isolated 

atom is φ(r) and that the energy is E0 ; suppose φ is an s state, for simplicity. If the 

influence of one atom on another is small, we obtain an approximate wavefunction for 

one electron in the whole crystal by taking 

ψk (r) = ∑j Ckjφ(r – r j)                                        (A.6) 

where the sum is over all lattice sites. We assume the primitive basis contains one atom. 

This function is of the Bloch form if Ckj = N–1/2 exp(ik∙r j), which gives, for a crystal of N 

atoms, 

ψk (r) = N–1/2 ∑j exp(ik∙r j)φ(r – r j).                               (A.7) 

We find the first-order energy by calculating the diagonal matrix elements of the 

Hamiltonian of the crystal: 

 <k|H|k> = N–1∑j∑m exp[ik∙(r j – rm)] <φm|H|φj>,                 (A.8) 

Where φm =φ(r – rm). Writing ρm = rm – rj,  

<k|H|k> = ∑m exp(ik∙ρm) ʃdVφ*(r –ρm)Hφ(r)                     (A.9) 

We now neglect all integrals in (A.9) except those on the same atom and those between 

nearest neighbors connected by ρ. We write 

 ʃ dVφ*(r)Hφ(r) = – α,  ʃ dVφ*(r –ρ)Hφ(r) = – γ;                (A.10) 
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and we have the first-order energy, provided <k|k> = 1: 

 <k|H|k> =  –α –γ∑m exp(ik∙ρm)  = εk .                        (A.11) 

The dependence of the overlap energy γ on the interatomic separation ρ can be evaluated 

explicitly for two hydrogen atoms in 1s states. In rydberg energy units, Ry = me4/2ℏ
2, we 

have 

 γ(Ry)=2(1+ρ/a0)exp( –ρ/a0) ,                          (A.12) 

where a0 = ℏ2/me2. The overlap energy decreases exponentially with the separation in the 

case of 1s wavefunctions of hydrogen atoms [Kittel 1976]. 

   The extension of this treatment on the electron energy band had been applied to the 

case of neutrons in lattice nuclei coupled with the super-nuclear interaction mediated by 

interstitial protons or deuterons [Kozima 2004a (Section 3), 2006 (Section 3.7)] and 

discussed further in the next section. 

 

A.2a Fe 3d Bands Calculated by F. Stern 
   The use of the tight-binding approximation to calculate 3d electron bands in transition 

metals was performed by F. Stern for bcc Fe [Stern 1959]. He modified the tight-binding 

wavefunctions similar to the Wannier functions and succeeded to explain the cohesive 

energy of Fe. The calculation was repeated using the rather generalized method of APW 

(augmented plane wave method) by Wood and confirmed the Stern’s result [Wood 1962]. 

  Therefore, the calculations introduced in this and the previous subsections show that 

we can use the intuitive images of the free electron approximation and the tight-binding 

approximation for the electrons in solids.  

 

A.2b Stoner-Wohlfarth Model of Ferromagnetism 
   The idea of tight-binding approximation to the lower-lying band structure was applied 

to 3d (Z = 21 – 30) bands in transition metals to explain appearance of magnetism 

depending on the atomic number Z. [Stoner 1924] 

Electron bands can spontaneously split into up and down spins. This happens if the 

relative gain in exchange interaction (the interaction of electrons via the Pauli Exclusion 

Principle) is larger than the loss in kinetic energy (Fig. A6). 
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Fig. A6 A schematic band structure for the Stoner model of ferromagnetism. An exchange 

interaction has split the energy of states with different spins, and states near the Fermi 

level are spin-polarized (after “Edmund Clifton Stoner” from Wikipedia) 

 

   Rather realistic exposition of the density of state of 3d bands in transition metal Ni is 

shown in Fig. A7 after M. Wolf [Wolf 2005]. 
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Fig. A7 Density of states by Stoner-Wohlfarth model of band ferromagnetism [Wolf 2005]. 

 

   Filling the electrons of elements into the bands, we obtain the diagrams shown in Fig. 

A8 as a function of the valence electron number Z [Wolf 2005]. In the 3d-transition metal 

region (Z = 21 – 30), the Stoner parameter I·D (εF) shows clearly the appearance of 

ferromagnetism at Fe, Co and Ni in accordance with experimental facts. 
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Fig. A8 Energy gain I (eV) from electron correlation, density of state per atom and spin 

orientation D (εF) at Fermi energy εF and I·D (εF). Stoner criterion for the appearance of 

ferromagnetism is expressed as I·D (εF) > 1 [Wolf 2005]. 
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 Advanced LGCA simulation for cascade vortices 

underbeneath the electrode surface 
 

Hiroo NUMATA 
60 Higashidai Kaneyama-machi Iwaki City Fukushima 974-8211 Japan 

 

Abstract During long-term electrolysis for well annealed thick Pd rod in 0.1M LiOD, vortex pattern 

was observed. A lot of research effort has been put into numerical simulation field, and some cellular 

automata model and Discretization method have been applied on the Cold fusion (CF) research to 

elucidate the physical rule underlying these experimental observations: vortex pattern. Thus, we 

assumed Hypothetical Particles Mass (HPM) as working medium in a rectangular domain where Lattice 

Gas Cellular Automata (LGCA) model is applied to simulate vortex and cascade of vortices on 

simulation domain. After some simulation conductance it would be necessary to develop more advanced 

LGCA simulator: ex. implementation of complicated boundary condition and PC language written in 

C#. 

   In this study, we have learned more robust and/or net compatible PC languages Java and C# on 

Windows, instead of C up to now. ALGROTATE written in C# is evaluated in comparison with the 

result of Java program. As complex boundary condition balls of obstacle are mapped in a rectangular 

domain and the result of simulation shows that the micro-flows around and between balls are agreed 

with that expected by LGCA model. It also shows that the accuracy of the simulation could be 

acceptable level for the simulation of more complex boundary conditions. Future work will be devoted 

to the simulation of more realistic vortex pattern. 

Key words: vortex, boundary condition, Lattice Gas Cellular Automata, Cold fusion, numerical 

simulation 

 

1 Introduction  
    During long-term electrolysis for well annealed thick Pd rod (9.0 mm Φ) in 0.1M 

LiOD, vortex pattern was observed 1-2). The morphology of the postelectrolysis 

electrodes revealed two long faults without any cracks on the surface. N-cycle model 

was proposed 3-4), where the vortex threads move underbeneath the surface to 

understand the Cold fusion (CF) phenomenon. Further the vortex threads were realized 

as the continuous flow of hypothetical particles mass (HPM) from a vessel to a 

neighboring one in the Scavenger process. So far, we have succeeded in obtaining, 

though not precise, a vortex pattern and their cascade 5-8)
 using numerical simulation.  

A Lattice Gas Cellular Automata method (LGCA) is flow analysis by using 

hypothetical particles motion. We have developed LGCA simulator which elucidates 
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the physical rule underlying the CF phenomenon through the simulation of the motion 

of the hypothetical particles mass. 

   Up to now, we have done the following PC simulation: 

� Single vortex and two vortices patterns formed by 2-dimensional (2D) LGCA 

simulation where the program was written in C and run on Linux 

� Evaluation of the magnitude of magnetic field at adhered babbles on the electrified 

Pd surface 

� Significant property of cyclonic vorticity 9) 

   We have learned more robust (net compatible) and Object-oriented programming 

(OOP) language: Java and C# on Windows, instead of C, hitherto well-used language.  

    Previously, a particle tracking simulation showed that the trajectory of 4 HPM 

projectiles drew 4 screw lines while traveling in a hexahedron 10). As a result, 4 rotating 

particle’s traces were appeared on an outer surface opposing to injection one, which 

indicated that an artificial magnetic flux density profile and properties of projectile can 

simulate the flight of particles. Next research interest would be devoted to issues 

solving complex electromagnetic field applied and particle’s properties.  

   Since analysis of HPM’s motion as fluid reveals the physical rule that bridges 

vortices observed on the electrode surface, it is required to develop more realistic 

simulation program: 3D hexahedron implemented by complex flow channels and 

distributed vortices close to the experimental results. In this study, as a first step to 

analyze complex flow, we have developed LGCA simulator implemented by complex 

boundary conditions, i.e. domain wall and obstacles.  

 

2 Experimental 
2.1  Useful programming languages and PC 

machine Speculation 

As an improved LGCA simulator, we 

have made LGCA programs running on  

Windows platform: OS Microsoft(MS) Windows 10 Pro. PC details are shown in Table 

1. This time, the CA simulation program: ALGROTATE is written in C# because of its 

advantages: compatible with NET environment and complete graphical library for users. 

The previous CA simulator: LGROTATE( JCF6(2005)-JCF10(2010) 5-8)) was written in 

C, and then Java was designed for next programming language. At present C# is more 

convenient because application programs are delivered to user as an executable file. 

This means that programmers are free from additional works to adopt it to various 

platforms of clients. 

Machine Dell Precision M4500 

CPU Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 1.87GHz 

Memory 8.00 GB (RAM) 

Table 1 Specification of PC used in this study. 
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   However, Java environment assumes attractive and numerous soft wears, which 

leads us to conversion of Java programs to C# ones. First, we use Java to C# conversion 

software ‘Sharpen’ ( plugin to Eclipse 5.4 ) followed by an adjustment of automatically 

converted stuff. Inconsistent to my initial schedule, the work becomes considerably 

enormous resulting much consumption of time and human load. Then the results of Java 

simulation program (not converted one) is given here for discussion. In the next chapter 

our research is explained as 

� Complex boundary condition 

� Java LGCA simulation result 

� ALGROTATE simulator written in C# 
2.2 Change of programming language 

To solve these issues, OOP C# programs for flow analysis have been developed 

and the followings are beneficial points on learning programming: 

� Useful utilization of present PC resources for complex geometry simulation 

� Improved security and availability for other user’s use 

� Acceptance of a slight cost of computational speed 

� Learning cross-compiling skill: available for other platforms  

� Learning conversion skill: C# from Java 

� .NET library equipped automatically, resembling Java  

Consequently we have learned C# programming language running on Windows 

platform, where MS Visual Studio 2013 TM: Integrated Development Environment is 

actually installed, instead of expensive Intel commercial compiler. It is noted that C 

language can also meet for such complicated issues but its difficulty on programming 

necessitate more patient human load. 
 

3 Results and Discussion 
3.1 Boundary condition of complex flow 

Table 2 lists the parameters, boundary conditions 

and form of obstacles of the simulation programs 

previously-made, together with programming 

languages. The simulations were performed in a 

rectangular domain where HPM was driven by the 

pressure difference between inflow and outflow 

regions. As shown in Fig.3 (a), the vortex pattern is 

formed by 2D LGCA simulation behind a plate 

obstacle. This simulation domain and conditions can 

be regarded as simple, hence complication of 

Figure 1 Schematic representation 
of circle line approximated by 
continuous points of hexagonal 
lattice sites. 

Lattice sites (Black points)

Boundary (Blue circule line)
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boundary condition and form of flow is taken as ‘complex’ to simulate realistic 

phenomena. 

Here we describe boundary condition of a complex geometry accompanied with 

complex channel flow, which could be fulfilled by handling a curved surface and/or 

boundary and equipped with deformed channels. Figure 1 schematically shows how 

boundary condition of computational domain is fitted for the curved boundary. As 

shown in Fig.1, given lattice cites approximately represents the boundary line (ex. a 

circle) where regular lattice cites are arrayed along the blue circle line. On 

programming no extra issue is evolved but it consumes a larger computing resource. 

Alternatively, instead of handling a boundary line, another complex geometry can be 

attained by combining unit rectangular domain. Figure 2 shows the schematic 

illustration of domain connection for making complex geometry, where two unit 

rectangular domains can be combined at the interface where connecting areas are 

defined as ghost cells, individually. In Fig.2 the combined rectangular domain is 

Program 
Collision 

rule 
Driving 
force 

Simulation 
domain 

Obstacle 
Surface 

condition of 
obstacle 

LGROTATE 
C 

FHP-III 
Pressure 

difference 
Rectangular 

(2D) 
Single plate Slipping 

ALGROTATE 
C# 

FHP-III 
Pressure 

difference 
Rectangular 

(2D) 

Plate and 
assembly of 

balls 
Non-slipping 

Java FHP-III 
Pressure 

difference 
Rectangular 

(2D) 
Plate and 
blocks 

Slipping 

Discretization 
method 

Maxwell’s 
eq. and 

Newton’s 
eq.  of 
motion  

Injection ve.    
and 

Electromagn
-etic field 

Hexahedron 
(3D) 

No obstacle 

Cylinder type 
magnetic flux 

density 
embedded in a 

vacuum 

 

 

   

Combined rectangular 

domain 
Ghost cells attached at a 

interface 

Figure 2 Combined rectangular domain formed by two unit rectangular domains. 

Table 2 Boundary conditions and obstacles in 2D and 3D simulation domains. 
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characterized as L type flow channel. Thus, provided that various L type micro-flows 

spreads over the given curved domain, the flow of large scale and complex domain can 

be simulated. There may exist many vortices behind plates, where stationary micro-flow 

satisfies the condition deduced by single rectangular domain simulation 7). Figure 3 (c) 

schematically illustrates how given combined rectangular domain is composed by 

individual L type domain. In this case the L type flows themselves connect each other 

and make complex macro-flow patterns. The former example mentioned above shows 

that a curved boundary (ex. deformation of wall: Fig.3 (b)) of a simulating domain is 

handled, while in this case micro-flow domain is combined to fit for a given form. Both 

simulation’s targets resemble each other, though programming codes would be slightly 

different. 

3.2  Implementation of block obstacles for complex flow 

   On the point of consumption of computing resources, the method of boundary 

condition implementation: block obstacle would be better than the above two 

non slipping wallinflow region outflow region

plate 
obstacle 

non slipping wall

Flow direction

inflow region

outflow region

plate 
obstacle 

non slipping wall

(a) rectangular domain: basic form of flow and obstacle.

(c) combined rectangular domain formed by 
L type unit rectangular domain.

non slipping wallinflow region outflow region

plate 
obstacle 

non slipping wall

(b) deformation of non slipping wall.
Ghost cells attached at a 
interface

vortex

Figure 3 Schematic representation of complex domains with deformed wall and combined 
rectangular domain. (a) rectangular domain: basic form of flow and obstacle.  (b) deformation of 
nonslipping wall.  (c) combined rectangular domain formed by L type unit rectangular domain. 
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implementation ones. That is, the distribution of block obstacles can be properly placed 

to meet complex flow. Figure 4 illustrates the formation of two types of vortices formed 

behind a plate and blocks. As shown in Fig.4, the stationary flow between block 

obstacles creates vortex (shown by arrows) behind block. Block obstacles are formed by 

unit block thereby. Here any type of form (ex. ball, block and so on) is available as a 

block obstacle, instead of a plate until now. The distributed large blocks work as 

obstacles associated with slipping boundary condition.  

   The simulation of HPM in a rectangular domain mapped with these block obstacles 

has been performed where the flow rates of inflow and outflow are properly set 

adjusting to its time advance (see Table 2). Next the flow between blocks and the stream 

adhered to block obstacles are checked. To attain quick stationary flow temporal inflow 

regions are set at both upper and lower walls. 

3.3  Java LGCA simulation (Appendix 1) 

To evaluate our simulator C# ALGROTATE, the simulation result of Java program 

is compared. First, the snapshot of simulation at time step: 28 is shown in Fig.5. The 

rectangular domain is mapped with regular 51x60 lattice grid where the lattice has 

hexagonal symmetry. Other conditions are same as in the 2D LGCA simulators (see 

Table 2). In the inflow region particles with unit velocity to the right direction are set, in 

coincidence with time step advance. There red marks are seen, as a plate and block 

obstacle. In Fig.5 a yellow dot with black line indicates velocity as vector at a given 

vortex behind plate 

non slipping 
rigid wall outflow region 

non slipping rigid wall 

slipping 
boundary 

plate 

block 
obstacle 

vortex 

fluid 
element 

vortex behind 
block 

inflow 
region 

Figure 4 Schematic illustration of two vortices evolved behind a plate and blocks 
where the blocks are placed as obstacle in the simulation domain.  
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lattice site, and a diameter of the dot corresponds the amplitude of the flow velocity. 

Also, the direction of the black line points the direction of the flow. There appears high 

amplitude (also large momentum) of the velocity near the injection site, especially in the 

region facing the plate and obstacles. This means that accumulation of fluid evolves due 

to the effect of particle and obstacle collision at the slipping boundary while it is 

rendered at the region facing no obstacle. It is also seen the effluent stream through the 

gap of the plate and block obstacle. 

This Java simulation program: LatticeGas.java has been run on Eclipse 5.4 soft 

wear and source code can be downloaded from the website: University at Buffalo, The 

State University of NY, Department of Computational Physics, COMPUTATIONAL 

PHYSICS II course. 

3.4  ALGROTATE simulator written in C#   

Figure 5  Snap shot of Java simulator results on 51x60 grid at t = 28. 

Flow direction ?
inflow 
region

outflow 
region

obstacle

obstacle

non slipping  
wall

non slipping wall

slipping 
boundary

plate

block 
obstacles

vortex

dot and line 
for fluid 
velocity

vortex hexagonal 
lattice sites

vortex
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As an improved LGCA program, ALGROTATE has been developed in MS Visual 

Studio 2013 TM and run on Windows platform. The simulation program is written in C#: 

OOP language. The flowchart and details of the program are described in Appendix 2. 

The calculated flow patterns are displayed in window environment at a given time 

interval. 

In Fig.6, test of flows past several balls is shown where the simulation is carried 

out on a 800x600 lattice grid with 4000 time step. The parameters used are shown in 

Table 2 and density of fluid is 1.57. The flow is visualized by arrows averaged over 

10x10 lattice sites. Each arrow indicates the amplitude of the velocity, and the direction 

points that of the velocity at a given lattice site. 

We test the validity of ALGROTATE program for LGCA simulation where balls as 

obstacles and complex micro-flows exist. As shown in Fig.6, micro-flows around balls 

non slipping bottom wall

inflow region

non slipping plate

non slipping ball 
as obstacle

temporal  flow

Figure 6 Velocity vector distribution of ALGROTATE simulator results on 800x600 
grid at t = 4000.  
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and between balls are in good agreement with the above Java result, where the velocity 

profile around balls (the plate and blocks in Java case, shown in Fig.5) exhibits curved 

patterns due to obstacle. It also shows that the accuracy of the simulation could be 

acceptable level for the simulation of more complex boundary conditions. 

However, in terms of calculation speed, we could not evaluate this language as 

advantageous in simulating complex LGCA programs. The slow accessing of 

multi-dimensional array is one of the reason of inadequate performance. Some 

improved codes will be presented: ex. use of 1D array instead of 3D one. 

 

4 Conclusion 

Complication of boundary condition has been performed in the LGCA simulation.  

First, for complication of boundary condition primitive methods are evaluated and then 

implementation of block obstacles is concluded as beneficial method because of a 

smaller consumption of computing resources. 

From the comparison of the simulation results between our ALGROTATE 

simulator with that written in Java, it is concluded that our ALGROTATE written in C# 

is useful in analyzing realistic CF phenomenon. It also shows that the accuracy of the 

simulation could be acceptable level for the simulation of more complex boundary 

conditions. 
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Appendix 1 
For the Java LGCA simulator the program: LatticeGas written in Java is described 

briefly. The simulation result is useful for clarifying the flow under given domain 

geometry and micro flows around obstacles. For additional simulator features, some 

special functions are implemented with the primary code. 

In Ref 11 the ‘latgas’ written in c can be helpful to understand the program, though 

a graphics code and setting of obstacles as additional features are not included. In the 

simulation sequential processes as well as ALGROTATE (see Fig.7) proceed. In the 

advance and collision processes the particle positions are renewed by update function. It 

involves that particles move from their adjacent neighbors and then collision with 

obstacles is treated. In addition, collisions among particles obeys collision rule: rule[], 

which denotes the relation between possible post-collision particles distribution and 

pre-collision particles one. On implementation int lat[] is introduced to store particles’ 

velocity at all lattice sites. There is defined 6-bit value, which denotes 6 possible 

directions of velocity vector represented by ‘1’ at 0-5th bit and no existence by ‘0’. The 

value is further converted into decimal number. Thus, every collision process have the 

corresponding number, and the table of rule[number] for collision is provided. Similar 

to int lat[], int nn[][6] denotes the information of adjacent sites at the position moved. 

The simulation consists of initial, nntable and ruletable functions(these are the 

preparation for following iteration calculation: update). In the update process lat[] and 

nn[][] are calculated by bit operations with the aid of nv[] and mask[] for specifying the 

direction of particles moved and obstacle’s sites. Thus, the update process is repeated 

until the iterative calculations are completed. 

Appendix 2 
    At the beginning of ALGROTATE simulation, balls and a plate as obstacles are 

placed, and the other boundary conditions are set in the rectangular domain: 800x600 

grid at time = 0. Along the simulation temporal snapshots are displayed at regular time 

intervals. During that time interval the simulation proceeds in essentially two processes: 

collision and advance. Figure 7 shows computational flowchart of collision and advance 

at one time advance. For the implementation of these two processes, 2 D arrays are used 

to denote the particle’s velocity as 

{string[,] cell at i, j} and {string[,] old at i, j}  

where indexes of i and j are x and y coordinates of a given computational domain. 

   At given [i,j] the content of string cell[,] represents six link directions of possible 

moving particles and a rest particle on the hexagonal lattice. old[,] array is used to store 
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the last state of the whole lattice temporarily, whereas the cell[,] is reset into zero after 

that moment. In the advance process, particles propagate to the neighboring sites in the 

direction of their velocity. In the collision process, the collision rules change the 

configurations of the particles. Thus, evolution of particles for each time step is repeated 

until the iterative calculations are completed. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

cell[i,j] = 0; all i, j

cell[i,j] = set inflow 
; i=1, all j

cell[i,j] = set obstacle 
; all i,j

Start

End

Initial distribution t = 0

zero

Set obstacles

Injection and advance

Collision

t < time end ? 

No
Yes

t = time end

Figure 7 Computational flowchart of ALGROTATE written in C#. 
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Abstract 
An explanation of the nuclear transmutation (NT) observed in the XLPE (crosslinked polyethylene) 

films dipped in aqueous electrolytic solutions with and without application of high-frequency electric field 

has been given by the neutron-drop model, an extended version of the TNCF model, used in the theoretical 

investigation of the cold fusion phenomenon (CFP) in transition-metal hydrides/deuterides (CF materials). 

Thus, we have concluded that the generation of water trees in XLPE samples is caused by nuclear reactions 

induced by the CFP at around spherulites, a mechanism of which may be explained by the neutron-drop 

model proposed by us already. Furthermore, the new observation of the γ-ray emitted from 214Pb and 214Bi 

is explained by the TNCF model. The NT found in XLPE may have a direct relation with the NT’s found 

in biological systems (biotransmutations) as discussed in another paper presented at this Conference. 

Key words: XLPE, nuclear transmutation, water tree, cold fusion phenomenon. 

 

1. Introduction 
We have analyzed the emergence of new elements in XLPE where were water trees 

after application of high-voltage RF fields [Kumazawa 2005, 2006, 2007, Kozima 2008]. 

The NT’s, K → Ca, Mg → Al, 56
26Fe → 57

26Fe and Fe → Ni, have been explained 

successfully by a single neutron absorption with or without a succeeding beta-decay to 

get final nuclides. The NT’s, 56
26Fe → 64

30Zn and 56
26Fe → 60

28Ni, have been explained 

by absorption of a neutron drop 8
4Δ and 42Δ, respectively, in the CF-matter that was 

supposed to be formed at boundary regions of crystallites in the sample [Kozima 2006]. 

Production of wonderful elements Li, Pb and Bi is discussed from our point of view.  

In this paper, the new observation of the γ-ray emitted from 214Pb and 214Bi 

[Kumazawa 2007, 2012] is explained by the TNCF model. 

 

2. Experimental Data 
“The applied HV to the samples was 2.7 kVrms (average electric field = 1.1 kV/mm) 
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and 2 kHz for about 1000 h.” [Taniguchi 2008]. They could not detect any neutron signals 

by the BF3 detector. “The source of the observed γ-ray was determined as 214Pb and 214Bi.” 

[Taniguchi 2008]. 

“We have observed and reported that weak γ-ray was radiated from water treed 

samples. ln order to study the influence of inorganic impurities such as metal ions in 

XLPE on the radioactivity，we measured X/γ-ray and neutron carefully from XLPE 

samples immersed in NaCl and/or Pb(CH3COO)2 solution using BF3，CdTe and NaI 

detector in the condition of low background radiation. The counting rate of CdTe detector 

increased linearly with that of NaI detector，but each counting rate was not proportional 

to the growth of water trees. Furthermore, definitive residual radiation in the water treed 

samples，which attenuated rapidly to background level within a few hours after beginning 

of measurement, was observed by a Ge detector. We consider that the γ-ray observed 

during and after HV applying was emitted from 214Pb and 214Bi, as a result of analysis of 

the energy spectra. It is，however, difficult to explain that atmospheric radon gas (222Rn) 

which decays to above isotopes accumulated abundantly in water treed samples，because 

HV was applied in an air-tight flask filled with the solution. On the whole, these 

phenomena on the radiation of X/γ-ray do not seem to be directly associated with the 

growth of water trees.” [Kumazawa 2012] 

 

3. Theoretical Investigation 
We have assumed existence of the trapped neutrons with a density nn and a thermal 

energy in materials where occur nuclear reactions (CF materials) [Kozima 2014a]. 

Furthermore, we assumed that the neutron reacts with foreign nuclei in a CF material 

according to the same mechanism of the nuclear reactions in free space. Therefore, we 

can write down equations for reactions between a nucleus AZX (e.g. A82Pb) and a neutron 

n as follows (written explicitly only for A = 204 and 208); 

ｎ + 204
82Pb → 205

82Pb * → 205
81Tl – e—,  (τ = 1.53×107 y)             (3.1) 

ｎ + 208
82Pb → 209

82Pb * → 209
83Bi + e— + νe,   (τ = 3.253 h)            (3.2) 

where absorption cross sections are given as σnPbA = 0.661, 0.031, 0.712 and 0.421 b for 

A = 204, 206, 207 and 208, respectively. The decay time constant τ is given for reactions 

in free space in Eq. (3.1) or Eq. (3.2). 

   The nuclear transmutations observed in CF materials have been classified into several 

classes as explained in the next section. To explain some cases of the nuclear 

transmutation where new nuclei with large changes of nucleon numbers appear from that 

of nucleus existed in an original material, we can use the nucleon cluster A
Zδ made of Z 

protons and (A – Z) neutrons instead of a single neutron n [Kozima 2004, 2006]: 
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   A
Zδ + A’

Z’X = A+A’
Z+Z’X,                                           (3.3) 

   A
Zδ → AZX.                                                    (3.4) 

The reaction (3.4) expresses a case where the nucleon cluster AZδ transforms automatically 

into a nucleus A
ZX in the cf-material. 

   The experimental data of the gamma emission from nuclei 214Pb and 214Bi observed 

by Kumazawa et al. [Taniguchi 2008, Kumazawa 2012] is explained by the following 

nuclear reactions in the TNCF model: 

   6
0δ + 208

82Pb = 214
82Pb* → 214

83Bi* + e— + νe,            (τ = 26.8 m)     (3.5) 

               214
83Bi* → 214

84Po + e— + νe,                   (τ = 19.9 m)    (3.6) 

The nucleon cluster 6
0δ reminds us the polyneutron introduced by J.C. Fisher to explain 

the cold nuclear reactions in 1992 [Fisher 1992, 2005]. It is impressive to notice that the 

TNCF model developed to include the CF-matter in 2004 [Kozima 2004, 2006] meets 

with the idea of the polyneutron developed by J.C. Fisher in 1992 [Fisher 1992]. It should 

be noticed, however, that the Fisher’s polyneutron exists in a nucleus while the neutron 

drops in the extended TNCF model are in the neutron bands ubiquitous over the CF 

material moving freely around the lattice nuclei and also alien nuclei. 

These results obtained in XLPE are clearly demonstrating similar nuclear reactions of 
A

38Sr, 133
55Cs and A56Ba observed by Iwamura et al. [Iwamura 2006] catalyzed by a 

possible nucleon clusters 4
4δ to 16

4δ in our model [Kozima 2006, 2011]; 
A’

4δ + A38Sr = A+A’
42Mo,  

      (A = 84, 86 – 88; A+A’ = 92, 94 – 98, 100; A’ = 4 – 16)              (3.7) 

   In the cases of Cs and Ba, the relevant reactions are written down as follow; 

      8
4δ + 133

55Cs = 141
59Pr,                                        (3.8) 

      A’
6δ + A56Ba = A+A’

62Sm.  

(A = 132, 134 –138, A+ A’ = 144, 147 – 150, 152, 154; A’ = 6 – 22)    (3.9) 

In the case of the third reaction (3.9) [Iwamura 2006], the transmutation from 137
56Ba and 

138
56Ba to 149

62Sm and 150
62Sm, respectively, are explained by the reaction associated with 

the nucleon cluster 12
6δ (A’ = 12). However, there remains possible participation of other 

nucleon clusters as noticed in the bracket of Eq. (3.9). 

The data of Pr from Cs and abundance of 96
42Mo correlated to the amount of A

38Sr 

suggest us the stability of 8
4δ in the CF-matter formed in their CF materials (Pd 

complexes) at their boundary/surface region. The multi-neutron transfer is a problem 

discussed in the nuclear physics as we have discussed it in our paper presented at JCF14 

[Kozima 2014b]. This fact gives us a strong support to use the idea of the nucleon cluster 
A

Zδ in the explanation of nuclear transmutations in the CFP. 
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4. Conclusion 
The complex experimental data sets in the CFP occurring in such CF materials as 

transition metal hydrides (NiHx, PdDx, - - -) and carbon-hydrogen systems (graphite 

hydrides, XLPE and biological systems) have been successfully explained from a unified 

point of view on our phenomenological model (TNCF model) [Kozima 1998, 2006, 

2015(8)].  

The experimental data on the emission of gamma rays from nuclei 214Pb and 214Bi 

observed by Kumazawa et al. [Taniguchi 2008, Kumazawa 2012] have been explained by 

assumptions of absorption of a neutron drop 6
0δ by 208

82Pb (Eq. (3.5)) and succeeding 

decays of the resultant nuclides 214
82Pb* and 214

83Bi* in the frame of our model. 

Thus, we have another evidence of successful applications of our phenomenological 

model to the CFP. We may be able to conclude that the science of the CFP is a science of 

neutrons in CF materials not developed until now as discussed in our papers presented 

recently by us [Kozima 2014c, 2016].  
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Abstract 
   The nuclear transmutations in biological systems (biotransmutations) have been investigated for more 

than two centuries as reviewed in several books by Komaki and Kush and we have analyzed them 

tentatively by using our TNCF model developed for the cold fusion phenomenon (CFP) in transition metal 

hydrides/deuterides. Recently, the investigation of the biotransmutations made a great progress in the 

direction to determine the microscopic origin of the nuclear reactions in the biological system where is 

apparently no mechanism to accelerate charged particles up to enough energies to cause fusion reactions of 

nucleons. Vysotskii et al. have shown not only the biotransmutation but also the decay-time shortening of 

radioactive nuclides in systems including microbial cultures: There are data sets showing (1) production of 

57
26Fe from 55

25Mn and also (2) acceleration of the decay of radioactive nucleus 137
55Cs, 140

56Ba and 140
57La 

in several bacterial cultures. In this paper, we have reexamined the data of biotransmutation and decay-time 

shortening of radioactive nuclides in microbial cultures from molecular levels and applied our TNCF model 

to analyze them. It is shown that the TNCF model successful to give a unified explanation of the CFP is 

applicable also to the biotransmutation. 

 

1. Introduction 
In the events of the cold fusion phenomenon (CFP), the nuclear transmutation (NT) 

is an astonishing one from the viewpoint of nuclear physicists suggesting a new state of 

matter in the CF materials (materials responsible to the CFP) entirely different from the 

states of matter we know in physics and chemistry developed in the 20th century.  

It is remarkable to notice that the nuclear transmutations in biological systems 

(biotransmutations) have been investigated for more than two centuries as reviewed in 

several books [Komaki 1993, Kushi 1994] before the discovery of the CFP in chemical 

systems in 1989. We have analyzed tentatively these historical data by our 

phenomenological model [Kozima 1996].  

Recently, the investigation of the biotransmutations made a great progress in the 

direction to determine the microscopic origin of the nuclear reactions in the biological 

systems where is apparently no mechanism to accelerate charged particles up to enough 

energies to cause fusion reactions of nucleons in the meaning of usual nuclear physics. 
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Vysotskii et al. [Vysotskii 2009a] have shown not only the biotransmutation but also the 

decay-time shortening of radioactive nuclides in systems including microbial cultures: 

There are data sets showing (1) production of 57
26Fe from 55

25Mn and also (2) acceleration 

of the decay of radioactive nucleus 137
55Cs, 140

56Ba and 140
57La in several bacterial cultures. 

To solve the riddle of nuclear reactions occurring in biological systems, the Trapped 

Neutron Catalyzed Fusion (TNCF) model [Kozima 1998, 2006] was applied to them 

which had been applied successfully to various events in the cold fusion phenomenon 

(CFP) in chemical systems [Kozima 2015]. 

About the CFP general, we have given reviews of typical experimental data sets and 

their explanations based on our model [Kozima 1998 (Chapter 9), 2006 (Section 2.5), 

2014a]. An extensive bibliography of the data in the CFP was also given by Storms in his 

book [Storms 2007 (Section 4.5)]. 

In the successful explanation of the CFP by the TNCF model, the most remarkable 

discovery is the stability law for the frequency of detection of a transmuted nucleus in the 

CFP comparing the experimental data with the abundance of elements in universe 

[Kozima 2005, 2006 (Section 2.11), Suess 1956]. The stability law for the transmuted 

nuclei in the CFP suggests that the mechanism working in the CF materials (materials 

where was observed the CFP) should be similar to the mechanism of elements production 

in the universe.  

To approach the real mechanism resulting in the CFP, we have investigated quantum 

mechanically the premises of the TNCF model, especially the existence of neutrons 

(trapped neutrons) in the CF materials. The characteristics of the trapped neutrons 

participating in the CFP are revealed by its wave nature with their de Broglie wave length 

λD comparable to the lattice constants of the CF materials [Kozima 1994]. The neutron 

with an energy E as an elementary particle exhibits wave property with a characteristic 

wave length λD (called de Broglie wave length) 

    λD = h/p = h/√(2mnE),                                        (1.1) 

where mn is the neutron mass and h is the Planck’s constant. The de Broglie wave length 

takes a value  

λD = 1 × 10–8 cm = 0.1 nm = 100 pm (E = 98 meV = 0.098 eV) 

for a kinetic energy of E = 0.098 eV, and  

λD = 1.80 × 10–8 cm = 1.80 Å = 0.18 nm = 180 pm (E = Eth ≡ 25 meV) 

for E = Eth ≡25 meV = 0.025 eV (the thermal energy at 300 K). 

([Kozima 1998 (Section 12.2c)]) 

   The relation (1.1) is plotted in Fig. 1.1. As we see in the diagram, the de Broglie wave 

length of a neutron decreases with the inverse-square-root of energy; the wave length of 
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180 pm at E = 25 meV increases to 360 pm at E = (25/4) meV = 6.25 meV. As we see in 

the following sections and Appendix 1, almost all the lattice constants of CF materials 

including biological systems are in the range between these two values, 180 pm and 360 

pm (cf. especially Figs. A3 – A5 in Appendix 1). 

 

 
Fig. 1.1 Diagram of x (= 2mnE/h2) vs. y (= λD). Neutron energy E = 25 meV corresponds 

to the wave length λD = 180 pm. The more the neutron energy decreases, the more the de 

Broglie wave length lengthens. 

 

It is helpful to recollect nuclear transmutations in transition-metal hydrides which 

were recently reviewed in our paper [Kozima 2014b]. We show the crystal structure of 

NiH, one of typical CF materials in transition-metal hydrides, in Fig. 1.2. The lattice 

constant a of NiH is 3.731 Å = 373.1 pm.  

   As was explained generally in our recent papers [Kozima 2014a, 2016a], a neutron in 

a lattice nucleus Ni interacts with another neutron in another lattice nucleus Ni mediated 

by interstitial protons at nearest sites of the both Ni (the super-nuclear interaction). Then 

as a result of this super-nuclear interaction between lattice nuclei, there appear neutron 

bands where are neutrons participating in the nuclear reactions in the CFP.  
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Fig. 1.2 Atomic arrangement in nickel hydride crystal. Ni(○) atoms located at corners 

and centers of faces of a cube with an edge of length a. Hydrogens (●) located at 

octahedral interstices (interstitial sites) surrounded by six Ni atoms in this case. (Another 

interstices surrounded by four Ni atoms are called tetrahedral sites.) The lattice constant 

a is 3.731 Å = 373.1 pm.  

 

                 

●≡H      ○≡C 

Fig. 1.3 Lattice structure of XLPE orthorhombic lattice with lattice constants, a = 7.40 

Å (740 pm), b = 4.93Å (493 pm), c = 2.53 Å (253 pm) [Kozima 2010 (Fig. 5)]. 
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   Similarly, we can contemplate appearance of neutron bands in cross-linked 

polyethylene (XLPE) shown in Fig. 1.3 [Kozima 2010]. The rather regular structure of 

the carbon-hydrogen array in XLPE suggests similar mechanism to form the neutron 

bands as discussed in our recent paper [Kozima 2010, 2016b]. The atomic arrays in 

biological cells are more complex compared with that in XLPE as seen in the following 

pages and Appendix but we may be able to use the same idea used in the CFP general in 

biological systems. 

 

2. Biotransmutation 
   There is a long history of observations of curious events, nuclear transmutations in 

biological systems, i.e. biotransmutations [Komaki 1993, Kushi 1994]. These events have 

been out of a scope of modern science especially because there was lack of microscopic 

evidences for the events. Recent investigation of the biotransmutation supplied 

microscopic knowledge of the systems in which occur the events.  

   We give a historical review on the biotransmutation in the first subsection and 

introduce new data sets obtained by Vysotskii et al. in the next subsection. 

 

2.1 Historical Review of Nuclear Transmutations in Biological Systems 
   Biotransmutation had been noticed very long ago in 1799 by Vauquelin as 

described by M. Kushi [Kushi 1994]. 

“ "A belief in the possibility of transmutation dates back to the origin of modern 

science. In 1799, a French chemist by the name of Vauquelin observed a large quantity of 

lime (CaO) in the daily excretion of chickens. He fed a captive hen a diet of nothing but 

oats in order to find out where the lime was coming from. He measured the amount of 

lime in the oats, and then fed the oats to the hen. He then measured the amount of lime in 

the excretion and the eggs of the hen, and discovered that it had increased by a factor of 

twelve. He hypothesized that lime had been created but was unable to explain how or 

why.” [Kushi 1994, Kozima 1998 (Section 10.1)] 

A possible explanation of the biotransmutation known by the year of 1998 was given 

in our old book [Kozima 1998 (Section 10.1)]. From the developed point of view of the 

TNCF model, we have to revise the explanation given there as follows.  

The expression given there; 

   “It might be not absurd if we consider that a living being create a structure feasible 

to trap thermal neutrons when necessity be felt to transmute potassium into sodium, or 

else.” (underlined at citation), should be rewritten as follows, 

“ It might be not absurd if we consider that a living being create a structure feasible 
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to trap thermal neutrons or to form the neutron bands through the super-nuclear 

interaction between lattice nuclei mediated by protons at interstitials when necessity be 

felt to transmute potassium into sodium, or else.” 

   The experimental investigation of the biotransmutation has made vast progress in 

these more than ten years and we can give a more quantitative treatment using developed 

knowledge of the mechanism of the CFP. 

 

2.2 Recent Experimental data sets by Vysotskii et al. 
   The experimental data sets in biological systems have been obtained in these about 

20 years mainly by V.I. Vysotskii and his collaborators [Vysotskii 1996, 2000, 2009a, 

2009b, 2013, 2015a, 2015b]. To realize the complex structure of bacteria and microbial 

cultures used in their experiments, we give their fundamental structures in Appendix 1. 

The figures depicted in Appendix 1 show complex but similar regular structures in 

microbial cultures to that in XLPE shown in Fig. 1.3. 

There are data sets showing (1) production of 57
26Fe from 55

25Mn and also (2) 

acceleration of the decay of radioactive nucleus 157
55Cs, 140

56Ba and 140
57La in several 

bacterial cultures. 

Experiments were conducted using several bacterial cultures (Bacillus subtilis GSY 

228, Escherichia coli K-1, Deinococcus radiodurans M-1) as well as the yeast culture 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae T-8. Selection of these cultures was motivated either by their 

experimentally proven ability to grow in the heavy water based media or by the prospect 

of using the radiation-stable culture Deinococcus radiodurans M-1 in transmutation 

processes given the presence of powerful radioactive fields, as was noted earlier 

[Vysotskii 2009a]. 

   The bacterial cultures used in their experiments have following characteristics: 

S. cerevisiae (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) cells are round to ovoid (egg shaped), 5–

10 micrometers (μm) in diameter.  

B. subtilis (Bacillus subtilis) cells are typically rod-shaped, and are about 4 – 10 μm 

long and 0.25 – 1.0 μm in diameter, with a cell volume of about 4.6 fL at stationary phase.  

D. radiodurans (Deinococcus radiodurans) is a rather large, spherical bacterium, 

with a diameter of 1.5 to 3.5 µm. Four cells normally stick together, forming a tetrad.  

E. coli (Escherichia coli) is - - - - . Cells are typically rod-shaped, and are about 2.0 

μm long and 0.25 – 1.0 μm in diameter, with a cell volume of 0.6 – 0.7 μm3.  

 

   The observed acceleration of the decay process of 137
55Cs isotope is shown in Fig. 

2.1. The behavior of the decay time shortening in transition-metal hydrides had been 
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noticed before and discussed in our paper already [Kozima 2014c]. 

 
Fig. 2.1 Accelerated deactivation (accelerated decay) of 137

55Cs isotope in “biological 

cells” with presents of different chemical elements [Vysotskii 2009a (Fig. 3.23), 2013 

(Fig. 10)]. “MCT” in the explanation of this figure means the microbial catalyst-

transmutator, a special kind of granules. (Cf. Appendix 2 of this paper). 

 

   Another data of the decay-time shortening in the biological system is obtained in 
140

56Ba and 140
57La in pure reactor water with presence of metabolically active 

microorganisms as shown in Fig. 2.2. 

 
Fig. 2.2 Change of activity Q(t) of the same reactor 140

56Ba, 140
57La and 60

27Co isotopes in 

the experiment on transmutation (activity Qcultures in pure reactor water with presence of 

metabolically active microorganisms) and in the control one (activity Qcontrol in the same 

pure reactor water without microorganisms) [Vysotskii 2009a (Fig. 3.21), 2013 (Fig. 8)]. 
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   We can show the molecular structure of the Escherichia coli ribosome in Fig. 2.3 used 

in the experiments by Vysotskii et al. (e.g. [Vysotskii 2009a]). 

 

Fig. 2.3 Escherichia coli ribosome [Noeske 2015] 

 

3. Theoretical Investigation on the Biotransmutation in Bacterial 
Cultures 

The structures of bacterial cultures used in the experiments by Vysotskii et al. 

[Vysotskii 1996, 2000, 2009a, 2009b, 2013] are too complicated to treat them in a parallel 

way to the cases of transition-metal hydrides [Kozima 2014a] and XLPE [Kozima 2012]. 

We can, however, give explanations of the nuclear transmutations of 55
25Mn into 57

26Fe 

and the decay-time shortening of 137
55Cs, 140

56Ba and 140
57La (and invariance of τ in the 

case of 60
27Co) on a qualitative justification of application of the TNCF model to these 

cases. 

First of all, we have to recognize the characteristics of bacteria in relation to the 

interaction with thermal neutrons. The distances between nuclei appropriate to effective 

interaction with thermal neutrons and regular arrangements of molecules in hydrocarbons 

in components of bacteria are two important characteristics common to the cultures used 

by Vysotskii et al. for the nuclear transmutation. These characteristics remind us the words 

cited by M. Kushi in his book [Kushi 1994 (p. 25)] from a report, Energy Development 

from Elemental Transmutations in Biological Systems, published by U.S. Army Material 

Technology Laboratory in 1978; 

“The MgATP when placed in layers one atop the other has all the attributes of a cyclotron 

in accordance with the requirements set forth by E.O. Lawrence, inventor of the cyclotron” 

[Kozima 1998 (Section 10.1)]. A possibility of nuclear reactions in biological cells had 

been recognized to explain the NTs observed by the year of 1978 as the sentence cited 

above shows. 

Allowing application of the TNCF model to the problems of biotransmutation, we can 

use following reactions between a trapped neutron n and a nucleus A
ZX at or in the surface 

of a bacterium; 
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   A
ZX + n → A+1

ZX*.                                         (3.0.1) 

In this reaction formula, A+1
ZX* is an excited state of the nucleus A+1

ZX which will decay 

through following several channels in free space; 

      A+1
ZX* → A+1

ZX + γ,                                     (3.0.2) 

             → A+1
Z+1Y + e – + νe,                              (3.0.3) 

             → A+1
Z – 1Y’ – e – + νe,                              (3.0.4) 

             → A– 4
Z – 2Y’’ + 4

2He,                              (3.0.5) 

where νe and νe are an electron neutrino and an electron antineutrino, respecitvely, γ is a 

photon (in free space) and Y, Y’ and Y’’ are daughter nuclides of the reactions. In the CF 

materials, the photon γ in the free space is supposed to be absorbed by the cf-matter 

formed of neutrons in the neutron band and its energy dissipates in phonons to heat the 

system as a whole [Kozima 2006 (Section 3.7.5)]. 

   We would like to add another possibility to the dissipation mechanism resulting in the 

decay-time shortening in addition to the above mechanism proposed before [Kozima 

2014c]. The decay process of a radioactive nuclide A+1
ZX to another A’

Z’Y may be strongly 

influenced by the interaction with a thermal neutron. The possible influence of the thermal 

neutron is described as (3.0.7) in the case of a beta-decay (3.0.6) in free space; 

   A+1
ZX* → A+1

Z+1Y + e – + νe,            (decay constant τ0 )       (3.0.6) 
A+1

ZX* + n → A+1
Z+1Y + e – + νe + n.      (decay constant τ << τ0)    (3.0.7) 

Therefore, we have two possible effects of the trapped neutrons (3.0.1) and (3.0.7) on the 

decay process of radioactive nuclides. 

 

3.1 Explanation of Nuclear Transmutations in Biological System 
(Biotransmutation) 

Now, let us investigate the biotransmutation observed by Vysotskii et al.  

The first example is the production of 57
26Fe in a CF material containing 55

25Mn. The 

nuclear reaction responsible to this case is suggested by Eqs. (3.0.3) and (3.0.2). We can 

explain the production of 57
26Fe from 55

25Mn by the following reactions based on the 

TNCF model; 
55

25Mn + n → 56
25Mn*,       (σ = 13.41 b)                       (3.1.1) 

56
25Mn* → 56

26Fe + e – + νe,    (τ = 2.5785 h)                      (3.1.2) 
56

26Fe + n → 57
26Fe,           (σ = 2.5914 b)                     (3.1.3) 

 

3.2 Explanation of Decay-Time Shortening in Biological System 
   The sophisticated experiments performed by Vysotskii et al. on the nuclear processes 

in biological systems revealed existence of the decay-time shortening observed already 
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in inorganic CF systems as discussed recently in our paper [Kozima 2014c]. There are 

two examples of the decay-time shortening in biological system; one for 137
55Cs in 

electrolytic liquid, MCT + electrolyte (KCl, NaCl, or CaCO3), and another for 140
56Ba and 

140
57La in electrolytic liquid (water + metabolically active microorganisms). Explanation 

of MCT used in the experiment is given in Appendix 2. 

 

3.2a 137
55Cs  

   The second example is the decay time shortening of radioactive isotope 137
55Cs which 

decays in free space according to the following reaction shown in Fig. 2.1; 
137

55Cs → 137
56Ba + e – + νe,   (τ = 30.07 y)                    (3.2a.1)  

Assuming the existence of the trapped neutron in the TNCF model, we can apply the 

equation (3.0.3) to this case; 
137

55Cs + n → 138
55Cs*,   (σ = 0.113 b)                        (3.2a.2)  

138
55Cs* → 138

56Ba + e – + νe .  (τ = 33.41 m)                     (3.2a.3)  

  The difference of the effect of MCT (microbial catalyst-transmutator) + electrolyte 

(KCl, NaCl, or CaCO3) on the decay-time shortening may express (1) difference of the 

density of the trapped neutrons nn or (2) difference of the number of 137
55Cs nuclei on the 

MCT surface in the system due to the effect of electrolytic liquids (MCT + electrolytes) 

on the MCT.  

The measured decay times τ* = 380 d (MCT), 10 y (MCT + KCl), 480 d (MCT + 

NaCl), and 310 d (MCT + CaCO3) compared to the natural decay time 30.1 y of 137
55Cs 

in free state show the effect of the electrolytes on MCT where 137
55Cs nuclei are adsorbed 

and their decay characteristics are drastically influenced by the density of the trapped 

neutron in samples from our point of view. Thus, the electrolyte seems to have large effect 

on the adsorption characteristics of 137
55Cs by MCT.  

   This fact reminds us the effect of K and Li on the CFP of Ni and Pd discussed by us 

for long [Kozima 2000 (Sec. 4), 2006 (Sec. 2.2.1.2)].  

“ It is should be emphasized here that there are preference for combination of a cathode 

metal (Pd, Ni, Ti, - - ), an electrolyte (Li, Na, K, or Rb) and a solvent (D2O or H2O) to 

induce CFP. ” [Kozima 2000 (p. 45)]. 

   Now, let us investigate the characteristics of the decay-time shortening of 137
55Cs in 

these systems. 

   The temporal evolution of the number of a radioactive nuclide with a decay constant 

τ is described by following equations; 

N(t) = N(0) exp ( – t/τ)                                         (3.2a.4) 

dN/dt = – (N(0)/ τ) exp ( – t/τ)                                   (3.2a.5) 
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   On the other hand, decrease of the number of a nucleus AZX due to absorption of 

thermal neutrons described by Eq. (3.2a.6) and the relation (3.2a.7) assumed in our model 

[Kozima 1998 (Sec. 11.1), 2006 (Sec. 3.2)]; 

   A
ZX + n = AZX* = A+1

ZX + phonons.                             (3.2a.6) 

   P = δNX /NX = 0.35 nn vn σnX,                                  (3.2a.7) 

where nn is the density of the trapped neutron, vn is the thermal velocity of the assumed 

trapped neutron, NX is the number of the nucleus A
ZX, and σnX is the absorption cross 

section of thermal neutrons by the nucleus X by the reaction (3.2a.6) (= 0.113 b for 
137

55Cs) assumed to be the same as the thermal neutron absorption cross section in free 

space. vn is taken to be 2.2 × 105 cm/s according to our premises of the TNCF model.  

   If a 137
55Cs nucleus is adsorbed by the MCT granules to be reacted by the trapped 

neutron, the reaction (3.2a.6) is written as, 
137

55Cs + n = 138
55Cs* = 138

55Cs + phonons.                        (3.2a.8) 

The reaction occurs with a probability P in a unit time interval for a nucleus 137
55Cs as 

expressed in Eq. (3.2a.7): 

P = δNCs /NCs = 0.35 nn vn σnCs.                                (3.2a.9) 

   Let us determine the density nn of the TNCF model assuming that the observed decay-

time shortenings of 137
55Cs in electrolytic liquids depicted in Fig. 2.1 are the results of the 

neutron absorption described by Eq. (3.2a.8). 

   For an example of calculation, we take up the case of 137
55Cs in an electrolytic liquid 

with MCT + CaCO3, where is observed the decay time τ* = 310 d. Using Eq. (3.2a.5), we 

obtain the relative number of decayed nucleus in a unit time (1 s for instance) as 

δN/N = – (1/ τ*) exp ( – t/τ*)  

= – 1/(310 × 8.64 × 104) = – 1/2.68 × 107  

= 3.73 × 10–8 (s–1 ).                                   (3.2a.10) 

In this calculation, we notice that the exponential factor exp (– t/τ*) ≈ 1 and does not  

essentially contribute in the final result. 

   On the other hand, the equation (3.2a.9) gives nn through the relative number of 

transmuted 137
55Cs nuclei δN/N as; 

   nn = (δN/N)/(0.35 × 2.2 × 105 × 0.113 × 10–24 )  × 1  

= (δN/N)/(0.35 × 2.2 × 0.113 × 10–19 )  

= 1.15 × 1020 (δN/N) (cm–3)                                (3.2a.11) 

Using the value of δN/N given in Eq. (3.2a.10), we obtain the value of nn in this case as  

   nn  =  3.73 × 10–8 /8.70 × 10–21 = 4.29 × 1012cm–3                (3.2a.12) 

   If the number of 137
55Cs adsorbed by MCT granules and that not adsorbed are in the 

ratio x : (1 – x), the calculation should be generalized to take into this fact. In the short 
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time (e.g. 1 day) we are interested in, the number N0 of 137
55Cs nuclei not adsorbed and 

therefore not influenced by the trapped neutron keeps its number (1 – x)N0 almost the 

same as before (for the very long decay time of τ0 = 30.1 y): 

δN/N|1 = 0.                                              (3.2a.13) 

On the other hand, the nuclei adsorbed by MCT granules will suffer the action of the 

trapped neutron and its number xN0 changes according to the equation (3.2a.9): 

δN/N|2 = 0.35 nn vn σnM,                                    (3.2a.14) 

Therefore, we have the change δN0 of the number N0 of 137
55Cs nuclei after the time 

interval t (= 1 s) given by δN|1 due to the decay process (3.2a.5) with τ = 30.1 y and by 

δN|2 due to the neutron trapping (3.2a.9). Using the relations (3.2a.13) and (3.2a.14), we 

obtain finally the expression for δN0 /N0 as given in Eq. (3.2a.16): 

δN0 = δN|1 + δN|2 = δ(1 – x)N0|1 +δ xN0|2                      (3.2a.15) 

δN0 /N0 = x(δN0|2/N0) = x(0.35 nn vn σnM)                      (3.2a.16) 

Substituting the values vn = 2.2 × 105 cm/s and σnM = 0.113 b, we obtain following 

equation: 

δN0 /N0 = x nn (0.35 × 2.2 × 105 × 0.113 × 10 – 24) 

           = 8.7 × 10 –21 x nn (s–1)                                               (3.2a.17) 

   Therefore, the value nn in this case is expressed as 

    nn = 1.15 × 1020(δN/N) x –1 (cm–3).                           (3.2a.18) 

If x = 1, i.e. all the 137
55Cs nuclei are adsorbed by MCT granules and influenced by the 

trapped neutron by Eq. (3.2a.8), δN/N = 3.73 × 10–8 (s–1) (3.2a.10) gives the same value 

given in (3.2a.12); 

   nn = 1.15 × 1020 (δN/N) x –1   

= 4.29 × 1012 (cm–3).                                     (3.2a.19) 

This value is compared with the values 107 – 1012 cm–3 obtained in inorganic CF materials 

given in our previous books [kozima1998 (Tables 11.2 and 11.3), 2006 (Tables 2.2 and 

2.3)]. 

   As the Eq. (3.2a.5) (or Eq. (3.2a.10)) shows that the decrease of the number of 

radioactive nuclei is proportional to the decay time τ* inversely and it is also proportional 

to x and nn as shown by Eq. (3.2a.16) (where x is the ratio of adsorbed nuclei). The 

differences of τ* observed in different electrolytic liquids are explained as follows. 

   If the density of trapped neutrons nn is not influenced by the kind of electrolyte in the 

liquid, the difference of τ* depend only on the value of x which may depend on the 

electrolyte. The values of τ* = 310 d, 380 d, 480 d, 10 y in the liquid with CaCO3, none, 

NaCl, KCl, respectively, show that the ratios x in these electrolytic liquids are given by 1, 

0.8, 0.6, 8.5 ×10–3, respectively taking the case of CaCO3 as x = 1.  
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   This result may show the aqueous solution of MCT granules is very effective to adsorb 
137

55Cs nucleus (and change the value of x) and addition of CaCO3 works positively but 

that of NaCl and KCl negatively to the adsorption, if our interpretation by the TNCF 

model of the decay-time shortening in the electrolytic liquids is right. 

 

3.2b 140
56Ba and 140

57La 
 Similarly, we can analyze the cases of 140

56Ba and 140
57La shown in Fig. 2.2. The 

decays of these nuclides are described by the following formulae: 

   140
56Ba → 140

57La + e – + νe   (τ = 12.752 d)                     (3.2b.1) 

   140
57La → 140

58Ce + e – + νe   (τ = 1.6781 d)                     (3.2b.2) 

The decay-time shortenings of these nuclides are explained by the absorption of a neutron 

by 140
56Ba and 140

57La followed by the beta-decay of the intermediate nuclei as shown 

below: 

   140
56Ba + n → 141

56Ba*,   (σ = 1.63 b)                         (3.2b.3) 

   141
56Ba* → 141

57La + e – + νe   (τ = 18.27 m)                     (3.2b.4) 

and  

   140
57La  + n → 141

56La*,   (σ = 2.73 b)                        (3.2b.5) 

   141
56La* → 141

58Ce + e – + νe   (τ = 3.92 h)                      (3.2b.6) 

On the other hand, the data in Fig. 2.2 shows that the decay of 60
27Co is not influenced 

measurably by the existence and absorption of the trapped neutrons. The same calculation 

for the cases of 140
56Ba and 140

57La is shown for 60
27Co by following equations: 

   60
27Co → 60

58Ni + e – + νe   (τ = 5.27 y)                (3.2b.7) 

   60
27Co + n → 61

27Co*,   (σ = 2.02 b)                          (3.2b.8) 

   61
27Co* → 61

58Ni + e – + νe   (τ = 1.65 h)                        (3.2b.9) 

It is necessary to understand the difference of the case 60
27Co from the cases of 140

56Ba 

and 140
57La should be another factor influencing the reactions (3.2b.3), (3.2b.5) and 

(3.2b.8). Probable effective factors are the ionization tendency of Ba, La and Co in water 

and their adsorbability by metabolically active micro-organism. The former is clearly 

higher for Ba and La than Co which is favorable for the adsorption and the above reactions. 

The latter is not well known at present but may be useful for selective nuclear 

transmutations by active micro-organisms. 

Thus, the experimental data for 140
56Ba, 140

57La and 60
27Co shown in Fig. 2.2 is 

consistently explainable by the TNCF model. 

 

4. Conclusion 
   In this paper, we have given our explanation on the nuclear transmutations observed 
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in biological bodies (biotransmutation) as a system composed of carbon and hydrogen. 

The other two CF materials characterized by carbon and hydrogen, hydrogen graphite 

[Kozima 2015 (7)] and XLPE [Kozima 2010, 2016b], had been investigated in other 

papers using the TNCF model as in this system [Kozima 2015 (8), 2016b]. 

The biotransmutation taken up in this paper is the most difficult problem to understand 

from physical point of view due to the complex nature of the material where occurs the 

phenomenon. When we took up the biotransmutation before [Kozima 1996, 1998 

(Section 10.1)], the experimental data were just qualitative combining the initial condition 

characterized by plants (e.g. watercress) or animals (e.g. chicken) and the final results 

characterized by increases of some elements (e.g. CaO or CaCO3).  

The situation is drastically changed mainly by the efforts performed by Vysotskii and 

his collaborators to identify the elemental changes in rather quantitatively specified 

materials such biological cultures as Bacillus subtilis GSY 228, Escherichia coli K-1, 

Deinococcus radiodurans M-1 as well as the yeast culture Saccharomyces cerevisiae T-8. 

Then, we could explain the experimental data of 57
26Fe production and the decay time 

shortening of 137
55Cs, 140

56Ba and 140
57La as presented in the Section 3.1 and 3.2. 

We can recite our sentences proclaiming a possibility of biotransmutation to 

emphasize the weight of the scientific fact even if no framework is absent at the time 

[Kozima 1998]; 

“From our point of view, on which the excess heat generation and the nuclear 

transmutation in electrolytic and gas-loading systems are explained by nuclear reactions 

in them catalyzed by thermal neutrons, the biotransmutation described in the book and 

cited above should also be explained as follows. 

A body of plants or animals is made of cells with regularity and fundamental elements of 

the cell are hydrogen (H), oxygen (O) and carbon (C). The ambient thermal neutron, 

which is plenty on the earth everywhere69, can be trapped in the body of a living being by 

a structure with regularity, i.e. the layer structure of MgATP explained in the Kushi's 

sentence cited above. The trapped neutron can react with an element in the body. Such 

nuclear transmutation as Na → Mg, P → S, K → Ca and Mn → Fe are easily explained 

by nuclear reactions where occur a neutron capture and a successive beta decay as 

follows: 
23

11Na + n → 24
11Na* → 24

12Mg + e– + νe,  
31

15P + n → 32
15P* → 32

16S + e– + νe,  
39

19K + n → 40
19K* → 40

20Ca + e– + νe,  
55

25Mn + n → 56
25Mn* → 56

26Fe + e– + νe,  

where νe is the electron antineutrino.” [Kozima 1998 (Section 10.1)] 
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   The variety in the structures and properties of bacteria is very diverse and our 

explanation on the biotransmutation has been only qualitative. It is, however, possible to 

say that the investigation given above in this paper is a first step to understand the 

mechanism of biotransmutation and may suffice as a corner stone for the science of 

biotransmutation, an important part of the CFP, with vast possibility of application, 

especially in the remediation of hazardous nuclear waste with long-lasting radioactivity. 

A word should be mentioned on the relation of the TNCF model used to explain the 

biotransmutations and decay-time shortening in microbial cultures to the “Coherent 

Correlated States of Interacting Particles” used by Vysotskii et al. [Vysotskii 2015a]. In 

the bases of the TNCF model, there are several many-body effects working to form the 

CF-matter as discussed before [Kozima 2014a, 2016]. Detailed investigation of the basis 

of the “Coherent Correlated States of Interacting Particles” will reveal a close relation of 

the coherent correlated states to the basis of the TNCF model. 
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Appendix 1: Structures of Bacteria and Microbial Cultures 
Perhaps the most obvious structural characteristic of bacteria is (with some 

exceptions) their small size. For example, Escherichia coli cells, an "average" sized 

bacterium, are about 2 μm long and 0.5 μm in diameter, with a cell volume of 0.6 - 0.7 

μm3. Small size is extremely important because it allows for a large surface area-to-

volume ratio which allows for rapid uptake and intracellular distribution of nutrients and 

excretion of wastes. 

However, the molecular structure of bacteria is very interesting from our point of view 

in terms of the regular arrangement facilitating interaction with thermal neutrons similar 

to the XLPE [Kozima 2016b] and also to the transition-metal hydrides introduced in the 

beginning of this paper. The molecular structure of bacteria, however, is extremely 

diverse; there are varieties of component structure even if the essential components are 

common throughout the all bacteria. 

To show the general idea of the molecular structure of bacteria, we show first the cell 

structure of a gram positive bacterium in Fig. A1 and the structure of peptidoglycan, a 

polymer consisting of sugars and amino acids that forms a mesh-like layer outside the 

plasma membrane of most bacteria, forming the cell wall, is shown in Fig. A2 
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Fig. A1 Cell structure of a gram positive bacterium (after Wikipedia). 

 

Peptidoglycan is made up of a polysaccharide backbone consisting of alternating N-

Acetylmuramic acid (NAM) and N-acetylglucosamine (NAG) residues in equal amounts. 

 

 
Fig. A2 The structure of peptidoglycan (after Wikipedia). 

 

   To understand the periods of molecular structures of bacteria appropriate for the 

interaction with thermal neutrons, we show the dimension of components of 

hydrocarbons, ethane, ethylene and benzene, composing the bacteria in Figs. A3 – A5.  

 

 

 

Fig. A3 Ethane molecule 

 

 
Fig. A4 Ethylene molecule 

 

Fig. A5 Benzene molecule 
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   The distances from 108.7 to 139 pm between nuclei in the hydrocarbon molecules 

given above are compared with the wave length 180 pm of a thermal neutron shown in 

Section 1.1. This fact shows possibility of interaction of thermal and epithermal neutrons 

with bacteria resulting in the CFP in biological systems. 

   The molecular structures of bacteria are, of course, very complicated from one 

bacterium to another. So, we have to satisfy ourselves only by giving some data of 

molecular structure of bacteria for a general idea to apply our TNCF model to the 

biotransmutation (nuclear transmutations in biological system, especially in bacteria). 

There are two main types of bacterial cell walls, those of gram-positive bacteria (shown 

in Fig. A1) and those of gram-negative bacteria as shown in Fig. A6. Gram-positive cell 

walls are thick and the peptidoglycan ( also known as murein) layer constitutes almost 

95% of the cell wall in some gram-positive bacteria and as little as 5 – 10% of the cell 

wall in gram-negative bacteria. 

 
Fig. A6 Structures of cell walls in gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria (after [Ohno 

2008]). 

 

   The matrix substances in the walls of gram-positive bacteria may be polysaccharides 

or teichoic acids. These acids are polymers of ribitol phosphate or glycerol phosphate and 

only located on the surface of many gram-positive bacteria. 

   Gram-negative cell walls are thin and unlike the gram-positive cell walls, they contain 

a thin peptidoglycan layer adjacent to the cytoplasmic membrane. 

   An S-layer (surface layer) is a cell surface protein layer found in many different 

bacteria and in some archaea, where it serves as the cell wall. All S-layers are made up of 

a two-dimensional array of proteins and have a crystalline appearance, the symmetry of 

which differs between species. The exact function of S-layers is unknown, but it has been 

suggested that they act as a partial permeability barrier for large substrates. 
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   The cell wall has regular array of molecules as shown in Fig. A7 for the case of 

Staphylococcus. 

 

 

Fig. A7 Structure of the cell wall in Staphylococcus (after [Ohno 2008]) 

 

   Another example of molecular array in bacteria is shown in Fig. A8 for the teichoic 

acid found within the cell wall of Gram-positive bacteria and appears to extend to the 

surface of the peptidoglycan layer. 

 

Fig. A8 Molecular structures of teichoic acids; (1) Membrane teichoic acid and (2) Cell 

wall teichoic acid (after [Ohno 2008]). 

 

   Further, the molecular structures of lipopolysaccharide and plasma membrane are 

shown in Fig. A9 and Fig. A10, respectively. 
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Fig. A9 Molecular structure of lipopolysaccharide (after [Ohno 2008]) 

 

 

Fig. A10 Structure of plasma membrane 

(http://study.com/academy/lesson/plasma-membrane-of-a-cell-definition-function-

structure.html) 

 

   The structure of plasma membrane (cf. Fig. A10) in the bacteria reminds us the 

structure of XLPE where was observed various NTs [Kumazawa 2005], which are 

explained by the TNCF model [Kozima 2010]. 

   These differences in the structure of molecules in bacteria shown above with several 

examples (especially in Fig. A6) may have close relation to the characteristics of the 

biotransmutation induced by a bacterium and useful for their applications.  

   We have shown the molecular structure of the Escherichia coli ribosome. 

 

Appendix 2: Microbial Catalyst-Transmutator (MCT) used by Vysotskii 
et al. [Vysotskii 2009a] 

The word MCT (microbial catalyst-transmutator) is used by Vysotskii et al. to express 

the microbe syntrophin associations used by them as explained in their sentences as cited 

below from their papers [Vysotskii 2009a, 2013]. 
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 “The base of used microbial catalyst-transmutator (MCT) compound is microbe 

syntrophin associations of thousands different microorganism kinds that are in the state 

of complete symbiosis. These microorganisms appertain to different physiological groups 

that represent practically the whole variety of the microbe metabolism and relevantly all 

kinds of microbe accumulation mechanisms. The state of complete symbiosis of the 

syntrophin associations results on the possibility of maximal adaptation of the micro-

organisms’ association to any external conditions change. 

These cultures are in a state of natural complete symbiosis and grow as a total correlated 

multisystem. There are a lot of different types of intraspecific and interspecific stimulated 

and symbiotic connections between different cultures in the volume of syntrophin 

associations. This correlated microbiological multisystem adequately reacts to 

modifications of exterior requirements, to composition of nutrient medium and to 

biochemical properties of a system because of metabolic, growth and transmutation 

processes. The spectrum of their functional characteristics is very wide. We believe that 

it should be expected that this would lead to high efficiency for stimulating transmutation 

processes. This model is presented in symbolic form on Fig. 3.15.” [Vysotskii 2009a] (Fig. 

3.15 of this paper is cited below as Fig. A11).  

 

 
Fig. A11 Symbolic scheme of different types of intraspecific and interspecific 

connections between arbitrary selected culture and different cultures in the volume of 

syntrophin association. The same connections are related to each culture.“ [Vysotskii 

2009a (p. 53, Fig. 3.15)] 

 

“The base of MCT (“microbial catalyst-transmutator”) compound that was used is the 

microbe syntrophin associations of thousands different microorganism kinds that are in 
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the state of complete symbiosis (Vysotskii et al., 2003b; Vysotskii et al., 2008; Vysotskii 

and Kornilova, 2009). These microorganisms appertain to different physiological groups 

that represent practically the whole variety of the microbe metabolism and relevantly all 

kinds of microbe accumulation mechanisms. We postulate that the state of complete 

symbiosis of the syntrophin associations results from the possibility of maximal 

adaptation of the microorganisms’association in response to changes in any external 

condition. These cultures are in a state of natural complete symbiosis and grow as a total 

correlated multisystem. There are a lot of different types of intraspecific and interspecific 

stimulated and symbiotic connections between different cultures in the volume of 

syntrophin associations. This microbiological multisystem adequately reacts to 

modifications of exterior requirements, to composition of nutrient medium and to 

biochemical properties of a system because of metabolic, growth and transmutation 

processes. 

The MCT compound involves special granules that include: 

● Concentrated biomass of metabolically active microorganisms (microbe syntrophin 

association); 

● Organic sources of carbon and energy, phosphorus, nitrogen, etc. 

● Gluing substances that keep all components in the form of granules stable in water 

solutions, for a long period of time, subjected to many, possibly any, external conditions.” 

[Vysotskii 2013] 

 

“The MCT represents special granules that include: concentrated biomass of 

metabolically active microorganisms, sources of carbon and energy, phosphorus, 

nitrogen, etc., and gluing substances which keep all components in the way of granules 

stable in water solutions for a long period of time at any external conditions. The base of 

the MCT are microbe syntrophin associations that contain many thousands kinds of 

different microorganisms that are in the state of complete symbiosis. These 

microorganisms appertain to different physiological groups that represent practically 

whole variety of the microbe metabolism and relevantly all kinds of microbe accumulation 

mechanisms.” (Vysotskii et al. “Experimental Study of Accelerated Deactivation of High-

activity Reactor Water in Growing Microbiological Cultures”). 
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